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Canada Collections
1512

**
Mint Never Hinged Collection in 11 Schaubek
Springback Albums with Slipcovers, 1967-2003, the owner
counted over 14,700 different stamps, all neatly mounted in
clear mounts, totaling $7,400 in face value. This expanded
collection includes booklets, souvenir sheets, sheetlets
and all possible combinations of tab/stamp or se-tenant
issues. For example, 21 pages were required to show all the
combinations for the 1970 Christmas low values. No great
rarities within, but just a really solid coverage of the issues in
this period, useful both for postage, or for collecting / adding
to. Very fine and fresh throughout, please have a look in
person to better appreciate this one.
..............................................................................Face $5,400

1518

** Topical Collection Depicting Different Canadian Prime
Ministers, all appears to be mint never hinged, and contains
many issues depicting Prime Ministers of Canada, from
MacDonald to Trudeau. The collection is mostly made up of
corner plate blocks, most often matched sets, plus singles
pairs, a few plate inscription items, booklets, and more.
Scans only show a small sampling, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1519

** Collection of Mint Never Hinged in a Lighthouse Album,
with a scattering of various issues, from the QV Leaf to about
1976. All stamps are mint never hinged, and we noted a block
of 6 of Scott 87, a corner plate block of the 8c Arch, 1c Arch
coil pair, etc. Overall fine or better, some of the better pages
have been photographed online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,310

1520

** Collection of Mint Complete Sheets, from 1940s to
1960s, consisting of about 50 sheets as well as some large
blocks, all displayed in a leatherette mint sheet file. We noted
War (1c to 5c), George VI Postes-Postage omitted, and Karsh
definitives, as well as commemorative issues with inscription
or in field stock sheets. Also included is a Millennium
collection, and a quantity of mint postage mainly populated
by low denominations in one stockbook, with an estimated
face value of $100. Some faults to be expected. Clean lot
overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1513

** Collection of Mint Never Hinged in 3 Lighthouse
Hingeless Albums, from 1986 to 2011, in matching
slipcases. Collection is missing only a handful of stamps to
be complete in period. We noted booklets, souvenir sheets
and even some sought after varieties including the Mammal
definitive issues #1171c (Walrus c.v. $600), 1175a (Wolf c.v.
$100), and the Christmas Angels perforation change (1764b,
c.v. $500). The total face value is $1,251 in addition to the
high retail value of the albums and pages. Beautiful clean
collection, overall very fine. See photos for a small glimpse of
the collection.
..............................................................................Face $1,251

1514

** Collection of Modern Varieties, with 63 items in all
(multiples counted as one) showing a range of varieties such
as perforation changes, tagging, no score line in coil multiples,
missing colour, many with tagging omitted, etc. Noted Year of
the Pig with missing gold inscriptions, 38c Parliament with
red ink flaw, some Mammal issue varieties (best is 61c, perf
13.1), 38c Parliament with strong double printing, missing
bird on 8c totem pole in a strip of 4, a strong offset on back
of the $5 Moose, #625a 6c Christmas with black colour
doubled, a page full of stamps with tagging omitted, centre
blocks of the untagged 1970 Christmas issues, two signed
Canada 92 souvenir sheets and more. All pages scanned
online.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1521

** Selection of Mini Packs and Panes, Etc., includes a
signed Canada 92 souvenir sheet, two complete sheets of
100 of the 1970 Christmas issues (5c and 6c, untagged),
also includes 16 mini-sheets still shrink wrapped (Christmas,
etc.) plus another 18 mini-sheets for Cameo, Centennial,
Wilding, etc., some tagged. A very fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1522

** Selection of Mint Never Hinged on 2 Black Stock
Pages, mostly from late KGV era to early QEII era, we note
complete sets, coil pairs, G overprinted Officials, Airmails and
more. Most are very fine centered, catalogued by owner at
$770. Both pages scanned online.
..............................................................................Scott U$770

1515

** Large Collection / Stock of Mint Never Hinged Blocks
of Four, with about 200 black stock cards, each containing
one to 4 blocks of four (the multiples are sets). Also about
2,000 102 cards, each containing one block of four. The
majority of the blocks are from the 5c to 8c era, and includes
various quantities of the higher values such as 10c, 15c and
25c, as well as a few higher. We also note older blocks from
the George VI era, mostly definitives. The best items include
a set of Peace issue ($340), 50c Suzor-Coté, $1 Montréal
(with short $ flaw), two sets of 1c to 5c KGVI (with and without
Postes - Postage), etc. Overall very fine, all appear to be never
hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1523

** Group of 39 Better Queen Elizabeth II Items, 19672020, includes #s 525i (center block of four), 593x (Weeping
Queen, pos. 13 in a corner block of 9), the 1974 annual
collection in its original envelope, 1250ii (UL plate block),
1292d (perf 12½ x 12 block of 4), 1283-1286b (set of 4 mini
panes), 1407ai (signed s/s), 1442v (plate block), 1660ai (set
and unfolded booklet pane in original folder), 1818-1834 (set
of 19 Millennium S/S), 1971-72 (souvenir sheet and booklet
pane), 2269ii (with France S/S) and #s 2299f, 2305f and
2366c (overprinted S/S) as well as 455xx precancel block of
4 and 787xx (full sheet of 50 plus 2 warning strips of 20). All
mint never hinged and very fine and all scanned online.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,697

1516

** Collection of Interesting Modern Varieties, with a good
assortment of material and types of varieties, such as double
tagging, papers, partial tagging, misperforated, misplaced
printings, a 5c Centennial UR corner block with W2aR tagging,
and more. See pictures for an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1524

1517

** Mint Never Hinged Collection in Three Lindner
Hingeless Albums with Slipcases, 1972-1997, with many
complete sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, etc.
................................................................................. Face $528

 Collection and Stock of Used Stamps in 5 Stockbooks
and one binder, from 1897 to 2000s, consisting of well
over a thousand stamps starting with Small Queens, Jubilees
(low denominations) and a good representation onwards of
Edwards, Quebecs, Admirals, etc. A cursory look revealed two
Bluenoses, several nice postmarks, as well as some blocks
of four. Also included are several first day covers from the
1970s, two airmail covers, sealed packs of special event
Olympic covers and a quantity of modern issues on paper.
Clean lot overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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1525

 Collection and Stock of Used Plate Blocks, Back of the
Book, Etc., with over 100 used corner plate blocks of four
from the 1960s to 1990s (some with nice c.d.s. cancels,
some high values, good variety, etc.) as well as some nice
used blocks of four and strips of four of the 1927 Historical
and Confederation commemoratives, etc. Lastly there are
about 250 black 2-row stock cards with extensive used back
of the book, including War Tax, Special Delivery, Postage
Dues, Air Mail and a few Officials with duplication of most,
including better values. We note many nice c.d.s. cancels
throughout, should be seen in person to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1526

 Collection of Used Singles, Pairs and Blocks, Small
Queens to late 1980s, with thousands of stamps in six
binders on White Ace album pages and homemade pages,
and six smaller-format albums. The White Ace album starts
with the Small Queens and we noted Jubilees to the 50c,
along with full sets of the Edwards and Québec Tercentenary
issues. There is good representation of most issues through
1975 along with some Postage Due, Special Delivery and Air
Mail. Several binders contain pairs and blocks of four and the
smaller-format albums have mostly singles, with emphasis on
the 50’s and 60’s. We noted some good strikes of c.d.s., barrel
and MOON cancels and a few RPOs here and there. We also
noted some precancels and perfins scattered throughout this
clean collection. Also includes three books of light philatelic
reading. Hours of fun await. Our photos provide an overview
only - best viewed in person to discover any treasures that
may await.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1527

1528

1529

 Old Time Accumulation of Canada and Worldwide in a
Box, this box is exactly as received and from an “attic find”.
It weighs 4.2kg (box included) and contains thousands of on
and off paper stamps, all of which appear to be from the late
1800s to the 1920s (for Canada, Small Queens to Admirals).
Many of the stamps appear to have been accumulated for
their postmarks, and the ones that are still on piece have
been cut close to the postmarks, thus leaving the postmarks
intact and very little paper attached. Countries noted (in order
of importance) are Canada, USA, bit of Germany, and perhaps
more, as we have not looked beneath the top layer, both
to describe the lot or to take the three photographs found
online. We highly recommend viewing this one in person to
better appreciate the postmark and stamp interest in this
box, as it is undoubtedly unpicked and may hold some nice
finds.
.................................................................................... Est $350
 Large Quantity of On and Off Paper, consisting of over
200 bundles of 100 stamps, ranging from the 17c to 40c
period (1970s to 1990s), housed in one large plastic tote
and tens of thousands of stamps on paper from the 8c to
47c period (1970s to 2000s), with a weight of 4.5 kilograms
without the box. We noted some nice postmarks on mostly
definitives. Also included are 2 gold stamp reproduction
(Beaver and Jacques Cartier) as well as five 1976 Olympic
commemorative sets, each consisting of 3 metal stamps
reproductions. Clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100
 Accumulation of Bundleware, consisting of about 800
bundles of one hundred stamps, mostly definitives from
George VI to QEII (1940s to 1970s). Worthy of mention are
56 used 8c Small Queens, with many very fine centered and
some fully dated. Also included are a few covers as well as a
few thousand stamps on and off paper. Clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1530

 Old Time Hoard / Stock of Mostly Used, starts off with
a box with many hundreds of loose mostly older on and
off paper, noting many Small Queens and such, with good
postmark interest such as squared circles, saw a 3c SQ with
a nice Crown cancel, etc. Also a box full of #10 envelopes
with old time used stock from about 1900 to 1940, sorted
by issue, with better such as many Admiral denominations,
Edwards, 50c Grand Pré, and more, all in quantities between
one and hundreds of each issue. Lastly there is a box full
of 1950s-60s bundleware, a box of on and off paper from
roughly the 1930s to 1960s (with a bit of worldwide mixed in)
and a folder containing old album pages with a few stamps.
A stock card contains only a few of the nice things our very
brief inspection revealed, including a very fine used 50c
Bluenose, 20c Grain Exhibition used with broken X, very fine
used 5c and 10c Québec Tercentenary and a mint 8c Jubilee.
A great lot as it has remained unseen since the early 1960s
and is very likely to reveal some goodies, such as varieties,
postmarks (saw a good quantity of nice c.d.s. town cancels)
and more. Inspection is recommended to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1531

 Accumulation of Used in a Jam-Packed Bankers Box,
1890s to 1990s, with many thousands of stamps and a
few covers, on and off-paper, in an overflowing stockbook,
a 2” stack of loose home-made pages, several clear bags
and many envelopes. We saw definitive and commemorative
issues with many c.d.s. postmarks, along with Officials, some
revenues, precancels, coils and some blocks. There is one
plastic tub containing 90 individually-sorted envelopes of
Numerals (½c to 5c) and Edwards (1c and 2c) with 100 in
each envelope - we noted c.d.s. postmarks, a few precancels
and a few RPOs in our very quick look. The covers include
some Schering FDCs and CAPEX 1978 items. This fairly
clean accumulation would be ideal for the avid sorter and
we suspect there are finds to be had. See the photos for a
glimpse and try to view in person.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1532

/** Two Collections of Mint Canada, from early 1970s
to late 1990s, starting with a mint collection from #853 to
#1817, with over 650 stamps in black mounts, displayed
on Lighthouse album pages. Appears all mint never hinged
and almost complete with many plate blocks. We noted 3
plate blocks of the Legendary Creatures with the perforation
variety, and some 2005 Wildlife definitives ($1 and $2). The
owner indicated a catalogue value of $1,855 with a face
value of over $675. The second collection, ranging from #561
to #1353, appears mostly mint never hinged (a few used
stamps) all displayed on Lighthouse hingeless pages and
almost complete to 1985, then sparsely populated onwards
and all in one album. We noted some souvenir sheets and
about $75 in face value.
................................................................................. Face $750

1533

/* Collections of Mint and Used, from late 1800s to
1981, consisting of two similar collections each displayed in
a Minkus album, with one collection showing a slightly higher
level of completeness, starting with used low denominations
Small Queens, Leafs, Numerals, Edwards, then increasingly
populated from the Admirals onwards with the $1 dollar
denomination missing at times in sets, until the War issue.
We noted some nice postmarks and mint stamps are well
represented from the 1960s onwards, often displayed in
black mounts. Also included are 6 sealed Lunar Year thematic
collections. A clean lot, overall fine to very fine. We have
removed some of the better stamps and inserted them in
a stock sheet in order to provide an overview photo of the
content from both collections.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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1534

1535

/*/** Extensive Collection of Varieties, 1954 to 1980,
all on pages and in stock pages in a thick binder. There
appears to be at least 1,500 stamps (singles, blocks, panes,
etc.) showing varieties such as tagging, many tagging shifts,
phosphor issues, mini panes on fluorescent paper, colour
shifts, different se-tenant positions, shifted colours and
printings, as well as printing flaws (dots, scratches, etc.).
Many of the varieties are shown beside a regular issue for
comparison. Most of the material is mint never hinged and
perhaps less than 5% is used, see photos online for a glimpse,
better yet see it in person to better appreciate the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $500
/*/** Balance of Large Consignment, with a wide
variety of material, including a used set of Electrical Light
Inspection stamps (FE1-FE7, van Dam $194), a 1998 Jean
Paul Riopelle Québec Duck Stamp souvenir sheet of 4 with
folder (QW11a, $180), a group of 25 used BCL44, used
Small Queens (incl. 10c, 20c, 50c), 11 different unopened
Canada Post “Thematic Collections” (1982 and 1990s),
a small stack of modern booklets ($85 in face), a 20-page
stockbook filled with used from 1900 to about the 1980s,
a second stockbook filled with mint stock from the 1940s to
the 1980s (probably around $80 in face, including some 50c,
$1, $2, $5 values) and last, but not least, about one hundred
102 cards and 70 black stock cards with mostly mint material
(singles, sets, blocks) with about $80 in usable face value,
plus some catalogue value for the earlier 1910s to 1940s
material). Some faults, but overall fine to very fine. Pictures
only show a small portion, in-person viewing recommended
to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1536

**/ Small Group of Misperforated Stamps, with two
2c definitives, a 1c Québec Tercentenary on 1908 picture
postcard and 6 covers from 2007 to 2020, each with a
misperforated definitive issue. An interesting collecting area.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1537

/* Nice Group of Modern Varieties, mostly on their
original purchase cards (Saskatoon, Weeda, Bileski) with a
total of 25 lots (more stamps than that), mostly mint, but with
some used. Includes varieties such as pre-printing creases,
perforation shift, doctor blade flaw, tagging errors, untagged,
doubled inscriptions, perforation changes, etc. Overall very
fine, with a high retail value. See photos for an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1538

*/** Two Collections in a Stockbook: Mint Jubilees and
Mint War-Related Stamps, starts off with a mint Jubilee
collection, with ½c, 1c (x2), 2c, 3c (x2), 5c (x4), 6c and 10c
(these all described by owner as NH, but some are lightly
hinged or have light bends). Second collection starts with
a stock of KGVI War issue (to the $1, in various quantities,
includes some plate blocks, etc., all appear to be fresh and
NH), followed by KGVI War issue coil singles, pairs, strips of
4 and some end coils (appears to be all NH), and ends with
some modern War-related stamps (face $20). Overall fine to
very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$450
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1539

/** Valuable and Extensive Collection of Modern
Varieties and Errors Filling a Bulging 30 Page Stockbook,
with most of the items still on dealer cards such as from
Saskatoon Stamp, etc. A wide variety of varieties in this
one, such as misperforated, smeared ink, pre-printing paper
crease, many with various tagging varieties, perforation
changes, printed on gum side, double and triple print, aniline
ink, untagged errors, imperforate varieties and much, much
more. We counted over 165 items (incl. singles, pairs, blocks
or groups), with retail prices ranging mostly in the $25 to
$300. Most of the material is never hinged but also includes
a few used. A real treasure trove and could be a very profitable
lot for the online reseller (165 items sold for a minimum of
$25 each would generate over $4,000 alone, not counting
the much more valuable items), or a great addition to an
existing collection. All pages scanned online.
.................................................................................Est $2,500

1540

*/** Red Box half Full of Mint Canada in 102 Cards, with
a wide range of material (with a little duplication) from the
late 19th century to modern, saw many fine and very fine
never hinged items, and noted some better, for example: #s
71 (VFNH), 99 (fine NH), 102 (VF hinged), 122 (VFLH x2),130
(VFNH pair), 158 (two NH singles), 158 (lightly hinged), 159
(NH), coil singles and pairs, back of the book and much more.
Nice quality in this lot, and we highly recommend viewing in
person to better appreciate the contents, we photographed
the first 60 cards, only to give an idea. Catalogued by owner
(unchecked by us) as Unitrade $15,450.
.....................................................................Unitrade $15,450

1541

/*/** Balance of Large Canada Estate, with a wide
variety of material, neatly displayed in 8 albums or stockbooks,
containing the following: 32 page stockbook of good quality
modern used (blocks, etc.); small collection of War-related
mint stamps in a nice stockbook; a stockbook with 6 pages
of mint specialized Centennial lower values; a stockbook with
a few pages of mint and used Newfoundland plus two paged
of Bhutan lenticular stamps; a stockbook with 2 pages of
back of the book plus 6 pages of Centennials with varieties;
a deluxe binder containing a collection of mint plate blocks,
mostly 1950s to 1970s with some phosphor, etc.; a collection
in a “Parliament” album, close to complete mint from the
1950s to 1980s, and quite decent before those years (early
stamps have faults); a thick Lindner stockbook containing a
topical collection of Canadian trains with mint, used, plate
blocks, FDC, etc., followed by a selection of 1987 mint never
hinged issues. Also includes a 2014 Annual Collection (still
shrink wrapped, price new $82) and a Titanic100 souvenir
book in its original box (price new $140), etc. A nice lot, with
a decent amount of face value and other goodies, well worth
our estimate.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1542

/*/** Canada Mint and Used Dealer Stock, from late
1800s to 1950s, on 102 cards each containing one or more
single stamp or block, all displayed on 3 manilla stock sheets.
Stamps are identified by catalogue number, catalogue value
and retail asking price. We noted a block of four of the 2c
Jubilee (2 hinged, 2 NH), a set of Numerals (all mint except
for the 20c), a block of six of the #MR5 issue (NH), and more.
Owner’s catalogue value is $3,225. Clean lot, overall very
fine. All items are scanned and available on line.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1543

*/** Collection of Better Mint, from Late 1800s to 1940s,
displayed in 3 stock pages, and a partially filled stockbook.
We noted a variety of issues including a few Small Queens
(3c), a nice selection of Jubilees, some Admirals, a full set
of Scrolls (with an additional Bluenose), many coils including
some imperforates, and so on. The Scott catalogue value
for the stamps in the stock sheets is $6,309, all counted as
hinged, although some are never hinged. Clean and useful
lot, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1544

/* Collection of Mostly Used on Album and Quadrille
Pages, from late 1800s to 1970s, all housed in one binder
and one folder, starting with a nice selection of Large Queens
(25 stamps), as well as many Small Queens including all
denominations, complete used sets of Leafs, Numerals,
Edwards, Québecs, Admirals, Scrolls, and more. We noted
some back of the book representation, such as registered
(2c, 5c, and 8c), Special Delivery, Airmails (some are mint),
and Postage Dues. Also included is one stockbook filled with
used issues from the 1960s. Clean lot overall fine to very fine
with the usual couple of faults on earlier material.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1545

1546

1547

/* Stock of Mostly Used, from late 1800s to 2000s,
consisting of 1000s of stamps, starting with SQs (1c to 3c)
onwards to permanent stamps, neatly displayed and sorted
by catalogue number, in “vario” style stock sheets housed in
8 binders and one stockbook. We noted a good mixture of
definitives and commemorative issues with some interesting
postmarks on the older issues, fairly well populated for the
period although many high values are missing (we did see
2 Bluenoses), one binder is devoted mostly to the back of
the book issues such as Postage Dues, War Tax and Airmail.
A good variety of material with reasonable duplication and
presence of the odd mint issues. Also included is a small
used Newfoundland collection in one stockbook as well as a
quantity of Christmas seals in one binder. Clean and useful
lot. See scans for a glimpse of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $300
*/** Collection of Mint and Stock, starting with a mint
collection housed in two Lindner hingeless albums. The first
album starts with low denominations Arch issues, sparsely
filled until the 1950s, then it appears quite complete onwards
well into the 1970s. The second album features about 150
blocks or inscription plate blocks from the 1960s and
1970s including many Centennial plate blocks up to the $1
denomination. The remainder consists of over 40 Majestic
Forest blocks (#1283a-1286b) in their original envelopes,
over 130 Provincial & Territorial Flags souvenir sheets
(#832a), as well as many high denomination definitives (up
to $5) in inscription plate blocks (many matched sets sealed)
and some commemoratives in full sheets. The total face
value of the lot is $1,291 not counting many denominations
less than 17c, and not considering the high catalogue value
of some of the items. Clean and useful lot. See photo for an
overview of the content.
.................................................................................... Est $600
/*/** Collection of King George VI Stamps and Covers,
1937-1952, mostly all neatly displayed on pages filling a 2
inch binder, some of it exhibition style, as this was to be the
intent. We note mint and used singles, blocks, 4-hole OHMS
perfins and overprints, booklet panes, a few coils, sets, etc.,
as well as 33 mint plate blocks, 25 covers, back of the book
material, with a little bit of most issues from the period. See
scans for just a glimpse into this collection.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1548

/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Stamps and Stock,
all filling one carton. The collection is displayed in hingeless
album pages housed in 2 binders, starting with a selection of
used First Cents, Large and Small Queens, then mint Jubilees
up to 10c, noting a mixture of mint and used complete sets
starting with the Québec issues onwards, and quite complete
until 2004. Stock consists of about 240 Floral Issue booklets
(BK77) unchecked for varieties, an accumulation of mint
and used Centennial singles and blocks sorted by catalogue
number, housed in one binder, a shoe box filled with used
stamps sorted by catalogue number in a few hundred
glassines starting with Small Queens to 2004. Also included
is a Millennium year book, as well as posters (Reflection of
Canada) and one uncut sheet (2009). Faults noted in earlier
issues. Lot as received, viewing recommended to appreciate
the content.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1549

*/** Group of More Than 170 Complete Mint Booklets,
1953 to 2011, with a few older, and many issues up to 1976
identified by the owner by Unitrade number, including a few
varieties. We counted total face value of $1,073 including
over $200 in “P” stamps. There are examples of both open
and unopened booklets which could be helpful to booklet
variety specialists and a glassine with used panes, not
included. This is a very clean group, with very little duplication
and immediately useful to the collector, postage user or
reseller. Our photos provide a glimpse of the contents and the
inventory sheet showing the various denominations.
..............................................................................Face $1,073

1550

/*/** Large Accumulation of Mint and Used, Etc. with
a Minkus album having stamps from the 1920s to 1960s,
over 35 stock pages full of used, large stack of album pages
(White Ace, Minkus, Scott) with mostly mint (many empty
pages), about 100 modern commercial covers, thousands of
stamps mostly sorted into glassines, from Small Queens to
modern, 14 envelopes with different CAPEX 1978 cards with
CBN engraving and ASDA postmarked cards, Ashton Potter
progressive proofs, etc., various souvenir cards with stamps
two 1978 annual collections, a stockbook full of mint and
used blocks, and more. Well worth looking closely at this one
as our description cannot capture all it contains.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1551

/ Dealer Remainders of Used Stamps and Revenues,
1890s to 1980s, including thousands of stamps in a full
stockbook with a nearly fine Bluenose, on White Ace album
pages in a binder (runs from Small Queens to 1979 with
partially-completed sets throughout and a good Bluenose),
a like-new Lighthouse hingeless album (1983-1999, mostly
empty), and several bags of mostly off-paper from Jubilees
to quite recent. There are a good number of federal (Weights
and Measures, Excise, Cigarette, etc.) and provincial revenues
(Quebec Prohibition, Registration and Law; Saskatchewan
Law; Ontario Law; Newfoundland Revenue) and we note a few
hundred cheques in typical worn condition (we saw 1924 to
about 1926 mostly from the Canada Life Assurance Company)
mostly franked with excise stamps. We also saw a dozen or so
larger-format FDCs including Forts, Scenic Rivers and a few
Canada Day souvenir sheets. Rounding out this lot are four
annual collections (1977, 1980, 1981 and 1984 with total
face value of $31) and another $15 or more in mint postage
found in complete booklets and a sheet of 8c stamps. Overall
quality is fine, with a little something for everyone. The photos
provide a glimpse of the contents, best viewed in person to
discover other potential.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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1552

1553

1554

1555
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/*/** Collection/Stock of Mint and Used in 22
Stockbooks, 1880s to 2009, consisting of thousands
of stamps with broad coverage of the period and much
duplication of some stamps. The collection starts off with 7
pages of Small Queens (1c through 50c), followed by Leafs
(no 5c) and Numerals (to 8c). It continues with Map stamps,
Provisionals, Edwards (no 50c), Québec Tercentenary (no 10c
or 15c) and Admirals (we saw many shades present) through
the Peace issue, with all of the previous being used, some
with clear, dated postmarks. From about 1947, there is a mix
of used and mint through the end of the period, including good
representation of Centennials along with some semi-postals,
War Tax and other back of the book, including 8 part-sheets
of O39 (G overprinted Kayak x368 stamps, plate blocks
removed, some with fading and discoloration). Centennials
are well-represented and we did not check any stamps in the
collection for paper or tagging varieties. We saw some NH
among the mint as well as a few plate blocks, coil pairs and
strips and booklet singles. There are faults particularly in the
early period and though not complete, this collection would be
suitable for someone starting a Canadian collection or for the
existing collector looking to fill gaps, especially with the more
recent used material, which sparsely fills the stockbooks. We
counted the mint (denominations of 15c and over) for a total
of $414 face value. Our pictures show some of the pages but
in-person viewing will tell the whole story.
.................................................................................... Est $350
/** Binder with Bileski Varieties from the 1960s and
1970s, all displayed on black stock sheets, some with the
original Bileski envelopes and/or descriptions. We note 1972
Christmas tagged blocks to the 15c, (mint and with first day
cancels, two different offerings), #495, 495i (group of blocks
of dull and hibrite varieties), envelope full of #306 plate blocks
(plate #s 11-15, 17-18), some Centennial hibrite material,
Cameo G overprinted corner blocks, blocks of 404piii and
404piv, blocks of the 5c Centennial with Winnipeg tagging
and hibrite, matched sets of plate blocks for #286 (plate #s
8, 10, 11, 12, 14), 20c Forestry matched set of pl. blocks, a
group of 8c and 15c U.P.U. issue varieties and plate blocks on
2 pages, just to name a few, rest are mostly NH plate blocks
(matched sets), Winnipeg c.d.s. material, and other printing,
paper, etc. varieties. An interesting lot for the enthusiast,
scans only show a few of the pages.
.................................................................................... Est $250
/*/** Collection of Mint and Used, 1961 to 1999, in
3 Shaubek hingeless albums (with slipcases) and nearly
complete in the period. In addition to single stamps, we
saw coil pairs, plate inscription blocks, souvenir sheets and
complete booklets. Total face value of the mint stamps of
denominations of 12c and over is $849. We did not count any
used stamps. This clean collection would be good for either
a collector, a postage user or reseller. Our photos provide an
overview only.
................................................................................. Face $849
/*/** Group of Collection Remainders, 1880s to 1990s,
with thousands of mint and used stamps ranging from a few
Large Queens to 1990s definitives and commemoratives in
14 albums or binders, on album pages (White Ace, Harris,
Parliament, Scott, Jarrett, etc.) in black mounts or hinged, or
in black or manilla stock sheets. Some albums are sparsely
filled, others quite full and we noticed some c.d.s. cancels
and back of the book (War Tax, Postage Due, Airmail) along
with singles, se-tenant strips and blocks, coil singles and
pairs and complete booklets. A clean lot for the intrepid
collector or reseller, we estimate the face value of the mint
denominations over 15c to be over $200.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1556

*/** Small Box of Mint, with a stockbook containing
mint singles and pairs of material dating from about 1902
to 1940s, noting many mint Admirals (many without gum,
others hinged), followed by various issues including better
such as 50c Bluenose, $1 Parliament, Arch set to 8c, War
and Peace sets and more, noting several without gum, rest
hinged, inspect. Another stockbook containing singles,
blocks, plate blocks, etc from the 1930s to 1970s, noting a
“Scarface” variety in a block of four of the 3c Cartier’s Arrival,
also another stockbook full of mostly 17c to 30c era plate
blocks, blocks, mini-sheets, etc plus a sheet folder containing
more modern sheets, part sheets, mini sheets, etc as well as
some Canada Post topical collections (the face value for the
modern mint stamps 17c and up is easily over $180). Overall
fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1557

/*/** Collection of Mint and Used, 1898 to 1980s, with
over a thousand stamps on black stock sheets in three full
binders and a mint sheet file with full sheets and part sheets
of modern postage (total face value of denominations 10c and
over is $230 with strength in the 17c to 32c denominations).
The binders contain used material with much duplication of
some starting with the 1927 Confederation issue; we saw
some with clear c.d.s. postmarks. There is also an envelope
with glassines with on and off paper stamps from the Leaf
issue onwards, including a few perfins and precancels.
Rounding out this lot is a group of useful philatelic literature
(including The De La Rue History of British Foreign Postage
Stamps and a Canada/BNA catalogue by Gandley and
Stanley) and some collecting supplies (a binder of more than
20 Hagner black stock sheets with various row configurations,
some glassines, an Instanta perforation gauge, a Stanley
Gibbons Stamp Colour Key and a watermark tray). This overall
fine or better, clean lot would be useful to collectors, dealers
and postage users or resellers.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1558

Group of Souvenir and Thematic Items and More, 1960 to
2001, with several Lunar New Year packs, early souvenir
cards, four of the 1967 Provincial Flowers stamps with
metal reproductions of them, and some early philatelic
announcement brochures. Also includes a small group of UPU
and Commonwealth Reply Coupons, examples of each of the
Stick-n-Tick labels, plus a few sponsorship items related to
the Winter Olympics, CAPEX ‘78, and stamp collecting month.
There is duplication of Centennial Stamp Boxes. This clean
group of items would be good for a collector or reseller.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1559

/*/** #1/604 Collection of Mint and Used, 1851 to
1973, consisting of hundreds of stamps in black mounts in
a Unity album, with slipcase. This collection starts with used
including a #1 (3-margins with 2003 Greene Certificate), a
complete set of Cents, a basic set of Large Queens (missing
the 12½c), Small Queens (to the 50c), Jubilees (to the $2,
which is just v.g.), and Edwards, then a mix of mint and
used from the Québecs onwards. From 1927, the collection
is predominantly mint (Bluenose is used with a SON c.d.s.)
and the back of the book is a mix of mint and used including
Semi-Postals, Airmails, Postage Due, War Tax, the 2c and
3c Registration and what appears to be a complete set of
overprinted OHMS and G stamps. The owner’s catalogue value
for this clean and well-organized volume is $12,653 (probably
as fine). The album is marked “Vol. 1” and interested bidders
might benefit from viewing “Vol. 2 to Vol. 6” (in this sale, lot
#1641) which was collected in a similar manner, from 1974
through 2011.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,653

1560

/* #4- Mostly Used Collection / Stock of Canada and
Provinces, 1852 to Modern, with many stock pages full of
older material, starting with a few Pence issues, Cents issues,
Large Queens incl. an unused #22, two pages of Small
Queens, incl. 10c (x5), 20c (x4) and 50c (x5), followed by
Jubilees to the 50c, complete Leafs and Numerals, complete
Edwards and Québecs. Another stockbook with Manila pages
has dozens of 1c to 3c Jubilees, 4 pages of Admirals, and
other stock up to the 1980s. An old time stockbook (home
made pages) contains hundreds of Numerals to the 5c,
dozens of Edwards to the 10c, and over a dozen pages
full of Admirals plus other issues. Also note 4 (empty) UPU
presentation folders for 1930, 1935, 1936 and 1939.
Another stockbook starts off with a page of mostly mint New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, followed
by 4 pages full of Newfoundland, while other pages include
mint back of the book Special Delivery and Airmail issues,
as well as a page of older United States issues. Faults will be
found, especially on some of the older issues, still overall fine
or better. See pictures online for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $700

1561

/* #4/45 Group of Queen Victoria Era Issues on 2
Black Stock Pages, 1851-1890s, with #s 4 (x3), 15 (x19,
with many shades, papers, etc.), 18 (x6 very nice stamps,
including a good range of shades and very fine centered,
etc.), 24 (mint hinged), 27a (used), 28 (used), 28b (used with
blue cancel), 29 (mint and used), 30 (mint but faded), rest
are all used, with 34 (block of 6), 35 (x7 shades), 36 (x2),
37/41 (x14, with shades, carmine rose, two pairs, postmarks,
one with backstamp, etc.), 38/42 (x5), 39, 42, 44 (x3 with
shades) and 40/45 (x3 shades). An overall nice group, with
some useful postmarks, etc. Some stamps have faults that
can be seen in the scans online, else overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,323

1562

/*/** #4/88 Interesting Collection of Early Mint and
Used, 1852-1902, as received and all mounted in black
mounts on 20 white pages, starts off with a used #4, followed
by 3 pages of First Cents issues including a complete basic
set plus shades, etc (14 stamps), an 1864 cover from Harley
UC and a page with a specialized study of the 5c value
(papers, shades, perfs, etc.), followed by two pages (26
stamps) of Large Queens, including shades and papers, as
well as an unused 3c and four mint hinged (original gum)
12½c issues. The Small Queens are extensive, and include all
values, with 13 precancels on various values, some 11½ x 12
perfs, early printings, etc. The Jubilees include 38 mint and/
or used stamps, including mint blocks of the 3c, all values to
the 50c plus a very fine $2, a 1c and 3c precancelled, etc.
Also some mint and used Leaf issues with all values mint plus
some used, 4 different precancels and a block of four. The
Numerals include 27 mint / used issues including a complete
mint set plus shades, papers, 10 different precancels, etc,
and last but not least is a selection of Provisional issues and
a page of QV revenue issues. Most of the mint stamps are
hinged (early might not have gum) except for some stamps
in the Jubilee blocks (indicated in pencil on the pages) and
we noted a few faults (creases, clipped perfs, etc.), still a
valuable collection and overall fine or better. All pages are
scanned online.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

1563

/*/** #4/140 Mint and Used Collection on 14
Lighthouse Hingeless Pages, 1851-1926, starts off with
two #4, seven used Cents issues (one of the 10c has a
certificate), basic set of used Large Queens (the ½c is mint),
all Small Queen denominations (1c, 6c #39 and 50c are mint),
mint and used Jubilees to the 20c plus a $1, complete mint
or used Leafs (missing 3c), Numerals, Edwards are to 20c
(mint and or used with extra shades), set of mint Québecs,
and the next 4 pages have a variety of mint and used Admirals
with shades, coils, War Tax, etc. Back of the book starts with
complete mint OHMS overprints, used 10c, 14c and 20c
values with no period after S variety, complete G overprint set
mint and used an also a page of 2c and 5c used Registration
with shades. There is a mix of mint and used throughout, and
includes never hinged stamps. See our scans of all pages for
an indication of the NH, as well as to see the items marked
“N/C” for faults, overall fine to very fine.
........................................................................ Scott U$20,432

1564

/*/** #4/504 Mostly Mint Collection in a Like-New
Davo Album, 1852-1969, a strong collection starting off with
two different papers for #4, #s 5, 7, 8 (og, hinged), 9, 12, set
of Cents (1c and 5c are unused), complete Large Queens (a
few are unused), complete Small Queens (a few are unused),
complete mint Jubilees ($2, $4 and $5 are used), the rest of
the collection is mint, assumed all hinged based on a good
spot check, and those few items without gum have been
noted in pencil on the pages. The only missing stamps are two
sets of KGVI coils. Back of the book is also complete for basic
stamps (no OHMS perforated issues), also all mint except for
a 5c Registration which is lightly cancelled. Catalogue value
is for up to 1950 only, and includes back of the book. A few
faults on some early issues, and some of the hinged might
have hinge thins or remnants, else overall fine or better.
........................................................................ Scott U$40,692

1565

/*/** #4/600i Mostly Mint Dealer Stock in 77x 102
Cards, each identified by Unitrade number, grading and value
by owner. Note two 3d Beaver imperforates, a few high value
Jubilees, Edwards, Many Admirals, KGVI issues and up to the
Centennials, also with back of the book, mostly consisting of
mint War Tax Issues, plus two Newfoundland stamps. Appears
to be nice quality, with a few used, mostly all mint and saw
some NH. See overhead photos for a sampling.
.....................................................................Unitrade $16,241

1566

/* #8/87 Valuable Group of Queen Victoria Mint and
Used Issues, with Scott #s 8 (mint hinged), 14/20 (selection
of 17 used stamps, some with faults), 54/54ii (mint never
hinged upper right corner pair with vertical separation
between the stamps, with major re-entry in pos. 10 stamp),
61 (used), 64 (mint hinged), 65 (used), 66P (plate proof pair),
67P (plate proof pair), 74/74ii (mint never hinged upper right
corner plate block of 10 with major re-entry in position 18
stamp), 74 (mint never hinged upper plate block of 15), 86b
(mint never hinged upper plate block of 6, hinged in margin
only, with deep oceans) and 87 (mint never hinged upper left
corner block of 20), a very nice group, all scanned online.
Unitrade catalogue value is the owner’s.
....................................................................... Unitrade $8,440

1567

/* #14/ Accumulation of Mostly Used, 1859 to Early
2000s, consisting of tens of thousand of stamps in boxes
and bags, both off and on paper, with some sorted into
envelope and ranging from Scott #14 to used booklet singles
of the early 2000s. We saw a few NH stamps, but the vast
majority are used or mint hinged and loose with singles, coil
pairs and strips, booklet singles, plate blocks, souvenir sheets
and a large quantity of 2c excise stamps. This lot comes in
one box weighing 26 pounds or 11.8 kg and is ideal for the
sorting and fly specking enthusiast, the range and quantity of
material may reveal some happy surprises. Our photos show
an overhead view of the boxes and their contents.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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1568

/(*) #14/28ii Group of First Cents and Large Queens,
with #s 14 (three used singles with faults and a vertical pair),
18 (used), 19 (used and interestingly under-inked), 21 (used,
with pen cancel removed), 24 (used, small thin), 27 (used,
very fine brown shade), and 28ii (unused no gum, with no
outer frameline at left value tablet, crease and perf faults).
Overall fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1569

/* #14/63 Mint and Used Stock of Early Issues on 6
Stock Sheets, 1859 to 1897, consisting of used Cents
issues: #14 (5 used and 3 mint or unused), 15 (x12), 17 (x3),
18 (x4, plus one unused), 19 (x3), mint (or unused) and used
Large Queens: 21 (x7), 22 (x4, plus 2 mint), 23 (x4), 24 (x4),
25 (x6), 26 (x3), 27 (x4), 28 (x5), 29 (x5, incl. a few mint), 30
(x2, incl. a thick paper), then mint (or unused) and used Small
Queens with 34, 35 (x10), 26 (x8), 37/41 (x10 used and 6
mint or unused), 38/42 (x5), 39/43 (x9), 44 (x4), 40/45 (x7),
46 (2 used and 1 mint), 47 (x3), and last but certainly not
least, the mint or unused Jubilees: 50 (x3), 51 (x4), 52 (x5),
53 (x3), 54 (x4), 55 (x5), 56 (x4), 57 (x5), 58 (x4), 59, 60,
61, 63. We noted many with hinge thins or other small faults
(some obviously bad were not counted), still there are many
fine to very fine, an in-person inspection is recommended.
........................................................................ Scott U$22,353

1570

 #14/65 Small Group of Very Fine Used Early Singles,
with #s 14 (x2), 18, 20, 47, 50 and 65. All are very fine or
better, the $5 Jubilee is reperforated in places.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,700

1571

/*/** #14/1932 Mint and Used Collection in 3
Lighthouse Hingeless Albums with Slipcases, 1852-2001,
first volume has a catalogue value of $12,760 alone, and
includes #s 4d (almost no margins), 14/19, 21/30, two pages
of mint and used Small Queens, 46-47 (both mint, $850),
50-59 (mint and used, c.v. $1,277), 96-103 (mint, $978),
104-118 (mint), 149-157 (mint) and more, with additional
blocks of four, coil singles, pairs, etc., Airmails, Postage Dues,
Special Delivery, registration and Officials. Second and third
volumes range is 1981-2001, with the usual souvenir sheets,
booklets, sets, high value definitives, etc., with a face value of
$585 (not catalogued). Albums alone worth $750 new. Some
of the early stamps may have small faults, or hinge remnants,
etc, still overall fine at the beginning, to very fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1572

/*/** #14/247 Extensive Collection of Mint and Used
Re-Entries and Plate Flaws in 6 Binders, Small Queens to
1940, with all the stamps placed in black mounts on pages,
and usually accompanied by an enlarged colour illustration
of the stamps and / or the variety. The collection starts off
with over 50 used Small Queens, each with small printing
flaws, includes a “pitted 0” on a 10c, major re-entry on a 50c,
etc. Next is a group of 27 mint and used Jubilees to the 20c,
including eight 20c values. Volume 2 is devoted to the QV
Leaf and Numeral issues, while volume 3 deals exclusively
with King Edwards, Québec Tercentenary and the start of
the Admiral issues, which are quite extensive (incl. coils,
War Tax, etc.) and extend up into volume 5. The rest of the
collection goes through the various Scroll, Arch, Pictorial and
other issues, ending in about 1940 and including back of the
book issues in the last volume, including two used F1iii, etc.
The majority of the varieties are minor and non-constant in
nature, very few are listed in Unitrade, although we found
many listed on Ralph Trimble’s website. Despite that, this
is an impressive collection, if not only for the value of the
stamps alone, and based on that we believe our estimate to
be low. Please inspect the collection to get a better sense of
its value and depth.
.................................................................................... Est $500
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1573

 #14/498 Collection of Used on Quadrille Pages, with
Emphasis on Postmarks, 1859 to 1969, starts off with #14
(dated MAY.12.1868), #15 on 1860 cover, 15 with 4-ring 27,
nine Large Queens with various postmarks including 2-ring
numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, one dated JUN.27.1870, etc. Small
Queens include many squared circles, c.d.s. on most values
to the 10c (x2), with 67 stamps and 2 covers. The rest of
the collection is similar, with most of the stamps having a
nice town c.d.s., including some squared circles in the earlier
material. Overall fine or better, scans show a sampling.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1574

 #15- Stockbook Filled with Mostly Used Material, with
better items such as First Cents issues, a few Large Queens,
two pages full of Small Queens including 10c (x5, incl. a
pale milky rose lilac) and 50c (x2), a selection of Jubilees to
the 5c, followed by a little bit of everything, including high
denominations, many Admirals, noting a group of 87x Scott
127 (unused, no gum), precancels on higher values, etc. and
up to modern, with denominations to the $5 plus a page of
Newfoundland. Thousands in all, see scans for a sampling of
some pages.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1575

/*/** #15/47 Group of Mint and Used 19th Century
Stamps, with #s 15 (mint with part original gum), 17e (deep
red purple, used), 20 (used), 24 (used), 28 (used with very
light cancel), 29 (part original gum, creases), 30e (deep blue,
unused no gum), 34 (mint hinged pair, strip of 3 and block of
4), 36 (6 mint hinged singles, one with a crease), 42 (2 mint
never hinged singles), 43 (mint hinged) and 47 (used). Overall
fine, with a few better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$5,422

1576

/*/** #15/1084 Mint and Used Collection in a
Lighthouse Hingeless Album with Slipcase, to 1985, starts
off with used #s 15, 25 (faulty), 29, then mix of mint and used,
noting better items such as Small Queens (1c is precancelled,
2c has no gum, 20c is lightly hinged, etc.), Leafs (5c is
regummed, 2c is NH), Jubilees (½c no gum, 1c, 2c and 5c are
NH, 3c is used), mint and used Québec issues (missing the
10c, both high values are NH but 20c has a light gum skip),
two NH Maps, then a mix of mint and used to 1952 (including
back of the book) about 80% complete as per Lighthouse
pages, noting better items such as 3c Numeral (NH), 2c Leaf
Provisional (NH), the following NH Admirals: 107, 109, 110,
112, 114, 115, 117, 118, 125-129, 131, 134, 140, NH Scroll
set (except used $1), mint and used Arch set, good showing
of coil singles, etc. From 1952 to 1985 the collection appears
mostly complete for regular issues, with a good amount of
face value. Overall fine to very fine, see our pictures for an
idea, better yet view in person to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $600

1577

/*/** #15/1297 Mostly Mint Collection, From 1859 to
1990, displayed in two old springback hingeless Schaubek,
starting off with earlier used issues such as First Cents (#15
and 18), several LQs, SQs, and complete sets of Leafs and
Edwards. Increasing presence of mint issues is noted in
Jubilees (low denominations) and then from the Québecs
onwards the collection is populated with mint sets (many
never hinged) only missing a handful (some booklet, coil and
tagged issues). Worthy of mention are mint never hinged
complete sets such as Québecs (7c is creased), Anniversary
of Confederation, Historical, Scrolls, Arch, George V Silver
Jubilee and Pictorial, 1938 Pictorial including a very well
centered $1 Ramezay (#245i aniline ink) and more. The back
of the book is well represented by a mixture of mint (some
never hinged) and used issues such as Special Delivery,
Airmails, overprinted Officials, and Postage Dues. Catalogue
value (2019 Unitrade) for up to 1951 is $16,973 all counted
as very fine although some are fine. We estimate the face
value after 1951 to be well over $200. See scans for a
glimpse of this better than average collection, or inspect in
person to better appreciate the value within.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1578

1579

1580

/*/** #15/1125 Collection of Mint and Used in 2
Minkus Albums, 1859 to 1987, with stamps in black
mounts starting with used #15; a basic set of Large Queens
(plus a few owner-identified varieties - #s 23a, 24b, 27a, 30e
and 30i; Small Queens (to the 10c) and then mostly used
part sets through the Jubilees (to 50c), Leafs, Numerals,
Edwards, Québecs and George V and VI issues. The balance
is predominantly mint from 1950 onwards; we looked at
about 10% of those and saw mostly NH. The collection also
includes back of the book Air Mail, Special Delivery, Postage
Due, War Tax and OHMS and G overprints in a mix of mint and
used. Owner’s catalogue value for the two albums is $4,978
(probably as fine). Also included is a Millennium Collection
annual book, a set of the Queen Elizabeth Jubilee packs, a
binder with about 50 FDCs (mostly Centennials), and a small
stockbook including pages with used 1c, 2c, 3c, 8c and 10c
Small Queens (some are earlier printings) and a few varieties
(including a NH block of four of #203i - “Broken X”, c.v. as
fine is $260 and a mint pair of 90A, c.v. $60). There is also
a group of philatelic books, a binder of Germany used on
home made pages and a small stockbook of Great Britain.
Best viewed in person, this lot’s online photos provide only a
glimpse of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $600

1581

/*/** #15/872 Collection of Mint and Used in a
Lighthouse Album, 1859-1985, starts with used #s 15,
17, 18, 21, 22, 24-27, 34/47 (13 stamps), Leafs to the 5c,
51-53, two mint Map stamps, complete Québec set (mint
hinged, the 20c is missing most of its gum), mixed mint
and used selection of Numerals and Edwards, Admirals are
all used except for a very fine mint never hinged 7c yellow
ochre. The collection is close to complete for regular issues
from there to the end, missing stamps such as the Bluenose
and $1 Parliament, but does include many complete sets, for
example a mint 1935 KGV Pictorial set, complete mint War
and Peace sets, mostly used coil singles, and good back of
the book, including mint Airmails, etc. Overall a good quality
collection, with a few minor faults in the beginning, the mint
are mostly hinged up to the 1950s, except for some never
hinged here and there, often on more valuable stamps, and
NH after that. The last 5 years are in annual collections also
included with the lot, which also includes a binder containing
mostly 1980s blocks and plate blocks with a face value of
over $100 for stamps 17c and up only. See pictures for a few
of the better pages we noted.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1582

/*/** #19- Stockbook with Collector’s Mint and Used
Duplicates, with hundreds of stamps, noting better such as
#s 19 (very fine used, c.v. $300), 71 (very fine NH, c.v. $600),
77 (very fine, NH, c.v. $270), 77a (very fine NH, c.v. $360),
never hinged #s 201, 203, 243, 271 (LR plate block), O32,
and some more recent high denomination stamps. The rest
of the stockbook is mostly composed of used stamps from QV
to the 1980s, including used blocks, noted 21 used CAPEX 78
souvenir sheets and some revenues. Our scan shows some of
the better items.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1583

/*/** #21- Canada and Provinces Collection and Stock,
starts off with a Lighthouse album with pages for Canada and
back of the book up to 1950, plus pages for the Provinces,
and only has about a dozen stamps for Newfoundland,
followed by pages for Great Britain 1902 to 1951 containing
about 75 stamps. The bulk of the value in this lot resides in
the Canada and Provinces displayed in a stockbook, noting
material such as Small Queens, a few mint Jubilees, a set of
used Québecs, mint and used Admirals with strength in mint
coils, mint Arch coils, plus others to 1950, including back of
the book, as well as a page of mint and used Provinces (see
photos online). Overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1584

/*/** #21/320 Mint and Used Collection on Quadrille
Pages, 1868 to 1852, starts off strong with a page of 18
used Large Queens (basic set plus shades and papers), a
page of used Small Queens to the 6c (with shades), a set
of mint Jubilees to the 50c (hinged to HR, the 15c has no
gum and 20c has partial gum), both Maps, page of used
Numerals (10 stamps from the 5c to the 20c with shades),
used Edwards to the 10c (5c is VF hinged, 10c is VF hinged
but with gum thin) a basic mint set of 18 Admirals (mostly
lightly hinged, a few HR and a few NH), a NH 1927 set, mint
hinged Scrolls missing the 50c and $1 but includes mint coil
pairs, mint Arch set complete including coil singles, and so on
to the end, with a few used stamps only and noted a Weeping
Princess in a block of four. Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$7,800

/*/** #15/138, etc. Group of Mostly Mint Early Issues,
with #s 15 (very fine used), 74 (NH), 77 (NH), 78 (NH but gum
bend and short gum), 87 (NH), 88 (NH), 90A (NH pair), 95
(lovely used stamp with light purple staining on back), 109
(fine NH block of four with full Type D lathework and part plate
imprint), 111 (NH but reperforated), 136-138 (all in pairs, 1c
is NH, 2c hinged, 3c has a gum bend), 184 (NH), MR2B (NH,
fine-very fine) and MR3b (hinged). All stamps are very fine
centered except for the two items noted.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,058
/*/** #15/226i Valuable and Extensive Collection of
Early Varieties, Re-Entries, Etc. all neatly mounted on 94
pages, plus others having illustrations only. All of the stamps
are shown with an enlarged colour illustration of the variety
and of the stamp, and Unitrade catalogue numbers are
used. The varieties are mostly major, and many are listed in
Unitrade, with a mix of mint and used. The collection starts
with 11x 5c Beavers, used 19ii (c.v. $1,500 as fine), twelve
#34, mint 39iii (c.v. $800 as fine), used 40iii (c.v. $375 as
fine), used 43v (c.v. $250 as VF), mint 45v (c.v. $500 as fine),
mint NH 59iii (c.v. $600 as fine), mint NH 57i (c.v. $500 as
fine), many re-entries on #66 (incl. in blocks), mint 71ii (c.v.
$500 as fine), used 71ii (c.v. $600 as very fine), mint NH 96i
(c.v. $270 in vf block of four), mint NH 97iii (c.v. $375 for f-vf),
two used 226i (c.v. $100 each for vf), as well as many more
mint and used singles and multiples, if not listed in Unitrade
usually listed on Ralph Trimble’s website. A great lot with only
a few faults, photos only show a small portion, so in-person or
video viewing would be best to better appreciate the contents.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

Did you know we have
over 10,000 scans online?
Visit our auction online at
https://stampauctionnetwork.com
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1586

1587
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*/** #22/557 Valuable Mint Collection in a Lindner
Hingeless Album, 1868 to 1971, starts with very fine #s
22 and 24 (no gum and regummed), then very fine 1c to 5c
Small Queens (2c is hinged rest are NH), very fine hinged 20c
and 50c Widow Weeds, then the collection starts to be mostly
NH (but does have some hinged here and there), with a great
selection of Jubilees, and close to complete after that. A lovely
collection, with emphasis on centering and freshness, saw
some jumbo stamps, etc., and includes shades, papers, coils
(early are singles, then transitions into pairs, then strips), War
Tax, two 50c Bluenoses, complete Airmails, OHMS overprints,
G overprints missing only 2 stamps, decent Postage Dues and
complete Special Delivery. Quality is very nice throughout,
save for a few corner creases or gum bends on a few early
issues, overall very fine. See our photos online for an example
of some of the better pages, don’t miss this opportunity to
acquire such a nice collection which is easily worth much
more than our estimate. Rsv. $6,400.
.................................................................................Est $6,500
 #26/39 Group of Used Large and Small Queen Issues,
with six used singles of the 5c Large Queen (mostly fine,
one with light crease, one has a thin, unchecked by us for
perforation varieties), a 15c Large Queen perforated 11½ x
12 (#30a, tear and badly centered), a 1c Small Queen and
two shades of the first Ottawa printing 6c Small Queens.
.................................................................................... Est $200
 #34- Nice Used Collection in Parliament Albums and
Three Stockbooks, the albums have pages up to 2005
and the stamps run from Small Queens to about 2003. The
collection is about 50% complete from the Small Queens to
the 1920s, and from then onto the 2000s we estimate a
completion level of about 95%, mostly only missing some nonregularly issued stamps. We note nicely cancelled souvenir
sheets, coil pairs, sets, different printings, se-tenant issues
(sometimes with individual sets alongside the se-tenant or
souvenir sheets, etc. A better than average collection for its
level of completion (in the period noted), with many useful
nice c.d.s. cancels and quality material. Also includes 3
stockbooks filled with a very good range of material, also with
different printings, etc., and several hundred stamps in all.
Overall fine to very fine, see pictures online for just a small
glimpse into this clean collection..
.................................................................................... Est $500
/*/** #34- Mostly Mint Canada Stock in 3 Stockbooks
and a Few Boxes, first stockbook starts with a nice selection
of used, with many Small Queens, followed by most issues up
until 1960 (saw 3 Bluenose issues, etc.), then a mint stock
starting with #53 up to about 1960 (owner’s c.v. for the mint
is $1,175). The two other stockbooks contain mint issues from
the 1960s to modern, with singles, plate blocks, souvenir
sheets, etc. noting 9 sheets of #582-85 Earth Sciences (face
value in these two stockbooks, for stamp denomination of
25c and up is $134, including many “P” stamps). Next is a
box full of 102 cards holding one or more mint stamps from
the 1920s to modern, with a wide range from Arch issues to
many P stamps, half of the box is in the 17c era to modern
with a face value of $150, and the older material contains a
few goodies such as two E4 (both VFNH), etc (this box smells
of tobacco). We then see a small box containing 62 small size
booklets (BK49c to BK88b) plus another small box with 35
small size booklets. Last but not least is a limited edition The
Gates of China Collection in its original box and sticker price
of $88.88.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1589

** #34/1121 Mint Never Hinged Collection in a Scott
Master Album, with all the stamps in black mounts. The
collection is scattered at first, becoming more populated in
the 1930s. We note #s 34, 36i, 41 (small tear, not counted),
46, 85-88, 123-130, 131 (single and fake pair), 132 (pair),
133 (fake pair), 134-136, 137 (pair) 138-148, 184, 190,
192-236 (228-230 coils are in pairs), 241-302 and mostly
complete up to 1986, missing about 5 inexpensive stamps.
We counted the catalogue value only up to #302, but there is
also roughly $150 in face value after that. Overall centering
is very fine, and we were impressed by the nice quality of this
collection. See online for sample pages.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,604

1590

/*/** #34/401 Mint and Used Collection in a Large
Springback Album, Small Queens to 1967, starts off with
a page of Small Queens to the 50c, followed by mint Jubilees
to the 8c (missing 6c), then with a good selection of Leafs,
Numerals, Québecs, Edwards and Admirals (these are
present as singles but also as mint pairs), followed by what
appears to be a complete mint / used collection, becoming
mint only in the late 1950s, and also including extra many
mint blocks of four and pairs. Back of the book is decent, with
a good showing of most categories. Also includes a (3-hole
punched) 1974 Annual Collection (c.v. $250). Overall fine to
very fine, see photos for a sampling.
.................................................................................... Est $600

1591

*/** #34/411 Selection of Early Mint Issues, 1880s to
1963, displayed on 4 black stock sheets, with a little bit of
everything, and a mix of hinged and never hinged, we noted
the 20c Québec stamp has some gum thinning, else overall
fine to very fine. All pages scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,588

1592

/*/** #34/539 Mint and Used Collection / Stock in a
Stockbook, noting used Small Queens (incl. vf 20c), Jubilees
(incl. vf 20c), mint and used Leafs and Numerals, Maps,
Edwards and Québecs, selection of mint and used Admirals
and so on, becoming mint only in the early 1950s. Nice
quality lot, see pictures of some of the better pages online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1593

/*/** #35/1814 Collection of Mint and Used Stamps
in a Hingeless Lighthouse Album, 1880s to 1986, a
stockbook, a double-sided black stock sheet, loose album
pages, and glassines. The Lighthouse album is very clean,
with album pages from 1851 to 1986 inclusive and typically
retails over our estimate for the entire lot and is very sparsely
populated with mostly used material. The contents of the
stockbook, loose album pages and glassines would fit well
into the album. We also noted a full sheet #297, the 1c
green without Postes/Postage NH (Unitrade c.v. $30), a mint
NH sheet of #513, the 10c United Nations commemorative
with an owner-identified tagging error (c.v. $50 as the regular
stamp), a #10 envelope stuffed with about 25 complete
booklets from the late 1960s to early 1980s, and some back
of the book (mostly G overprints and some used Air Mails).
Some used revenue stamps are present also (first Bill Stamps,
gas and light inspection on two separate documents, Québec
Stock Transfer, Saskatchewan Law). Also included is a bundle
of postal history from 1915 to late 1930s with Admirals, Air
Mails, censor strips, first flights and a few illustrated covers.
The lot is rounded out by several useful publications: Volumes
1 and 2 of BNA Reference Manual of Forgeries (Pugh); BNA
Fakes and Forgeries (Smythies); and Volume 1 of Album
Weeds, A-L (Earee). This eclectic lot of mostly fine material
should satisfy a collector or prove useful to a dealer or reseller.
Our photos provide a general overview only.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1594

1595

1596

1597

/*/** #35/2387 Collection of Mint and Used, 1880 to
2010, in 8 full binders on Minkus and home-made pages,
6 stockbooks, and a mint sheet file containing thousands of
stamps, booklets, souvenir sheets and a smattering of FDCs,
postal history and postal stationery. The collection starts with
used examples of most Small Queen denominations including
various shades and a 50c Widow Weeds, mint Jubilees from
the 1c to the 5c, some used Leafs and Numerals including a
precancelled 1c, used Edwards and a mix of mint and used
Québecs. Admirals are used with many owner-identified
shades through most of the coil singles and War Tax stamps,
including a few precancels and private perfins. The collection
continues from there with mostly used and nearly complete
through the Pictorial issue, then a mix of mint and used
through the 1950s, then primarily mint (with some used)
through the 1980s. We noted a significant effort was spent
on identifying Centennial varieties, though we did not confirm
them, nor check for any paper, perforation or tagging varieties
that may exist throughout the collection. From the 1990s we
observed mostly mint, with related postal stationery and
examples of postal history scattered throughout. One of
the binders contains nothing but Lunar New Year stamps,
souvenir sheets, Canada Post Thematic Packs and postal
stationery and another has annual souvenir cards and other
thematic packs. A few stockbooks are jammed with plate
blocks and mint singles including high-value definitives.
There are also two full shoe boxes with thousands of used
off-paper, sorted roughly by year or type including back of the
book, precancels and perfins. There is very good face value
here (many hundreds of dollars) and strong catalogue value
also. This could serve as a very solid start to a new Canada
collection, or prove quite useful to the online reseller. Our
photos provide a mere glimpse at the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $600
/*/** #36/2982 Collection of Mint and Used, 1880s
to 2017, on Harris album pages in a binder; a stockbook;
an envelope containing mint stamps, souvenir sheets and
booklets and a box of used, mostly off paper. The rather
sparse album pages start with a few Small Queens and run
to 1976 plus back of the book, which includes some War Tax,
Postage Due and Special Delivery. The stockbook contains
used stamps including a few 5-hole OHMS (13c Halifax
Harbour and a few Mufti definitives). We noted some clearly
dated c.d.s. postmarks and counted the mint denominations
of 15c and over, which totals over $285. A great way to start
a Canadian collection and hours of fun for the keen organizer.
Our photos provide a glimpse at the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $150
** #43/1395ii Valuable Group of Mint, with Many
Varieties, all sorted and identified in glassines, with a few
QV items, Admirals and other KGV era material, followed by
KGVI including many coil strips, War issue, etc. The bulk of
the material is in the definitives of the QEII era, with many
coil strips, plate blocks, blocks, etc. of the Cameo, Centennial,
and other issues. Varieties we noted include scarcer plate
block numbers, tagging, paper coatings, perforations, tagging
omitted, coil jump strips, coil precancels, paste-up oil strips,
coil wide spacing, and more. There is duplication of many, still
the quality is quite high, items seem to be properly identified
and the catalogue value is probably impressive, as many
items catalogue in the $100 to $200 range or more. Photos
only show a small sampling.
.................................................................................Est $1,000
** #43/298 Stock of Good Mint Never Hinged Material
in a Stockbook, with a good variety of issues, in quantities
ranging from 1 to 114, includes back of the book, overall fine
or better. Includes owner’s detailed inventory with 2022 Scott
catalogue values, scanned online with all of the pages of the
lot.
........................................................................ Scott U$13,638

1598

(*)/*/** #47a/221a, E3a Group of Early Imperforate and
Part Imperforate Issues, 1893 to 1935, with #s 47a (hinged
single catalogued at half the pair), 90A (NH marginal block of
four, horizontal pair and vertical pair), 136-138 (each in NH
horizontal pairs), 141a (lightly hinged horizontal pair), 142c
(NH), 143c (NH), 146b (NH), 148a (NH right marginal vertical
pair with part cutting arrow at top), 153b (NH vertical pair),
221a (no gum, catalogued as hinged) and E3a (very lightly
hinged horizontal pair). A mostly fresh and very fine group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,745

1599

/*/** #51/197 Selection of Mint and Used Material to
KGV, starts with mostly used Jubilees, Leafs and Numerals
with nice postmarks, including a mint block of four of #79
(NH but with gum disturbance), a plate block of 6 of #87
(NH), a selection of #s 87 and 88 (hinged and NH, includes a
very nicely executed forgery of the inverted surcharge), single
and block of four of #90A, selection of 5 mostly different
1c Edwards (shades, hairlines, etc. with hinged and NH), as
well as a nice selection of mostly mint Admiral coils (singles,
pairs, Toronto experimental pair, strips, wet printing blocks of
4) and booklet panes and lastly we note a #E3 (lightly hinged
horizontal pair, imperforate between) and mint plate blocks
of 6 of J15 and J16i (both NH, latter is c.v. $400 in Unitrade).
Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$5,407

1600

*/** #51/621, C1-C9 Lovely Collection of Mint Mostly
Never Hinged Blocks and Plate Blocks of Four, all in black
mounts on 26 album pages, with #s 51, 52, 85 (x3), 141143, 209, 211, 246-248, 249-259, 274-277, 282, 283, 284288, 289-293, 302 (LR plate block), 303/358 (set of 8 Prime
Ministers), 309-310, 311-314, 322/369 (set of 9 Wildlife
stamps), 355, 356, 359, 365-368, 362, 363 (LR plate block),
411 (LR plate block), 415 (UR plate block), 462-465B (all
corner plate blocks, counted as least expensive variety), 508511 (6 different configurations), 620-621, C1-C9 (one C3
stamp is lh), CE1-CE4. Most stamps are fresh and very fine
(some less so, but all catalogued as very fine), except where
noted, a very nice collection.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,318

1601

*/** #53/262 Small Group of Mint Collection Duplicates,
with #53 (NH with very light gum bend, else very fine and
fresh), 125 (VFNH), 131 (VFNH), MR3 (very good NH block of
four with light diagonal bend), MR2C (VFNH), MR2C (VFLH),
180 (F-VF NH strip of four), 240 (VFNH strip of four), 241a
(VFNH), 261-262 (VFNH) and a few more, including a faulty
2c Registration vertical pair with counter “2” at top and a fake
130, etc. All are scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1602

*/** #56/207 Selection of Mostly Mint Never Hinged
Issues, with #s 56, 97, 99, 105d, 108, 109, 111 (light gum
glazing), 112a, 113, 115, 117, 120 (gum imperfections), 122,
129, 131-134, 145, 157, 158, 159 (very lightly hinged), 177
(light gum disturbance), 195-200 (with some duplication and
some with gum disturbance), 205, 207 (very lightly hinged),
J1, J9, J10 (one NH and one hinged), J13, MR1 (faulty and
not counted), MR2 (two, both with gum problems) and MR4. A
nice quality lot, all mint never hinged except where mentioned
otherwise, those with a mention of gum disturbance were
counted as hinged.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,886

1603

(*) #60/92 Group of Four Early High Value Regummed
Singles, with #s 60 (50c Jubilee), 62 ($2 Jubilee), 82 (8c
Numeral) and 92 (7c King Edward VII). All four are very fine
and fresh with bright colour, but unfortunately, regummed.
Catalogue value is for mint hinged. Each stamp has a Greene
Foundation (pink) certificate dated between 2017 and 2021.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,600

219

1604

/*/** #66- Mint and Used Stock of Regular and Back of
the Book Issues in Two Stockbooks, noting a page of mostly
mint Leaf and Numeral issues, two pages of mint and used
Jubilees to the $3, page of mostly mint Admirals, mint 20c
Edward and three different Officially Sealed issues. Then we
have two pages full of mint and used Special Delivery issues,
page of used 2c and 5c Registration, page full of OHMS
overprinted Officials, two pages of G overprinted Officials,
7 pages of Postage Dues, and a few pages of KGV to KGVI
issues, noting three 50c Bluenoses, $1 Parliament and other
high denomination issues. A second stockbook contains
OHMS perforated and OHMS and G overprinted Officials,
plus a selection of private perfins. Also noted 5 stamps with
Stirling squared circle cancels. Faults noted on some of the
early issues, still lots of good useful material in this lot. See
photos for an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $700

1605

*/** #66/88 Dealer Stock of Mint Queen Victoria Leaf
and Numeral Issues, with #s 66-73 (hinged set), 66 (53 NH,
including singles, pairs and blocks), 68 (3 NH singles), 69 (2
NH singles), 74 (24 NH, including pairs and blocks), 76 (4 NH,
5 hinged and 26 no gum, mostly in strips and blocks), 87
(8 NH in blocs of four) and 88 (19 NH in singles, pairs and
blocks). Overall fine with some better, the catalogue value
given does not include the 26 stamps without gum.
.......................................................................... Scott U$7,354

1606

** #66/320 Mint Never Hinged Collection of Blocks of
Four, from 1897 to 1952, consisting of over 100 blocks
displayed in one stockbook. Collection starts with a block of
the Leaf issue (½c), 2c Edward imperforate block, Admiral
(1c) as well as a part perforated coil (1c), some Scrolls (1c,
2c, 5c), and so on. All appear to be very fine, with mostly lower
denominations except for the Peace issue Train Ferry ($1).
Also included are 20 complete sheets from the 1970s (8c to
30c) with over $230 in face value. Owner’s catalogue value
for all is $4,117. Clean and useful lot. See scans for a glimpse
of the contents.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,117

1607

1608

220

/*/** #66/492 Collection of Mint and Used, 1898 to
1969, consisting mostly of mint singles (some noted in pencil
as NH, and we noted several others, but all catalogued as
hinged) and some used, all in black mounts in a very clean
and lush Elbe album. The collection has what appears to be
a complete run of basic definitive and commemorative issues
from Queen Victoria Leafs, through the Numerals, Edwards
(missing the 20c), Québec Tercentenary and Admiral issues
(with a nh $1 and comprehensive coil singles, plus a Toronto
experimental coil pair) and on to the end of 1969. We note
several items not found in every collection: an imperforate
margin pair of the ½c Numeral (heavily hinged, c.v. $500),
a fine hinged Bluenose, a set of overprinted War Tax (MR2B,
MR2C and MR2D, c.v. $430) and what appear to be complete
sets of 4-hole OHMS and both OHMS and G overprints. This
overall fine collection (with catalogue value of $12,490
counted only to 1950) would provide a great start to a fine
Canadian collection and would be useful to dealers and
online resellers equally. We have photographed all pages to
1950.
........................................................................ Scott U$12,940
/*/** #74- Two Mint and Used Collection in a
Springback Album, 1898 to 1975, starts with a mint set
of Québecs, then complete mint and used (most often one
of each) Numerals and Edwards, complete mint or used
Admirals followed by a nearly complete, mostly mint collection
to the end, including some back of the book issues. The
collection, on Lighthouse album pages, includes extra copies
of some sets on Minkus pages intertwined within, as well as
many duplicates throughout the Lighthouse pages. Mixed
condition, many having hinge thins or small tears, etc., still
lots of useful material and well worth an in-person inspection.
Photos only show a small part.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1609

*/** #77/846 Group of Collection Remainders, Mint and
Used, 1898-1979, in a stockbook and two mint sheet files.
The first few pages are mostly used from a 2c Numeral through
the 1950s, though we noted a mint hinged Confederation
set, with the rest of the stockbook consisting mostly of plate
blocks from the 1970s. The mint sheet files comprise 1970s
issues including the full set of 1978 CAPEX issues (12c, 14c,
30c and $1.25), along with the 1978 CAPEX show souvenir
set of three engraved items from the printing houses used
at the time (serial #01994, Unitrade $50). Total face value
of denominations 12c and up is $252. Also includes a black
stock sheet with 21 hinged Newfoundland stamps including
a complete Long Coronation set. There is also an album
containing 69 Canadian FDCs. Clean and fresh, this would be
a nice little lot for a reseller.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1610

/*/** #89-315 Extensive and Expanded Mint and Used
Collection, 1903-1952, with all stamps in black mounts on
home made pages, the collection appears to be complete
in range for mint stamps (missing the 50c Edward), and
includes a large quantity of different additional mint and
used stamps, sometimes with duplication, these often in the
higher denominations. These includes blocks and multiples,
many precancels (bars, towns and numbers), imperforate
varieties, a few perfins, shades, printings, booklet panes,
coils (incl. singles, pairs and strips, with end strips, paste-up
and joint pairs, etc.) and varieties, including Scarface, Burr
on Shoulder, Broken Spire, and more. The Admiral section
is extensive, with wet and dry printings, etc. (no War Tax).
The overall quality appears nice, with the odd small fault,
we catalogued the collection as all hinged for the mint,
even though there is a possibility of some never hinged. The
varieties not listed in Scott were counted as least expensive
regular stamp, and the extensive precancels or perfins were
not counted, so all of that should add considerably to the
conservative catalogue value given.
........................................................................ Scott U$13,747

1611

 #89/122 Small Stockbook Filled with Used Edward and
Admiral Issues, with 65 Edwards and over 150 Admirals,
many of which were collected for their town postmarks and
dated copies. We note many socked on the nose postmarks,
some back of the book including a very fine E1 and War Tax
issues, a very fine Map stamp and high valued (Edwards to
the 50c and Admirals to the $1), etc. Some faulty stamps are
displayed upside down, rest are fine to very fine. Might be a
good group to examine for varieties. All pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1612

/*/** #98/249b Interesting Group of Material from
the Era of the Three Kings, with Scott #s 98 (mint never
hinged plate block of 4), 136 (used block of four with inperiod DEC.16.1924 datestamps), 138 (mint never hinged
lathework block of 4), 138 (mint hinged lathework block of 4),
164 (mint never hinged upper left corner plate 3 block of 30),
184 (mint never hinged upper right corner block of 4), 195201 (group of first day covers for all 7 values, addressed and
uncacheted), 205-207 (two sets of mint hinged pairs), 209210 (enlarged photographic reproductions in sepia, mounted
on thick card), 222 (mint never hinged upper plate block of
6), MR4b (unused upper marginal pair), J5 mint never hinged
single) and also includes a nice collection of mint mostly NH
booklet panes (with 149a, 150a, 164a, 165b, 166c, 163c,
195a, 195b, 196a, 197a, 217a, 218a, 219a, 249b x2, and
eleven more). A nice quality lot, all items are scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1613

*/** #104a/1258a Dealer Stock of Mint Booklet Panes,
with 104a (x2), 105b, 106a (x2), 107b (x2), 107c, 109a (x2),
195b (x5), 217a, 218a, 218b, 231b (x5), 232b (x3), 233a
(x9), 249b (x7), 250b (x3), 251a (x5), 252a (x4), 252c, 340ai,
401a (x23), 1256a and 1258a (in 2 parts). 6 panes are
hinged, the rest are NH (and counted as such) and overall
fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,281

1614

*/** #104f/254b Collection of 35 Different KGV and
KGVI Mint Booklet Panes, spanning Admirals, Scroll, Arch,
Medallion, Pictorial and War issues. Only three of the earlier
panes are hinged, rest are never hinged and overall fine-very
fine to very fine. All scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,275

1615

*/** #125/183 Collection of Mint KGV Admiral and Arch
Coils, displayed on two black stock sheets, with singles, pairs
and many joint or paste-up pairs. Centering is overall fine with
some better, all catalogued as hinged even though some are
never hinged.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,238

1616

*/** #141/148 Dealer Stock of Mint 1927 Confederation
and Historical Issues, with #s 141 (x29, NH), 142 (x31 NH
incl. pairs), 143 (x9, hinged and 52 NH incl. blocks), 144 (x35,
incl. blocks), 146-148 (x2, NH sets and one hinged set), 147
(two NH blocks and a single) and 148 (x9, hinged). Overall
fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,135

1617

1618

1619

*/** #161/207 Dealer Stock of King George V Mint
Coils, with #s 161 (two NH pairs), 178-183 (two hinged sets
of singles and one set of NH singles), 178 (x16 NH singles,
x3 NH pairs, x2 NH strips of 3 and x3 NH strips of 4), 180
(x5 hinged pairs and x3 NH strips of 4), 182 (x3 NH strips of
4), 183 (x17 NH singles, x3 NH pairs and x3 NH strips of 3)
and 205-207 (x3 sets of NH singles plus x6 sets of hinged
singles). Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,735
/** #162/610 Dealer Stock of Mint Never Hinged, 1930
to 1972, all identified and sorted in envelopes, with various
quantities of each (normally no more than about 50 of some,
with a few exceptions). We note many better stamps such as
#s 227 (x8), 244 (x5), 245 (x7), 262 (x5), 273 (x14), 302 (x7),
etc. Also includes back of the book, also including better such
as #s C2, C4 (x6), E3, E6 (x6), as well as a group of tagged
stamps. The lot also includes several different used Officials
from #s O6 to O48 and some not priced used in Scott (#s
O249 x14, O252 x20 and O254 x16). The total 2019 Scott
catalogue value of $13,062 includes $12,607 of regular
issues and back of the book, $518 for the tagged and $359
for the used Officials. Overall fine to very fine and a useful lot
for dealers. Accompanied by a detailed computer inventory
list for each stamp (scanned online).
........................................................................ Scott U$13,485
/*/** #163iii/228iii Advanced and Valuable Collection
of Mint and Used King George V Era Varieties, all neatly
displayed and described on 12 black stock pages. The
collection consists of the Arch, Pictorial, Medallion and other
issues of the era, with virtually all the varieties in pairs or
strips (incl. jump strips, join pairs, etc.), with many coils and
blocks. Listed varieties include “Cockeyed King”, “Narrow 1”,
“Extended Moustache”, “Broken E in POSTAGE”, “Burr on
Shoulder”, “Hairline from Hand”, “Mole on Forehead”, “Line
in 5”, “Moulting Wing”, “Broken X”, etc., as well as unlisted
varieties including re-entries, dots, hairlines, strokes, flaws
and more. The collection is accompanied by a detailed
owner’s inventory, which has a 2017 Unitrade catalogue value
of $13,129 as fine or very fine. The addition of all the unlisted
varieties to this amount would certainly add hundreds more.
An interesting collection which has duplication, but overall
nice quality and many desirable items. All pages, including
three page inventory scanned online.
.....................................................................Unitrade $13,129

1620

**
#190-1069 Mint Never Hinged Collection in a
Lighthouse Hingeless Album with Slipcase, complete
from 1931 (Scott 190) to 1985 as per the Lighthouse pages
which include some tagging and phosphor varieties, etc. Also
included are the following back of the book issues: E1-E11,
J1-40, O1-O49 as well as all coil singles from KGV Scroll to
end. This collection was carefully assembled stamp by stamp
(or set), with all of the stamps being mint never hinged and
very fine centered. E1 is the only stamp that is below grade,
as it appears regummed and toned (not catalogued), the rest
of the collection is of select quality. The catalogue value given
is for up to 1950 only (incl. back of the book) and does not
include a good amount of value after that, especially in the
tagged varieties, including the two 1070 Christmas center
blocks ($200 each), perf. varieties, not to mention the face
value. See scans for some of the better pages in this lovely
collection.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,568

1621

*/** #190/216 Dealer Stock of Mint King George V Era
Issues, 1931-1935, all presented in about 214 black stock
cards with catalogue number and dealer’s asking price,
separated by hinged and never hinged. Includes #s 190,
191-194, 202-204, 208-216, noting singles, sets, blocks and
multiples, plate blocks, couple of varieties (broken X, broken
E), etc. See photos for an idea, overall fine to very fine, with a
high catalogue value. The “retail” value given is a total of the
dealer’s asking prices for these.
..........................................................................Retail $13,172

1622

*/** #190/310 Stock of Mint King George V and VI
Era Issues, all displayed on black stock cards, most with
catalogue number and an older price on back. We noted
singles, sets, blocks of four, all in varying quantities. Some of
the better values noted include #s 201 (x5), 203 (x14), 209
(x17, incl. a plate block of four), 225 (x10), 226 (x3), 227 (x8),
244 (x10), 245 (x3), 261 (x5), 262 (x2), 272 (x3), 273 (x4),
302 (x2), many coil singles and multiples and more. A quick
fan through the backs of the cards reveals that the first half is
mixed hinged and never hinged, while the second half tends
more towards never hinged. Would be best viewed in person
to better appreciate the value in this lot.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1623

** #191a/781 Group of 14 Mint Complete Sheets, with
#s 191a, 212, 213 (x2 with plate block at LL and LR), 237,
253, 268 (x2, with plate block at UL and at LL), 781 (three
sheets, 2 with Philabec overprints and 1 with EXUP overprint,
these not counted in c.v.), E11 (almost separated in half), CE2
and CE4. Overall very fine, also includes a sheet of #246 with
c.d.s. cancels (not counted). Some have separation here and
there, else catalogued as all very fine, and no premium was
given to the plate blocks.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,904

1624

*/** #202/372 Dealer Stock of Mint High Denomination
Issues, with #s 202 (NH block), 203 (x15 hinged, incl. a block
and a pair), 204 (two NH blocks), 209 (x9 NH singles), 210
(x7 NH), 214 (x3 NH blocks), 294 (x20 NH in singles, pairs
and blocks), 302 (x8 hinged and 33 NH in singles, blocks,
etc.), 321 (x6 NH), 334 (x2 hinged and x25 NH) and 332 (x4
NH). Overall fine to very fine, and includes a number of mint
never hinged 50c values, mostly in blocks including SuzorCoté, Olympics, etc., totaling $37 in face value (not counted
in catalogue value given).
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,169

221

1625

1626

1627

1628

1629

222

** #211i/1107i Collection of Mint Never Hinged Modern
Canadian Varieties, with 13 items, some listed in Unitrade,
some not. We noted #s 211i (Weeping Princess in a vertical
corner block of 10), 365i and 368i (both in identical pairs), 374
(a no gum marginal pair with a dramatic double impression,
which may or may not be contemporary to the printing), 389
(with slightly shifted center image), 429Ai (deformed leaf),
562i and 563i (corner block of 4 with “Short N”), 610i (corner
block of four with “Broken door frame”), 726 var (marginal
block of four with slight shift of inscriptions to the left), 727
var (single with major shift of inscriptions), 997T1 and 998T1
(both with tagging omitted), and 1107i (block of four with
“pink print flaw”). All scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150
** #231/248 Souvenir Album for the 1939 Royal Visit
to Canada, a blue moroccan leather folder with Canadian
Arms and “Visit of Their Majesties the King and Queen May
1939 June” plus “Dr. W.C. Clark” on front in gold lettering,
with the inside containing a card with 20 mint never hinged
stamps (three are stuck down), with #s 231-36, 241-48, J15/
J20, C6 and E7. The first of these we have seen, very fine and
extremely rare.
.................................................................................... Est $500
*/** #231/597 Dealer Stock of Mint King George VI and
QEII Issues, 1937-1972, all presented in about 150 black
stock cards with catalogue number and dealer’s asking price,
separated by hinged and never hinged. Includes various
quantities of singles, complete sets, blocks and multiples, coil
singles, pairs and strips, etc. We noted issues such as 23136, 237, 238-40, 241-45, 246-48, 294, 302, 321, and more,
including some better phosphor-tagged issues. See photos
for an idea, overall fine to very fine, with a high catalogue
value. The “retail” value given is a total of the dealer’s asking
prices for these.
..........................................................................Retail $10,488
*/** #238/310 Dealer Stock of King George VI Mint
Coils, with #s 238-240 (x3 sets of hinged singles, x6 sets
of NH singles and x3 sets of NH pairs), 238 (x4 NH pairs and
x8 NH strips of 4), 239 (x8 NH pairs, x1 NH strip of 4 and x6
NH strips of 6), 240 (x1 NH paste-up pair and x3 NH strips of
4), 263-67 (x2 sets of NH singles, x3 sets of hinged singles,
x2 sets of NH pairs, set of hinged pairs), 263 (x11 NH pairs),
264 (x9 NH pairs and x3 NH strips of 3), 265 (x8 NH pairs, x9
NH strips of 4), 267 (x5 NH strips of 4), 278-281 (x6 sets of
NH singles, x2 sets of NH pairs and a set of NH strips of 4),
278 (x9 NH pairs, x7 NH strips of 4), 279 (x8 NH pairs, x3 NH
strips of 3), 280 (two NH end of strip pairs), 297-300 (x6 NH
sets of singles), 298 (x3 NH strips of 3), 299 (x2 NH strips of
4), 300 (x14 NH pairs, x3 NH strips of 4), 309-310 (hinged
set of singles, hinged set of pairs and NH set of strips of 4),
309 (x7 NH pairs, x11 NH strips of 4) and 310 (NH single, pair
and strip of 4). All jump strips, end stamps, etc. counted as
regular. Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,680
** #238/468 Stock of Mint Coil Issues, all displayed on
2-row black stock cards, with #s 238, 240 (x2), group of 233267 (in pairs and singles), 280 (x4), group of 297-299 (in
singles, pairs and complete sets), 309-310 (both in pairs),
345-348 (in pairs), 409 (two strips of four), 468 (4x strips of
4) and a few more. The largest presence in this lot is by far
#298 with 1x single, 6x pairs, 13x strips of three and 104x
strips of four, plus a roll of 10 with an end strip of 10 at right
(catalogue value for #298 alone is $2,490 including the end
strip). The great majority of the lot is never hinged, only a few
early issues are hinged, and overall centering is fine to very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1630

*/** #249/306 Dealer Stock of Mint War and Mufti
Issues, with 231-236 (3 NH sets), 233 (x18 NH), 234 (x24
NH), 235 (x8 NH), 244-262 (4 NH sets and 4 hinged sets),
249-256 (NH set), 249 (x36 NH), 250 (x13 NH), 251 (x55),
252 (x17 NH), 253 (x60 NH), 254 (x16 NH), 257 (x8 NH), 258
(x14 NH), 260 (x13 NH), 261 (x4 NH), 262 (x19 hinged), 285
(NH precancel block of 8 not counted), 292 (x15 NH), 305
(x15 NH) and 305-306 (a NH block of 4 of each). Stamps
are presented as singles, pairs, blocks of four and larger
multiples, overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,124

1631

*/** #249a/1256a Dealer Stock of Mint Booklet Panes,
all presented in 64 black stock cards or 102 cards, with
catalogue number and dealer’s asking price. Saw many
better items, such as Scroll and Arch issues, Medallion (some
with plate numbers), up to more modern Christmas issues,
etc. Also includes (but not counted) some used panes and
some complete booklets (incl. #BK111A). See photos for an
idea, overall fine to very fine. The “retail” value given is a total
of the dealer’s asking prices for these.
............................................................................Retail $1,635

1632

*/** #294/2201 Group of Mint Sheets, Plate Blocks and
Varieties, 1950-2007, with Scott #s 294 (three NH plate
blocks), 302 (UR plate block with hinge in selvedge only),
604a (NH imperforate pair), 715a (NH single printed on gum
side), 1292b (NH imperforate se-tenant block of 4), 2201a
(NH UR plate block missing gold foil), as well as a group of 36
complete sheets, mostly in the 5c to 8c era, including eight
15c sheets, two 25c sheets, etc. A nice, clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1633

/*/** #316/3205 Extensive Mostly Mint Collection
in 8 Volumes, 1952 to 2019, with all the stamps in black
mounts on pages, includes a basic mint collection, which is
enhanced by extra mint and used material such as booklet
panes, precancels, coil singles, pairs and strips, some plate
blocks, phosphor issues, se-tenant multiples, Unitrade listed
varieties, many tagging varieties, mini-panes, 23 pages of
Centennials, precancel “warning strips”, souvenir sheets and
sheetlets, some booklets, and more, including “Hoodoos”
souvenir sheets, and many sought-after modern items. Some
of the modern se-tenant sheetlets, etc., are accompanied
by singles of the same stamps, which makes the face
value of this collection more considerable than similar
collections. Unchecked by us for completeness, inspection is
recommended to better appreciate the collection’s depth of
material and scope. Very fine throughout, photos only show
some of the pages. Face value for stamps 17c and above
comes to $2,256 which includes 635 “P” stamps.
.................................................................................Est $1,200

1634

*/** #331/908 Dealer Stock of Mint Queen Elizabeth II
Era Mint Coils, all stored in over 150 black stock cards (incl.
a few 102 cards), mostly identified and priced at older prices.
The majority is composed of Karsh, Wilding, Cameo and
Centennial issues, also includes some more recent. We note
a good selection of singles, pairs, strips of four, jump strips,
precancelled coils, with hinged and never hinged. Overall fine
to very fine, photos show a small example.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1635

** #337p/610p Mint Never Hinged Collection of Tagged
Corner Blocks, consisting of over 350 blocks all neatly
displayed in two Bileski hingeless albums, full of mainly
matched sets. While we noted some commemorative issues,
it is mostly populated with Christmas issues from the 1960s
and 1970s, as well as definitives from the Wilding, Cameo,
Centennial, and Landscape issues. Strength is with field stock
(blank corner blocks), with some inscription blocks from the
Centennial issue. The catalogue value is estimated at well
over $2,000. Lot is as received therefore unchecked by us for
varieties. Clean and useful lot, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1636

** #365/530 Advanced Collection of Three Issues from
1957 to 1970, all neatly displayed and extensively written-up
on 63 quadrille pages in a binder. The collection starts off
with the 1957 Recreation Sports issue, showing everything
that can possibly be shown for this issue, with identical
pairs, se-tenant pairs and blocks of all combinations, plate
blocks, etc. Next is the 25c Expo ‘70 issue, with all possible
pair and block of four combinations, for both tagged and
untagged. Over half of the collection is devoted to the popular
1970 5c and 6c Christmas issue, again with every possible
combination of pairs and blocks, both for untagged and
tagged (incl. centre blocks of four at $200 each) as well as
corner plate blocks of 4 and 10, and there is also a page
with the 10c and 15c issues. A very fine, and assumed never
hinged collection which would be difficult to duplicate. Scans
only give a small glimpse.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1637

** #421/1374 Nice Collection of Mis-Perforated Singles,
with #s 421, 518, 555, 707, 1040, 1164a and 1374. All have
shifted perforations, either horizontally or vertically, and all
mint never hinged and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1638

/** #488q/1766ii Balance of the Christmas Stamp
Errors and Varieties Collection, with 11 different items,
all still on Saskatoon Stamp Centre presentation cards,
each priced and well described. A good variety of material,
mostly with smaller flaws, varieties and errors (some listed in
Unitrade), but nonetheless a very interesting group. All items
scanned online.
............................................................................... Retail $463

1639

** #591a/1165c Group of Three Modern Definitives
Printed on Gum Side, with Unitrade #s 591a, 918c and
1165c. All three are mint never hinged and very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $445

1640

** #605a/1396a Valuable Collection of Imperforate
Definitives in Pairs, all mint never hinged and very fine,
with #s 605a, 729a, 730a, 806a, 951a, 952a, 1166d,
1167c, 1167d, 1395a and 1396a. Also includes a gutter
block of 8 of #1362iii (made up of two plate blocks), but is
badly creased and stained (catalogue for this is $6,000, not
counting premium for two imperforate gutter plate blocks).
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,575

1641

*/** #629/2491 Collection of Mint Stamps in 6 Unity
Albums with Slipcases, 1974 to 2011, in black mounts
with very few empty spaces through the range plus additional
varieties not already shown on the album pages. We note
the popular Mammals issue with some of the perforation
varieties, along with varieties of other definitives (notably
the die-cut booklet singles most often found in quarterly
and annual packs), and usually both singles and se-tenant
combinations of commemoratives presented in the albums.
This very clean and well-organized collection is annotated
with the Unitrade catalogue numbers of the varieties and
catalogue values on each page. There is great face value here
and owner’s catalogue value of $6,626 (probably as fine).
Our photos provide a mere glimpse into the contents. The
albums are marked “Vol. 2” through “Vol. 6” and interested
bidders might benefit from viewing the “Vol. 1” (in this sale,
lot #1559) which was collected in a similar manner.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,626

1642

** #704/1882 Mint Never Hinged Collection in a LikeNew Scott Specialty Album with Slipcase, 1977-2000, with
all the stamps in black mounts, appears complete in period
for regular issues, souvenir sheets, se-tenant multiples,
including some booklets, only seems to be missing half a
dozen inexpensive stamps. We counted denominations 15c
and over for a total face value of $576. Very fine and fresh
throughout, including the album.
................................................................................. Face $576

1643

/*/** #752/2331 Interesting Group of Mostly Modern
Items, 1977 to 2009, featuring a curious vertical strip of
5 of the 1977 Peregrine Falcon issue, with an unlisted and
progressively more pronounced shift of colours; a block of
four of the 25c Queen Elizabeth’s silver jubilee with missing
tagging (c.v. $100); and a Canada ‘92 signed souvenir sheet
(c.v. $125). Other contents include a full sheet of the Alaska
cruise picture postage (c.v. $100), both versions of the Picture
Postage sheets (c.v. $100 total), a set of “Write Me, Ring Me”
issues with the pair of stamps and the calling card (#2045a
to 2048a, c.v. $200 total), 5 opened packages of miniature
panes, along with other single stamps (two Bluenose - a
fine mint hinged plus a used), a positional block of the 14c
parliament with “Missing Spire”, several gutter booklets
(National Parks, Karsh, Signs of the Zodiac - c.v. $148 total)
and a group of plate blocks of CE1 and CE2. Also includes a
clean mint sheet file with some 5c and 6c part sheets, and
additional mint stamps with face value of over $110 (mostly
denominations of 25c and over). See the online photos for a
glimpse only.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1644

** #976/2958 Collection of Mint Stamps, Souvenir Sheets
and Booklets in 7 Hingeless Lindner Albums,1983-2016,
with good completion in the period. We saw very few blank
spots throughout the albums. We noted some Mammals
issues with better perforations and that most of the more
recent issues were collected in the die-cut single or se-tenant
formats found only in quarterly packs and annual collections.
We also saw a full set of 17 Millennium sheetlets, a full
set of Petro-Canada Forests mini-sheets, two early federal
Wildlife Habitat Conservation booklets and some plate blocks
scattered here and there. Owner’s face value is $2,283 for
this very clean and desirable collection. Our pictures provide
a mere glimpse at the contents.
..............................................................................Face $2,283

1645

** #1060-3050 Mint Never Hinged Collection in 4
Lighthouse Hingeless Albums with Slipcases, 1986 to
2017, which a great deal of care and expense was invested in
building this collection, as remarkably it appears to be missing
only three stamps (1171c, 1175a, 1764b, all perf changes)
and 1160a is present as used. It includes all other stamps
as per the Lighthouse pages, with singles, sets, se-tenant
multiples, souvenir sheets, perforation and other varieties,
coils, mini-sheets, booklets, and more. The quarterly packs
issued during this time total about $1,800, but the collection
includes lots more material such as complete booklets,
varieties, kiosk stamps, often the same stamp is presented
in different formats, and more. A great opportunity to acquire
such a comprehensive and high value collection.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

1646

** #1162/1968 Collection of Mint Never Hinged in 2
Schaubek Hingeless Albums, from 1988 to 2002, missing
only a handful of stamps to be complete in period. We noted
booklets, souvenir sheets and even some sought after
varieties such as the Mammal definitive issues, including
#1171c (Walrus, c.v. $600), and 1175a (Wolf, c.v. $100), the
1999 definitive issues signed by the designer. The total face
value is $616 in addition to the high retail value of the albums
and pages. Beautiful clean collection, overall very fine. See
photos for a small glimpse of the collection.
................................................................................. Face $616

223

1647

** #1630/2801 Group of Lunar New Year Issues, 2000 to
2015, including full sheets, souvenir sheets and thematic
packs. The souvenir sheets include duplication of most
issues and larger numbers of some including Tiger (x26), Ox
(x25), Dragon (x225) with total face value of over $270. Full
sheets include 13 different issues, with some duplication of
sheets and a total face value of $276. This group is rounded
out by three different thematic packs: 1997’s Ox (x3),
2000’s Dragon (x3) and 2001’s Snake (x10) with a Unitrade
catalogue value of $335. This clean group would be fun for
the collector, a Lunar New Year gift-giver or philatelic reseller.
Our online photos provide an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1653

** Collection of Better Mint Never Hinged Plate Blocks,
1933-1990, with #202 (UL, VF), 204 (UL, VF), 465Biii and
1176a (LL, VF) and others. Also #s 620 and 621 with the
stamps signed by George Gundersen, one of the designers.
Mostly very fine but includes some that are fine or fine-very
fine centering. A nice, clean lot.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,864

1654

*/** Collection of Plate Blocks in 11 Bileski Albums,
1928-1969, with several hundred items, mostly in matched
sets and ranging from the Arch issue to about 1969, including
a nice array of Centennials to the high values. Several
definitive issues having a nearly full run of plate numbers. We
also note several better plate blocks including Scott #s 203
(c.v. $225), 204 (NH, c.v. $95), 219 (c.v. $42) and 294 (x2,
one with hairlines, c.v. $42 each). The majority appear to be
never hinged, though we saw a few lightly hinged among the
group. This very clean and well-organized collection would be
great for collectors or dealers alike. Our online photos show
some of the better items.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1655

*/** Dealer Stock of Over 1,600 Mint Back of the Book
Plate Blocks, 1953 to 1975, mostly in mint never hinged
matched sets of four inscription blocks, in four half-sized red
boxes, with strength in Unitrade B1-B12 and O33-O37 with
significant duplication. We noted individual blocks of CE1
(x3), CE2, O21, O30, O31, O32, O38 (x6) and O39 (x16) all
never hinged. There is very high catalogue value here and a
good opportunity for a reseller. Our online images provide an
overview of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1656

*/** Collection of Mint Plate Blocks, 1940s to 1990s,
in 5 stockbooks, an envelope and on Bileski album pages.
We saw quite a few matched sets of inscription blocks in the
collection, and some good plate numbers from the Mufti, War
and Peace issues, along with 50c, Oil Wells, 50c Textiles and
$1 Totem Pole, with some separation noted on the earlier
items. More than half of the contents runs from the late
1960s to late 1990s, mostly single inscription blocks. Back of
the Book is represented by a set of red Postage Due matched
inscription blocks on Bileski album pages, along with some
Special Delivery, Air Mail Special Delivery and Officials with
O.H.M.S. (including regular blocks of four with Postes/
Postage narrow spacing) and G. Face value is quite good with
a total of $660 counting only denominations of 15c and over.
There is also good catalogue value in this clean collection,
and the contents would fit well into an existing collection, or
get used by a reseller or postage user or seller. Our photos
show the range of material included, but viewing in person
will be helpful.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1657

*/** #107d/492i Collection of 17 Different Mint Better
Plate Blocks, 1924 to 1969, starts off with #107d (NH plate
169 block of 6 with no PB premium added), 139 (fine NH
plate 115 block of 8 with no premium added), 222 (NH plate
1 block of 6, with no premium added), 213 (NH LR corner
plate 3 block of 10), 261 (hinged LR, hinged UL and NH LL),
262 (hinged UL), 294 (NH matched set of four corners), 302
(NH matched set of four corners) and 492i (NH LL). Very fine
except where noted, all are scanned online.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,670

1658

*/** #142/373 Collection of Mint Plate Blocks, 1927
to 1957, with 180 different, including some from different
corners, we noted many better items throughout, a quick spot
check of some of the more expensive items revealed them to
be mostly NH, with a very few lightly hinged in the margins.
Overall very fine, see scans for a sampling only.
.................................................................................... Est $500

Canada Plate Block Collections
1648

1649

** Mint Never Hinged Plate Block Collection in a Scott
Specialty Album with Slipcase, 1955 to 1980, where all the
plate blocks are neatly mounted in black mounts on quadrille
pages, and the owner has the Scott number, date of issue
and name of issue neatly written at the top of each page.
From the start to about 1977 there are between 1 and 3
blocks of some issues, and from 1977 to 1980 the collection
is comprised of mostly matched sets of four corners and
these last 3 years form the majority of collection. Many of the
definitives are shown with different plate numbers, a good
proportion of the denominations are 17c and 35c, but also
includes higher denominations, including $1 and $2 values,
a very fine quality collection. We counted denominations of
15c and over and found a total of $302.
................................................................................. Face $302
** Collection / Stock of Centennial Issue Plate Blocks,
all sorted and identified in a binder, all values appear to be
there, we note many matched sets of four different corners,
some with more than one plate number of variety. Overall very
fine, catalogued by owner at Unitrade at $3,215 and includes
other items (singles, booklet panes, presumably not counted
in the total).
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,215

1650

** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Plate Blocks, Souvenir
Sheets, Etc., in a Stockbook, 1947-1992, all appear to
be different, with a face value easily $250 or more, with
most of the face value being in the 17c to 48c range (and
higher). Catalogued by owner (items above 30c in value only)
at $1,100, also includes a few identified varieties. All pages
scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,100

1651

** Large Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Plate Blocks,
sorted by denomination in envelopes with 1c to $5 values.
Large number of 5c through 17c blocks. See spreadsheet
online for a complete listing of the values and their quantities.
Total face value is $12,061.
........................................................................... Face $12,061

1652

224

** Dealer Stock of Mint Plate Blocks and Matched Sets,
1950s to 1990s, consisting of over 3,500 black stock cards
or 104 cards housed in red boxes, with each card having
one or more plate blocks, and 30-40% of the cards having
matched sets of four different corners. The vast majority of
the blocks are from the mid 1950s to the late 1980s, though
there are some on either side of that period, including a
plate 7 of the 2c brown Arch issue and a few others from the
30s and 40s. There is much duplication in this clean and
well-presented, though somewhat disorganized stock, but
also high face and catalogue values. We noted a number of
matched sets of Mammals and Fruit Trees issues, some with
better perforations (cataloguing up to $25 per block) and
a good quantity of higher value denominations. Our photos
show a selection of the better items we encountered, and an
overview of the red boxes, best to view for the many other
great items. Sure to be useful to a dealer or reseller, or a
postage user.
.................................................................................... Est $800

1659

1660

1661

1662

** #147, 223, 224, C6 Group of Mint Never Hinged Larger
Plate Blocks, starts with #147 in three upper plate blocks
of 10 (two plate 2, one plate 1), #223 in a plate block of 10
(plate 2, upper) and two lower left plate blocks of 8 (plate 2),
#224 in an upper plate 2 block of 10, and C6 in an upper
plate 1 block of 10. All are mint never hinged and catalogued
as very fine, even though some of the #147 stamps are
less well centered (prices for these in Unitrade are for fine
centered only, as very fine are scarce).
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,663
*/** #162/222 Dealer Stock of Mint Plate Blocks, 19301935, with 15 different issues, including different plate
numbers or corners, with duplication of up to 6. We note
better such as #s 168 ($250), 171 ($320 x3), 202 ($150 x5),
204 ($150 x5), 209 $480 and more, see photos online. A few
are hinged, rest are never hinged and all counted as very fine
centered.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,899
** #227-2405 Collection of Better Mint Definitives
Inscription Plate Blocks from 1935 to 2010, consisting
of over 120 plate blocks, all in $1 denomination or above,
with the exception of two in the 50c denomination (#294,
Oil Wells, and 334 Textile Industry), displayed in black stock
sheets housed in a leatherette binder with matching slipcase.
We noted very low duplication with many matched sets
including some of the scarcer plate numbers. Many highlights
such as #227 Champlain plate 1, block of 6 (MNH c.v.$900
slight gum disturbance), #245 Chateau Ramezay plate 1
(MNH c.v. $750), 2x #262 Destroyer plate 1 (MNH $600
each), #273 Ferry plate 1 (MNH c.v. $375), 2x #302 Fishing
Resources (MNH c.v. $250 each), #321 Totem matched set
of plate blocks (MNH c.v. $200), 2x #411 Export matched set
of plate blocks (MNH c.v. $360 each), etc. Also included are
5x #2405 $10 Whale full pane of two (c.v. $45 each). High
catalogue value easily exceeding $5,000, with a face value of
$1,237. All appear MNH and overall very fine. See photos for
a glimpse of the content.
..............................................................................Face $1,237
*/** #232/1250ii Dealer Stock of Mint Plate Blocks,
all in black stock cards or 102 cards, mostly identified and
prices, with highlights including #s 242 (2 blocks cataloguing
$50 each), 243 (LL, plate 1, $150), 272 (UL, UR, $90 each),
926A (3 matched sets of 4, $80 each), 1250ii (3 blocks
cataloguing $250 each), etc. Noted some tagging and
Centennial varieties, different plate numbers for some issues,
and more. We catalogued all the pre-Elizabethan issues as
hinged, rest never hinged, overall very fine, online photos give
an idea of the lot.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,412

1663

** #272/492 Dealer Stock of Mint Never Hinged 50c and
$1 Better Plate Blocks, with #s 272 (x4), 273 (x6), 294
(x7), 321 (x28), 334 (x27), 411 (x4) and 492 (x8). Most are in
matched sets of four different corners, noted a few different
plate numbers, unchecked for varieties or fluorescence
levels, catalogued as all very fine (and in one case as the
least expensive plate #).
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,680

1664

*/** #286/517 Dealer Stock of Mint Corner Plate Blocks
of four, all neatly laid out in 21 double-sided black stock
sheets by issue number then plate number, separated by
hinged and never hinged and priced at older prices (more
or less could still be used today, see pictures). Strongest in
the definitives, with KGVI, QEII Karsh and Wilding, as well as
commemoratives, some tagged material, with a good variety
of plate numbers, etc. Highest priced item is a blank corner of
#341 with W2B (cat. $27.50 today, priced $25). Overall very
fine, scans show only a portion.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1665

*/** #337p/465p Remainder Lot of Winnipeg Tagged
Wilding, Cameo and Centennial Plate Blocks, 1954 to
1972, with 27 matched sets of corner blocks of four including
some duplicates and a few extra singles and multiple plate
blocks. Inventory included in online photos.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,620

1666

** #640/2107 Collection of Mint Never Hinged Plate
Blocks and Sheetlets, 1974-2015, plus a few booklets, etc.,
all displayed in black stock sheets in a binder, there is a good
range of issues within, and easily well over $400 in face value.
We recommend in-person viewing of this collection to better
appreciate its value. Owner’s catalogue value is $2,220 for
items cataloguing over 30c only.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,220

1667

** #1170/1180 Collection of Matched Sets of Mammals
Issues Plate Blocks, with Unitrade #s 1170, 1171, 1171i
(in a sealed pack), 1172, 1172A, 1173, 1173i, 1174, 1175,
1177, 1178, 1179 and 1180, all in matched sets of four
corner plate blocks of four, mint never hinged.
...........................................................................Unitrade $583

1668

** #1171/1374 Collection of Mint Mammal and Fruit Tree
Issues Plate Blocks, on black dealer cards, with 82 inscription
blocks in total from these two issues, most in matched sets
and with no duplication. This is a clean collection with good
catalogue value of $815, ready for insertion into a collection
or for resale. Our online image shows an over view of the
contents.
...........................................................................Unitrade $815

Canada Back of the Book Collections
1669

*/** Dealer Stock of Mint Back of the Book Issues, with
C1 x3 NH), C2 (x17 NH and 1 hinged), C3 (x10 NH), C4 (x4
NH), CE1 (two NH matched sets of plate blocks), CE4 (NH
plate block), E1 (NH), E1ii (NH), E2 (x4), E5 (x3 NH), E8 (x5
NH, x1 hinged), E9 (NH plate block of 6), F2 (hinged), J1-J5
(two hinged sets), J16B (NH matched set of 4 plate blocks of
10), J19 (NH plate block of 10), J20 (NH plate block of 10),
MR1 (x6 NH), MR2 (x14 NH), MR3 (x9 NH, x1 hinged), MR3a
(hinged), MR2B, 2Bi, 2C (x2), 2Ci, 2D (all hinged). Issues are
offered in singles, blocks, plate blocks, etc. A nice selection,
overall fine to very fine, with many of the latter, all plate blocks
catalogued as single stamps.
.......................................................................... Scott U$8,553

1670

*/** Stock of Mint Back of the Book, all displayed in
about 200 2-row black stock cards plus about 130 102
cards, containing Airmails, Postage Dues (many of those in
blocks of four, pairs, etc.), Special Delivery, Excise Tax and
Officials, including a few blocks of four. A quick flip through
the descriptions on backs of the black cards, and front of
the 102 cards reveals that there appears to be about one
third hinged and two thirds never hinged, and a high overall
catalogue value. Overall fine to very fine, we recommend
viewing this one in person to better appreciate the value and
quality.
.................................................................................... Est $300

225

1671

/*/** Extended Collection of Back of the Book Issues,
with all the stamps in black mounts on 27 pages. The
collection starts with almost complete mint Postage Dues,
followed by extensive mostly mint Admiral War Tax issues,
with additional blocks, multiples, varieties, mint plate strips
of MR3, etc. A complete mint Airmail collection follows
and includes a few extra items. Special Delivery stamps
are complete mint, and has a few extra used stamps. Also
includes complete mint OHMS overprints, complete mint G
overprints with a few varieties, including some mint and used
“misplaced overprints”. Several shades of used 2c and 5c
Registration issues and a complete set of mint Semi-Postals
end off the collection. Catalogued as all hinged even though
a good number of stamps are never hinged, so the actual
catalogue value will be higher, and the overprinted War Tax
stamps were counted using the fine column in Unitrade.
Overall fine to very fine, all pages scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$6,145

BNA Collections
1672

E/P Nice Group of BNA Plate Proofs, with Nova Scotia #
8TCxi, 10P (plate block of 4 with light wrinkling), 10TCii, 11P
(plate block of 4), 11TCiv/v (vertical pair), 12P (block of 4),
13P (block of 4 and pair), New Brunswick #s 5Piv, 9TC (pair)
and 11P (pair). Overall fine to very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,480

1673

** Mint Never Hinged Newfoundland Collection in a
Lindner Hingeless Album, featuring mostly Newfoundland
but also includes a little NS and PEI. Nice quality throughout,
see pictures for some of the better pages.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,065

1674

/* Groupings of Provinces Issues, 1862-1872, with
Prince Edward Island #s 5/16 (22 are mint hinged, a few NH
and 5 used). Also Nova Scotia 8-13 with a mix of mint hinged
and used, plus New Brunswick 6-11, again with a mix of used
and mint hinged. Some of the mint in this lot are without gum.
A few have faults, as typical with these groups, still most are
fine to very fine and catalogued by the owner as such.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,322

1675

/*/** Mostly Mint Collection of PEI, NS and NB, all in
mounts on White Ace pages, PEI with #s 4, 5 (x2), 6 (x2), 8,
9, 9a, 11, 13-16 (all fresh and mint never hinged). NB has
#s 6 (used), 11 (mint hinged), and NS has #1 (used), 8-13
(with extras, all mint never hinged except for one of the 12½c
which is hinged and the 5c is used). Nice quality lot.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,252

1676

/* Used and Mint BNA Collection from 1850s to
1940s, consisting of 85 stamps all displayed in 2 stock
sheets. We noted that the majority of the lot is populated
by Newfoundland mint issues from the Pictorial to the Long
Coronation issues, but also includes some used earlies from
other provinces such as British Columbia #2, New Brunswick
#1, a selection of Nova Scotia pence issues. Some faults to
be expected on some. Clean lot, overall fine to very fine and
high catalogue value.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1677

226

/* Small BNA Collection on 4 Black Stock Pages, each
stock page contains a different province, with PEI, NS, NB
and BC, with a good variety of mint and used material in
each. Some have faults (incl. major) still overall fine, with a
high catalogue value and all four pages are scanned online.
Should be worth our estimate easily.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1678

/*/** Nice Group of BNA Issues, starts with a PEI #6b
(marginal imperforate pair, no gum), Nova Scotia #2/3 (5
used singles), 4 (used single), 8 (mint block of 9 one stamp
very lightly hinged rest NH), 12 (upper left corner plate block
of 1 with two plate inscriptions), New Brunswick with #s 6
(mint block of 6 and mint pair, no gum or regummed), 8 (mint
block of 10 without gum), 10 (mint hinged pair) and British
Columbia #s 5 (used and faulty, not counted), 7 (mint) and 8
(two used singles).
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,720

1679

/*/** Small BNA Collection on Three Pages, Prince
Edward Island is represented with 8 different mint stamps (16
stamps total), Nova Scotia has a total of 9 stamps including
a plate proof and New Brunswick has 13 stamps including a
forgery (not counted). The obviously faulty stamps are marked
and not counted, rest is fine to very fine overall.
.............................................................................. Scott U$571

1680

/*/** Mostly Mint Collection of Provinces, with PEI #s
4 and 5 (both used), rest are mint: 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 (two
shades), 12, 13, 14 (two shades), 15 (block of four and
single) and 16. New Brunswick has mint #s 6, 6TCv (proof
in green), 7 (2 shades), 8 (2 shades), 9-11. Nova Scotia has
mint #s 8 (x3 with diff. papers), 9 (2 diff. papers), 10 (two
used), 11 (x4), 12 (x2) and 13. The mint stamps are mostly
hinged, but we did see some never hinged as well, overall fine
to very fine. Also includes a set of six different Nova Scotia
Cent issue forgeries. All are scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1681

/*/**
#18/270 Collection of Mint and Used
Newfoundland, 1861 to 1949, all in black mounts in a clean
and lush Elbe album and consisting mostly of mint singles
(some noted in pencil as nh but all catalogued as hinged,
though from our observation we would estimate about 20% of
the collection is vlh or nh). The collection begins with a block of
four of #18 (the 4d) and continues with the third Cents issue
with most shades included, then through the Cabot issue and
on to the last regular issues of 1949, with the exception of the
Guy issues, which are not present. There are some blocks of
four from the Gilbert and Resources issue as well. We noted
a few stamps marked as having better perforations, including
the overprinted Balbo flight (C18b, perf 13.8, c.v. $360).
There are some Airmail issues including #s C6-C11 and a
#C12 Dornier Do-X stamp, along with the Labrador Airmail
issue, #s C13-C17. Also includes a block of 25 Nova Scotia
#8 catalogued as hinged, but which has a good number of
NH stamps. This clean, above-average collection would be of
use to collectors or dealers immediately. Each page in shown
in our online images.
.......................................................................... Scott U$6,700

Newfoundland Collections
1682

/*/** Group of 4 Newfoundland Collections, 18701947, includes a nice group of blocks or multiples, all
mint never hinged and cataloguing $926. Also a mint never
hinged group of singles and pairs cataloguing $263. A mint
hinged collection cataloguing $205 with two blocks which
are unused (no gum). Lastly, a used collection cataloguing
$247. The majority of the blocks are very fine, and the owner
catalogued as per fine or very fine for the rest.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,642

1683

*/** Mint Newfoundland Stock on 5 Stock Pages, with
over 250 mint stamps, from about the 1880s to the late
1940s, with duplication of most, noting Scott #s 56 (x16), 58
(x5), 62 (x8), 78 (x20), 82 (x50) and many more. Condition
varies, with some faulty, some without gum, but also some
hinged and some never hinged. Also includes three 5c
New Brunswick issues and three different British Columbia
forgeries.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1684

/*/** Mostly Mint Collection in a Lindner Hingeless
Album, sometimes with used stamps hinged underneath
the mint. Quite an impressive collection, with most stamps
present, only missing the usual expensive early imperforates
and some varieties. We also note some stamps with varieties,
such as mint 15Aii, paper varieties of the First Cents issues,
shades, perforation methods, as well as extra material such
as blocks, corner blocks, stationery cut-outs, the $1 Wayzata
issue, etc. Airmails complete from C6 to C19 (all mint except
C15 used). The majority of the collection is mint, and there
are many never hinged issues. Despite having scanned all 20
pages online (not counting the used that are tucked in behind
the mint), we recommend viewing this one in person to better
appreciate its valuable contents and overall nice quality.
Owner’s catalogue values (at bottom of each page) is for the
mint and the used shown separately.
........................................................................ Scott U$16,394

1685

*/ #1/79 Group of Mint and Used Pence and Cents
Issues, 1857 to 1860, consisting of 29 stamps on a black
stock sheet. This owner-identified group includes #s 1 with
clear margins (tight in the top right corner), 5 (cut into on
three sides, with only a barely clear margin on the left side),
11A (x2, one mint and one used), 15A mint, 17 used, 18
mint, 19 mint, 20 mint, 23 (x2, one mint and one used with
fault at top right corner of stamp), 38 (mint, bottom rouletting
cut off and very close to the design) and 79 (x14, all mint
in two blocks of four and one block of six, with gum bends
on many of the stamps). We have catalogued all the mint as
hinged. Also includes a set of 3 Labrador essays (5c, 25c and
$1 denominations, no gum as issued) not included in the
catalogue value. A useful and clean group for the collector or
dealer. All stamps pictured in our online photo.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,670

1686

/* #1/270 Collection of Mint and Used Stamps, and
a Few Covers, all displayed on hingeless album pages
filling one binder. Collection starts with mint #1 and #11A
then sparsely populated until the late 1800s, then noting
increased presence of mint and used, but no complete sets
except for the Silver Jubilee and Coronation issues. Small
inventory of New Brunswick, P.E.I. and Nova Scotia, the
collection is complemented by 6 covers (FDCs, Royal Visit,
and First Flight). Owner’s catalogue value is $975. Faults to
be expected. Clean lot overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1687

/* #1/270 Mint and Used Collection on Lindner
Hingeless Pages, with a mix of mint and used throughout,
first page has only a few items, rest of the collection has very
good coverage of most issues, including some better such as
mint C6-C11, mint C18, complete sets, etc. Obvious faults
marked and not counted, the mint in this collection were
counted as all hinged even though we noted a very few NH,
and some of the early issues might not have gum. Noted a
few small thins in some of the early issues, still overall fine or
better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$7,416

1688

 #11A/268 Collection of Used on Quadrille Pages,
1860 to 1943, a very clean collection, with many complete,
or near complete sets, includes many extra stamps, often
different shades. Noted some better stamps here and there,
including airmail issues, including a very fine first flight cover,
JUL.11.1933 Wabush to Katsao via Seven Islands, franked
with a C14 and C16. Most of the postmarks are light (saw
corks, grids and town cancels) and the overall quality is
nice, including that the majority of the stamps are very fine
centered. One stamp, a #19 has a 1947 R.P.S.L. certificate.
Worth a close look, overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,967

1689

/*/** #11A/270 Specialized and Extensive Mint and
Used Collection in a Walsh and Winter Album, plus many
additional home made pages, for a total of about 132 pages
with stamps (not counting numerous articles, checklists,
illustrations without stamps, etc.). The collection starts off
fairly well with Pence and even better Cents issues, followed by
a fairly comprehensive showing to the end (with duplication).
It contains a mix of used and mint (including never hinged),
complete sets, blocks, etc. The emphasis of the collection is
towards re-entries or constant plate flaws, with at least 70
stamps (some in blocks), usually accompanied by a large
coloured enlargement clearly showing the variety. This does
not count the numerous guide lines, engraver’s slips, slip
prints, dots, scratches, blobs of ink, etc found throughout.
There is also an extensive presence of perforation varieties,
all clearly described, as well as shades, watermarks (incl.
many inverted) and much more. We saw no deeply expensive
items, still if you add up the countless $25 to $50 items (and
many higher) it all adds up very nicely. Some faults in the early
material, then becomes overall fine or better. A lifetime effort,
which would be very difficult to duplicate to this extent. Our
online scans only show a small portion of this collection, we
strongly urge you to see it in person to better appreciate its
value.
.................................................................................Est $3,000

1690

/*/** #11A/270 Mostly Mint Collection on Steiner
Pages, 1857-1947, with a good representation, including
complete and incomplete sets, mostly mint, and includes
extra goodies such as a mint block of 12 of #36, a used 10c
Postage Due block with LUE variety, an imperforate pair of
the 1c grey Codfish, three corner plate blocks and more.
Catalogued as all hinged, even though a few earlies have
no gum and starting in the late 1920s there are some never
hinged scattered throughout. Strong in the first Cents issues
and on, see scans online for an idea. Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$8,300

1691

** #166/268 Family Holding of Mint Never Hinged Issues,
as purchased new at the time and tucked away, the lot includes
two sheets of 100 of Scott 253 (one sheet is intact and has
no separation and the bottom row shows partial offset on
gum, the other sheet has separation in places and adhesions
on the gum, both have plate #s 42430). Other large multiples
include a plate 2 (reversed) block of 50 of #189d (line perf
14, c.v. $652), a total of 595 #268 (all in various multiples,
including a sheet of 50, many have adherence problems and
many are very fine, includes plate inscription blocks, etc.
unchecked for spacing variety), three sheet margin blocks of
50 of #166 (stamps are mostly very fine, c.v. is $1,500), a
very fine block of 46 of #166 (c.v. $460), 36x #192 (in three
multiples, c.v. $810), block of 10 of #189d (line perf 14, c.v.
$112). There are also 5 envelopes with singles and smaller
multiples, including the Long Coronation set in vertical pairs
(with two pairs of many values), a set of 1933 Airmail issue
(all in pairs except the 10c which is two singles, c.v. $910),
some 1935 Silver Jubilee issues (4c x two blocks of 4 and 24c
block of four and pair), a set of 1939 Postage Dues (in strips
of 5 or blocks of 5, c.v. $700 as least expensive perf varieties)
plus a few more. A few creases can be expected, especially on
the larger multiples, else overall fresh and very fine. Photos
show a portion only.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1692

/*/** #61/270 Mint and Used Collection on White Ace
Pages, 1897 to 1947, includes a variety of good quality mint
hinged, mint never hinged and used sets, sometimes with
a mix within the set. All pages have pencil indications as to
whether NH or hinged, etc. Overall fresh and fine to mostly
very fine. Only a few pages scanned online to give a taste.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,000

227

1693

/*/** #24/270 Stockbook Filled with Mint and Used
Stock, including 11 black stock sheets. The material is
from the Decimal era (1865-1947) and includes a little bit
of everything, mostly used but with a few mint here and
there. We note a strong presence of the First Cents issues
era material in the black stock pages, and the issues in the
stockbook start a little later. Also includes a 2c postal card
(with reply still attached) mailed in 1895 to Germany (all over
toning) and 4 shipping receipts from 1946 franked with 5c
Caribou issues. Duplication of up to dozens, with faults noted
but overall fine to very fine with a high catalogue value. Scans
show a few of the better pages.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1700

** Lot of 147 Complete Mint Booklets, 1995 to 2018, with
the predominance from 2000 onwards, including over $500
of the face value in “P” denominations and with very little
duplication. A very fine, clean and attractive group with total
face value of $1,120. Useful for collectors or dealers alike.
..............................................................................Face $1,120

1701

** Group of Mint Sheets and Sheetlets, 1978 to 2016, with
the predominance from 2000 onwards including many Lunar
New Year issues and others with “P” denominations plus $1,
$2 and $5 stamps and with very little duplication overall. The
photos provide a view of the contents and the inventory sheet
showing the range of denominations included. A very fine and
clean lot, great for collectors, postage resellers or dealers.
..............................................................................Face $2,232

1702

** Face Value Lot, Sorted in Envelopes and Glassines,
with values ranging from 1c to $2, with lots of 8c, 35c, 37c,
43c packs. Sorted, counted and packed by owner, often in
packs of 100, we spot checked a handful of the envelopes for
accuracy. We saw 5 envelopes with $100 face in each, made
up of $1 values or higher. Face value is $3,555.
..............................................................................Face $3,555

1703

** Lot of Mint Never Hinged Postage, with 15c to up to $8
values, all sorted by values in envelopes. Total face value of
$4,699. See spreadsheet online.
..............................................................................Face $4,699

1704

** Accumulation of over 650 Matched Sets of Plate
Blocks, mainly from the 8c to 17c era but does include
some later issues. All are still sealed in original Canada Post
packets, we do note some better Mammal and Fruit Tree sets.
Total face value of $2,522.
..............................................................................Face $2,522

1705

** Group of Mint Singles, Blocks and Souvenir Sheets,
with denominations ranging mostly from 30c to $8. Also
includes one Millennium Collection book. This clean lot would
be ideal for the postage user or reseller.
................................................................................. Face $356

1706

** Mint Never Hinged Accumulation of Souvenir Sheets
and Sheetlets, includes duplicated stock of the Historic
Vehicles issues, CAPEX 1978 souvenir sheets (x100), ‘82
(x154), ‘87 (x112), Millennium sheetlets, Group of Seven
souvenir sheets, Winnie the Pooh souvenir sheets (x334), etc.
Total face value is $3,132.
..............................................................................Face $3,132

1707

** Mint Never Hinged Accumulation of Souvenir Sheets
and Sheetlets, includes duplicated stock of the 15c Earth
Sciences (x59), 17c Canada Day 1979 (x260) and 1980
(x81), 30c Canada Day 1982 (x132) and 32c Canada Day
1984 (x69) sheetlets. Total face value of $1,632.
..............................................................................Face $1,632

1708

** Banker’s Box of More than 570 Complete Mint Sheets,
1c to 15c, consisting of various quantities of each value, with
the 5c and 8c having the largest number of sheets, as shown
on our inventory. We noted a great variety of issues from the
1960s to 1990s. Some sheets are still in their unopened
Canada Post packaging and others have selvedge separation
and light bends. Overall a fine lot for the sheet collector or
postage user or reseller. Our photo provides a mere glimpse
at the contents.
..............................................................................Face $2,207

1709

** Accumulation of Over 180 Mint Never Hinged Sheets,
15c era to 40c era, with lots of 15c, 17c, 20c, 35c, etc.
Includes a handful of earlier sheets, Olympics, Semi-Postals,
Masterpieces of Canadian Art, etc. Total face value of $2,450,
with some separation here and there to be expected.
..............................................................................Face $2,450

Face Value Postage Lots
1694

** Group of Hundreds of Complete Booklets, with a mix
of definitives and commemoratives and much duplication
throughout. Total face value is over $2,330 with strength in
the 37c to 47c values and all denominations on the inventory
sheet shown in the online photos.
..............................................................................Face $2,330

1695

** Group of Hundreds of Complete Booklets, with a mix
of definitives and commemoratives and much duplication
throughout. Total face value is $2,313 with strength in the
37c to 50c values and all denominations on the inventory
sheet shown in the online photos.
..............................................................................Face $2,313

1696

** Mint Never Hinged Accumulation in Two 32 Page
Stockbooks, from the 1940s to the 1990s, including
booklets, booklet panes, blocks, plate blocks, coil singles and
multiples, and more. Keep what you want for your collection,
and use the rest to mail stuff. The face value of $719 does not
include the few precancels or Officials. A very nice collection
which may include varieties, unchecked by us.
................................................................................. Face $719

1697

1698

1699

228

** Group of Better Modern Mint Souvenir Sheets and
Sheets, from the late 1970s to early 2000, displayed in
3 volumes with a great variety of denominations from 17c
to $8. We noted very light duplication and highlights such
as #656-657 and #687-688 (Montreal Olympics sites and
sculptures), Wildlife definitives high denominations including
the $1 and $2 issues, but also 2x #1693 ($5 Moose), 4x
#1694 ($8 Grizzly), 2 sets of the Millenium issues (total of 34
sheetlets), a set of Masterpieces of Canadian Art issues, and
several Lunar New Year issues. Face value is $930 with a high
catalogue value. Useful lot for collectors or resellers. Clean
and very fine.
................................................................................. Face $930
** Stock of Plate Blocks and Booklets Mint Never Hinged,
from 1939 to 2010, consisting of thousands of stamps in
glassines identified by catalogue number (in sequential order)
and housed in three full shoe boxes. We estimate over 360
glassines containing 1 to over 25 plate blocks per glassines.
A cursory look revealed matched sets, and we note the owner
identified some varieties. We counted $1,004 in face value.
The last smaller box is filled with over 120 booklets, the
majority ranging from the War issue up to the late 1960s,
we noted bilingual issues, as well as the odd issue from the
2000s.
..............................................................................Face $1,004
** Lot of 155 Mint Souvenir Sheets, 1980 to 2016, with
most being from 2000 onwards, with little duplication and
a large number with “P” stamps. A great lot for collectors,
dealers and postage users alike. See our photos for an idea
of the contents and the inventory sheet showing the range of
denominations represented. All very fine.
................................................................................. Face $440

1710

** Banker’s Box of More than 580 Complete Mint Sheets,
1c to 15c, and various quantities of each value, with the 5c
and 8c having the largest number of sheets, as shown on our
inventory. We noted a great variety of issues from the 1960s
to 1990s. Some sheets are still in their unopened Canada
Post packaging. Some sheets have selvedge separation, and
we noticed some with light bends. Overall still a fine lot for the
sheet collector or postage user or reseller. Our photo provides
only a glimpse at the contents.
..............................................................................Face $2,227

1711

** Box of Mint Never Hinged Sheets and Sheetlets, 39c
era to 50c era includes a couple sheets of the $2 Polar Bear,
etc. Total face value of $1,835.
..............................................................................Face $1,835

1712

** Mint Never Hinged Lot of Sheetlets and Souvenir
Sheets, with some items that are heavily duplicated such
as the 46c NHL sheetlet of 6 (x75) and the 47c NHL sheetlet
(x105), 48c Search and Rescue sheetlet of 8 (x50), etc.
Note a few $1 and up values as well as some “P” values but
majority of the stamps are 43c, 45c and 46c denominations.
Total face value is $1,996.
..............................................................................Face $1,996

1713

** Large Box with 10.88 Kg of Mint Stamps 14c and Under,
with singles, multiples which includes blocks, part sheets
and a few sheets. The stamps alone weigh 10.88 kg (box not
counted) and we took a sampling of 200 various-sized stamps
which weighed 20g. Since there appears to be a good quantity
of every denomination between 1c and 14c, we estimate the
total face value (by weight) to be $5,440 using a conservative
value of 5c a stamp. We assume most to be NH and overall
very fine, unchecked by us for tagging or any other varieties,
see photos for an overview. As we cannot attest to the exact
face value of this lot, we ask that you bid accordingly.
..............................................................................Face $5,440

1714

** Nice Lot of Modern Postage, consisting of a variety
of material such as singles, plate blocks, booklets, sealed
quarterly packs, souvenir sheets (many sealed) and
complete sheets. Face value of the lot is $885 not counting
denominations under 10c. We noted several complete sheets
from the 1960s, as well as the popular France and Québec
joint souvenir folder. A clean and useful lot.
................................................................................. Face $885

1715

** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, with quarterly packs,
annual collections 1998-2006 (no books just the envelopes
containing the stamps) and new issue packages (from the
1970s and 1980s) from Canada Post. All are still sealed.
Total face value is $1,169.
..............................................................................Face $1,169

1716

** Unsorted Mint Stock in 102 Cards, housed in 4 white
boxes. Several hundred 102 cards, some with stamps
identified and priced. Stamps appear to range from the 5c
era up to the 50c era and most appear to be never hinged,
note singles, plate blocks and several dozen booklets
(1960s-1980s). Also a shoebox of plate blocks housed in
small photo album pages and a second small box with what
appears to be mostly plate blocks. There will be a good
amount of face value in this lot.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1717

** Nice Lot of Modern Postage, consisting mainly of souvenir
sheets, but also booklets, a few sheets, coils, sheetlets, and
plate blocks, many housed in 5 stockbooks. The majority is
in the 46c to 52c denomination range, with many in the $1
to $2 range. We noted several better booklets such as the
NHL Al-Stars (BK265, c.v. $90 each) and permanent stamps
issues. The face value of the lot is $2,934 not taking into
account the high catalogue value of many of the items in this
lot. Also included is a Millennium album. Overall very fine.
..............................................................................Face $2,934

1718

** Nice Lot of Modern Postage, consisting mainly of
souvenir sheets but also booklets, sheets, sheetlets, and
plate blocks. The majority is in the 17c to 48c denomination
range, with some in the $1 and above range (noted several
$5 and one $8). Includes several better items such as the
NHL Al-Stars (BK265, c.v. $90 each), and plate blocks of
Mammal and Fruit Tree definitives. The face value of the lot
is $1,180 not taking into account the high catalogue value
of some of the items in this lot. Also included is a Millennium
album and other odds and ends such as FDCs, and thematic
collections. Overall very fine.
..............................................................................Face $1,180

1719

** Group of More Than 180 Mint Souvenir Sheets, Panes
and Sheetlets, 1972 to 2010, with very little duplication and
significant coverage of souvenir sheet issues in the period,
plus panes or sheetlets of 16, 20 and 25 for some of the
issues. We note two 1972 Geophysical Year sheets of 16, an
$8 grizzly sheetlet and at least 140 “P” stamps in this very
clean group with a total face value of $1,024. Great for the
collector or reseller. Our online images show only some of the
contents plus an inventory sheet with the quantity of stamps
by denomination.
..............................................................................Face $1,024

1720

** Accumulation of Mint Sheets, Sheetlets, Souvenir
Sheets and Plate Blocks, 1975 to 1990s, with total face
value of $542 counting only denominations of 14c and over.
There is strength in the 17c to 39c eras, more than $75 in
denominations of $1 and over and another $30 or more
in face value for the denominations of 12c and under. This
clean accumulation could fill gaps in a collection or serve a
postage user or reseller well. Our photos provide an overview
and the inventory pictured shows details.
................................................................................. Face $542

1721

** Red Box Full of Mint Never Hinged Singles, all in 102
cards identified by Scott numbers, with #s 274 to 883 mostly
in singles, with a few blocks. We note duplication of up to
many dozens of some. Overall fine to very fine. Accompanied
by complete owner’s inventory.
................................................................................. Face $366

1722

** Group of More Than 120 Mint Definitive Booklets Plus
Souvenir Sheets,1989 to 2004, with strength in the 38c
to 50c era. We noted different versions of some booklets
(UPC codes, advertising, rate information on inside covers),
both glued and open, along with some better items including
BK251A (x3, Unitrade c.v. $60 each), BK205Aa (x28, c.v. $25
each), along with several denominations of both Mammals
and Fruit Tree issues. There is duplication of between 3
and 10 of some in this very clean group, with face value
of $617 for the booklets and $372 for the souvenir sheets
(which include 1976 high-value Olympics mini-sheets and 3
unopened packages of 2010 overprinted souvenir sheets)
and additional loose postage (including denominations of $1,
$2 and $5). It could all be useful to collectors, postage users
or resellers and also has high catalogue value. Our photos
provide an overview of the lot, plus details of some of the
better items and the inventory sheets showing the entire
contents.
................................................................................. Face $989

1723

** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, includes some blocks
and larger multiples. Values range from 15c to $8 with a
good number of $1 stamps, etc., with all the values sorted
in envelopes. Total face value of $3,088. See spreadsheet
online.
..............................................................................Face $3,088

1724

** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, includes some blocks
and larger multiples. Values range from 15c to $8 with a good
number of $1 stamps, etc., with all values sorted in envelopes.
Total face value of $3,089. See spreadsheet online.
..............................................................................Face $3,089
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1733

** Group of Annual Collections, 1977 to the Millennium
Collection, with duplication of the 1979 edition. Missing from
the run are 1978, 1993-1995 and 1998. Owner’s catalogue
value for this very clean grouping is $1,065 with a total face
value of $395. An inventory is included with the online images.
Proceeds from the sale of this material will be used to further
the youth objectives of the Ottawa Philatelic Society.
................................................................................. Face $395

1734

** Group of 16 Canada Post Millennium Collections, still
sealed in original shrink wrapping. Face value of $500.
................................................................................. Face $500

1735

** Group of 30 Canada Post Millennium Collections, still
sealed in original shrink wrapping. Face value of $938.
................................................................................. Face $938

1736

** Group of 30 Canada Post Millennium Collections, still
sealed in original shrink wrapping. Face value of $938.
................................................................................. Face $938

1737

** Group of 15 Canada Post 1995 Annual Collections, still
sealed in original shrink wrapping. Face value of $451.
................................................................................. Face $451

1738

** Group of 16 Canada Post 1998 Annual Collections, still
sealed in original shrink wrapping. Face value of $632.
................................................................................. Face $632

1739

** Group of 34 Canada Post 1999 Annual Collections, still
sealed in original shrink wrapping. Face value of $1,165.
..............................................................................Face $1,165

1740

** Group of 15 Canada Post 1999 Annual Collections, still
sealed in original shrink wrapping. Face value of $514.
................................................................................. Face $514

** Group of 45 Canada Post Annual Collections, 1975 to
2020, with 2015 and 2017 still in shrink-wrap and missing
only the Millennium Collection from the run. All stamps are
intact in this clean group. We note for the record that 1975
through 1983 have damaged spines and covers. Total face
value of $1,636 - a fine lot for the collector, postage user or
reseller.
..............................................................................Face $1,636

1741

** Group of 30 Duplicated Canada Post Annual Collections,
with 1996 (x9), 1997 (x17) and 1998 (x4). All still sealed in
original shrink wrapping. Face value of $964.
................................................................................. Face $964

1742

** Group of 32 Canada Post 1999 Annual Collections, still
sealed in original shrink wrapping. Face value of $1,096.
..............................................................................Face $1,096

1729

** Group of Annual Collections, with the years 1977-1980,
1981 (x2), 1982 (x2), 1983 (x2), 1984-1987, 1989-1990,
1992-1998 and the Millennium album. All have their stamps
inside, with total face value of $496. Very fine and clean
group.
................................................................................. Face $496

1743

** Large Accumulation of Canada Post Annual Collections,
1976-1988, noted some still in original shrink wrap. Some
years more duplicated than others with 40 copies of 1979
and 29 copies of 1977. See spreadsheet online for count of
each book. Total face value $3,137. Housed in 8 cartons.
..............................................................................Face $3,137

1730

** Group of Canada Post Annual Collections, 1980 to
1994, missing only 1986 and 1989. All but two are still shrink
wrapped; we checked the two open editions and confirmed
that they do contain their stamps. A nice clean group.
................................................................................. Face $264

1744

1731

** Set of Modern Annual Collections, complete from 2004
to 2018 inclusive, some are still shrink wrapped, others have
been checked and still have their stamps, very fine.
................................................................................. Face $856

Group of 18 Different Canada Post Annual Collections,
from 2000 to 2016, complete for the period and most still
shrink wrapped with the exception of 2007 and 2009 and
both albums have been checked and contain their stamps.
The lot includes also a sealed copy of the special Millenium
album. There is a good catalogue value in this very clean
group (Unitrade $2,198) with a total face value of $1,030.
Great lot for the collector, dealer or postage reseller.
..............................................................................Face $1,030

1745
1732

** Group of 13 Different Canada Post Annual Collections,
comprising the editions of 1981, 1993 and 1995-2004,
including the Millennium Collection, with a total face value of
$420. All have been checked and contain their stamps. Very
clean and a nice addition to any collection of Canada.
................................................................................. Face $420

Group of 25 Different Canada Post Annual Collections,
from 1986 to 2018, complete from 1986 to 2006, followed
by 2008, 2010, and 2018, with many still shrink wrapped (14
albums), others have been checked and contain their stamps
with the exception of year 2000 missing one stamp (#1867,
Canadian Tire issue). The lot includes also a sealed copy
of the Millenium Collection, and the 1986 to 1989 annual
collections, which are the sought-after premium hardbound
editions. There is a good catalogue value in this very clean
group (Unitrade $2,305) with a total face value of $834.
Great lot for the collector, dealer or postage reseller.
................................................................................. Face $834

1725

** Large Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, sorted in
envelopes. Values range from 15c to $5. Total face value of
$7,092. See spreadsheet online for list of denominations
included.
..............................................................................Face $7,092

1726

*/** Collection of Mint Stamps and Souvenir Sheets,
1982 to 2016, in five large, very full binders with mostly
White Ace pages and black stock sheets for additional items
not included in the published album pages. This collection
is nearly complete in the period with singles, coils, setenant pairs and blocks and some plate blocks as well as
a significant number of the souvenir sheets, with some
booklets scattered here and there. We note that a large
number of more recent singles are “P” stamps and the very
desirable “die-cut from booklet” varieties typically found in
annual collections and quarterly packs. There is duplication
of some of the issues. Also included are 2 full binders of plate
blocks (many matched sets) from 1947 to the early 1980s.
We did not check for other potential varieties in perforations,
tagging and paper types in either group. Total face value of
the collection for denominations 15c and over is $2,525. This
is a great opportunity to acquire a strong modern collection
and continue building it, or for a dealer to resell it intact or in
parts.
..............................................................................Face $2,525

1727

*/** Accumulation of Mint Stamps in Two Boxes, a
hodgepodge of mostly mint, never hinged and hinged stamps
on album pages (Unity, White Ace, Scott), stock pages, dealer
cards, etc. Appears to be all from the 1950s to 1990s. Note
some souvenir sheets and plate blocks. There will be a good
amount of useable postage in these boxes.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Canada Annual Collections
1728
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1746

Group of 34 Canada Post Annual Collections, from 1974
to 2003, complete for the period with an additional copy
of 1977,1980,1981, with 16 still shrink wrapped. All others
have been checked and contain their stamps. The lot includes
a sealed copy of the Millenium collection. There is a good
catalogue value in this very clean group (Unitrade $2,320)
with a total face value of $692. Great lot for the collector,
dealer or postage reseller.
................................................................................. Face $692

1747

Group of 31 Different Canada Post Annual Collections, from
1972 to 2000, complete for the period, with many still shrink
wrapped (19 albums) and all others have been checked and
contain their stamps. The lot includes also a sealed copy of
the Millenium collection. There is good catalogue value in this
very clean group (Unitrade $1,967) with a total face value of
$576. Great lot for the collector, dealer or postage reseller.
................................................................................. Face $576

1748

1749

1750

Group of 29 Canada Post Annual Collections, from 1979
to 2002, complete for the period, with an additional copy of
1987 and 1988 and two additional copies of 1989 including
one in the premium hardbound edition. We noted 5 shrink
wrapped and all others have been checked and contain
their stamps. The lot includes a sealed copy of the Millenium
collection. There is a good catalogue value in this very clean
group (Unitrade $1,840) with a total face value of $625.
Great lot for the collector, dealer or postage reseller.
................................................................................. Face $625
Group of Different 43 Canada Post Annual Collections, from
1978 to 2019, complete in period with several recent issues
still shrink wrapped (2009, 2012-2018). All others have been
checked and contain their stamps. The lot includes a copy
of the Millenium collection. There is a good catalogue value
in this very clean group (Unitrade $3,943) with a total face
value of $1,577. Great lot for the collector, dealer or postage
reseller.
..............................................................................Face $1,577
Group of 28 Different Canada Post Annual Collections,
from 1979 to 2007, complete from 1982 to 2007 plus the
Millenium collection, and all have been checked and contain
their stamps. There is a good catalogue value in this very
clean group (Unitrade $2,000) with a total face value of
$805. Great lot for the collector, dealer or postage reseller.
................................................................................. Face $805

1753

Group of 50 Sets of NHL All-Stars Stamp Cards, 2001 and
2002, in their original Canada Post packaging. Each pack
includes a set of 6 limited edition NHL stamp cards. The
2001 packages (x25, Thematic Collection 100, c.v. $30
each) feature Jean Béliveau, Eddie Shore, Bobby Hull, Terry
Sawchuk, Denis Potvin and Syl Apps. The 2002 packages
(x25, Thematic Collection 110, c.v. $30 each) feature Tim
Horton, Howie Morenz, Red Kelly, Guy Lafleur, Glenn Hall
and Phil Esposito. Great items for the collector of stamps or
hockey memorabilia or for the reseller.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

1754

Group of 50 Sets of NHL All-Stars Stamp Cards, 2001 and
2002, in their original Canada Post packaging. Each pack
includes a set of 6 limited edition NHL stamp cards. The
2001 packages (x25, Thematic Collection 100, c.v. $30
each) feature Jean Béliveau, Eddie Shore, Bobby Hull, Terry
Sawchuk, Denis Potvin and Syl Apps. The 2002 packages
(x25, Thematic Collection 110, c.v. $30 each) feature Tim
Horton, Howie Morenz, Red Kelly, Guy Lafleur, Glenn Hall
and Phil Esposito. Great items for the collector of stamps or
hockey memorabilia or for the reseller.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

1755

Group of 46 Sets of NHL All-Stars Stamp Cards, 2001 and
2002, in their original Canada Post packaging. Each pack
includes a set of 6 limited edition NHL stamp cards. The
2001 packages (x16, Thematic Collection 100, c.v. $30
each) feature Jean Béliveau, Eddie Shore, Bobby Hull, Terry
Sawchuk, Denis Potvin and Syl Apps. The 2002 packages
(x30, Thematic Collection 110, c.v. $30 each) feature Tim
Horton, Howie Morenz, Red Kelly, Guy Lafleur, Glenn Hall
and Phil Esposito. Great items for the collector of stamps or
hockey memorabilia or for the reseller.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,380

1756

Group of 60 “Living Earth 2 - Nature’s Collection” Thematic
Collections, 2001, in their original Canada Post packaging.
This was designated Thematic Collection 103 with a Unitrade
catalogue value of $30 each and features stamps from
Canada, Hong Kong, Ireland, Singapore, Sweden and the
United Nations. Useful items for the online reseller or show
dealer.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

1757

Group of 58 “Living Earth 2 - Nature’s Collection” Thematic
Collections, 2001, in their original Canada Post packaging.
This was designated Thematic Collection 103 with a Unitrade
catalogue value of $30 each and features stamps from
Canada, Hong Kong, Ireland, Singapore, Sweden and the
United Nations). Useful items for the online reseller or show
dealer.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,740

1758

Large Box With Over 200 Thematic Collections, 19772012, with significant duplication of many. These have been
opened, though spot checks showed that the stamps seem
to be intact. Good face value here and high catalogue value,
too. Ideal for the online reseller or the collector looking to fill
some gaps. Our photos provide an overview of the contents
(not all items pictured); best seen in person to appreciate the
quantity and breadth.
.................................................................................... Est $250

Canada Thematic Collections
1751

1752

** Large Box Filled with More Than 150 Thematic
Collections, 1977-2012,
all unopened, with much
duplication of some items. Good face value here and high
catalogue value. Ideal for the online reseller or the collector
looking to fill some gaps or start a collection of this backof-the-book material. Also includes two annual collections,
a book about Gilles Villeneuve and three copies of “Some
Canadian Postage Stamps” from 1965. Our photo provides an
overview of the contents; best seen in person to appreciate
the quantity and breadth.
.................................................................................... Est $250
Cycling Souvenir and Golf Anniversary Cans, 1983 and
1984, representing two interesting Canada Post marketing
efforts for events of national sporting significance. Each
contains a t-shirt, with the cycling can (x1, unlisted in
Unitrade) also containing a water bottle and a postcard. The
golf can (x4, Canada Post Thematic Collection #134, Unitrade
$40 each) includes a divot replacement tool (with a coin from
the Royal Canadian Mint as part of the item), a set of tees,
golf balls and the related commemorative stamps. These are
the first such items we have handled - a fun addition to an
ephemera collector’s holdings.
.................................................................................... Est $100

231

1759

1760

Group of Interesting Thematic Collections, including the
Titanic and Queen Elizabeth Diamond Jubilee PhilatelicNumismatic items (Unitrade PNC3 and PNC4, c.v. total
$110), the seldom-seen “Engraved in our Memory” (#158,
c.v. $80) pack and three sets of NHL All-stars stamp cards
(2000, 2001 and 2002, total c.v. $85). We noted one set of
CAPEX ‘78 show cards (serial #01925, c.v. $50) and other
exhibition cards. The group also contains a number of Lunar
New Year packs, along with several RCMP packs from 1973,
QEII Diamond Jubilee and Royal Wedding keepsakes and
others. Very clean, all very fine and ready to fill those gaps in
your collection or for quick resale. Our online photos show all
the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $150
Banker’s Box Full of Canada Post Souvenir Items, etc. from
the 1980s. Includes Unitrade thematic postcard pack #20
Historical Land Vehicles in sets of 25, (x25, c.v. $50 each,
totalling $1,250). Also 8 letter writing kits including Birds and
Roses, CAPEX 1978 organizing committee presentation packs
from Canada Post (one full and one empty). Also about 122
Canada Post postal cards, about 50 first day covers including
21 from the McConnell, Eastman & Co. Advertising Company.
A small group of mostly mint modern postal stationery and
4 Tomorrow Starts Today pack with #504. A few items with
faults, still overall fine to very fine, with a Unitrade catalogue
value in excess of $1,300.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Foreign -- Collections & Accumulations
1761

/* Africa and Middle East Collection of Mostly Used
in 5 Jam-Packed Binders, 1920s to early 1990s, with
thousands of stamps from Angola, Persia / Iran, Zambia,
Israel (including some first day covers), South Africa, Orange
Free State, Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika and Trucial States.
We note a plethora of topicals throughout this collection flowers, space, Olympics, art, animals, Churchill, Kennedy,
fish, etc. The mint contents we saw were hinged and there
are the usual c.t.o. present in the material from the 1960s
to 1970s. This clean collection seems to be fine overall, with
the usual faults found in bulging binders, and is organized
by country. It is ready for continuation or to be broken down
for resale. Our photos provide a glimpse but this one is best
viewed in advance to appreciate the breadth and quantity of
the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1762

/*/** African Countries Collection in 3 Binders, with
hundreds of mainly mint NH issues. One binder contains
Nyassa with some better mint: 1/11, 26-38 (x3), 51-62 (x5),
106-23 (x4), J1-9 (x8), etc. A second binder contains Rwanda
with 239-48 mint, etc. The third binder has Belgian Congo
with mint 110-11, Ruanda-Urundi with mint 21-23, 68-89,
etc., as well as some Congo issues. Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1763

/*/** African Countries Accumulation in 19 Boxes, as
received (each box measuring 9 x 12 inches), all sorted by
country, with Rwanda, Liberia, Morocco, Kenya, Montserrat,
Sierra Leone, Swaziland, Gold Coast and Ghana, Gibraltar,
Tanzania, Gambia, French Colonies (x2), Uganda, Tchad,
South Africa, Egypt, Belgium Congo, Guyana. Also includes
2 stockbooks with a selection of Iran, Persia, and Equatorial
Guinea. These boxes contain hundreds to thousands of
used, CTO, mint (incl. NH) stamps plus souvenir sheets in
some, etc. All either loose, in envelopes or stock sheets.
See photos for an idea, a large sampling by us did not reveal
any very expensive stamps, but finds are possible. Viewing
recommended to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $350
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1764

*/** Aitutaki Mint Collection in a Binder, 1903-1980,
also with some scattered issues to 2013. A mainly never
hinged collection which is quite complete from 1903 to 1980
and includes better sets such as 1-10, 19-27, 28-33, 34-36,
37-47, 82-95, 215-45D, 460-73, 547-61, and more. A mostly
very fine and fresh collection.
..............................................................................Scott U$885

1765

/*/** Ajman Mint and Used Collection in Three Volumes,
on Steiner Pages printed on high quality paper. More than 50%
complete with dozens and dozens of souvenir sheets. Lots
of thematic interest: paintings, space, archeology, flowers,
fauna and more. Arranged according to Michel numbering, as
only a few are listed in Scott. Many are very rarely seen. Very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1766

/* Asia, India and Russia 1890s to 1980s, with many
thousands of stamps in 2 binders, 3 stockbooks, a thick
pile of loose album pages and stock sheets, two boxes of
loose singles, Bileski envelopes of issues by year, some 102
cards and dealer stock cards. Countries represented include
Russia, India (and some Feudal States), China, Nepal,
Bhutan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Tibet, Ceylon (and Sri Lanka),
Borneo, and others. This collection is clean and fine overall,
organized by country and ready for continuation or resale.
Our photos provide a glimpse but we recommend viewing to
better appreciate the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1767

/*/** Asian Countries Accumulation of Mint and Used,
from the late 1800s to 1990s, consisting of thousands
of stamps displayed on stock sheets, in 102 cards, or
glassines filling one red box. A cursory look revealed a variety
of material including blocks, sets, souvenir sheets, part
sheets and interesting postmarks, from China, Hong Kong,
Japan, Korea, and Indochina. Worthy of mention is a 1979
P.R.C. MNH partial set of flowers with its commemorative
poster (#1565-1572 high denominations, c.v. for full set is
$130). Lot is quite disorganized therefore further inspection
and sorting would likely generate some dividends. Viewing
is recommended to appreciate variety of content. Clean lot
overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1768

/*/** Asian Countries Collections and Stock Filling
a Heavy Carton, with stamps in glassines, bags, on album
pages, in albums, in stockbooks and envelopes, mostly
sorted by countries which include India, Thailand, Japan,
Malaysia (and area), Pakistan, Turkey, Macau, China (PRC),
Cambodia, North Borneo, Indonesia, Philippines, Laos and
more. Many of these countries have hundreds of stamps and
we note many complete sets, better singles, souvenir sheets,
and other useful material. Our photo or description cannot
justify the contents, so viewing is recommended to better
appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1769

/*/** Asian Countries Accumulation in 16 Boxes, as
received (each box measuring 9 x 12 inches), all sorted by
country, with Vietnam (x1), Pakistan (x1), Thailand (x1),
India (x1), Japan (x1), Hong Kong (x1), China (x1, incl. PRC,
etc.), Malaysia and Singapore (x2), Sri Lanka (x1), Nepal
(x1), Philippines (x1), Mongolia (x1), Indonesia (x1, plus
a stockbook), Korea (North and South, x2). These boxes
contain an average of hundreds to thousands of used, mint
(incl. NH) stamps plus sometimes souvenir sheets, etc. All
either loose, in envelopes or stock sheets. See photos for an
idea, a large sampling by us did not revel any very expensive
stamps, but finds are possible. Viewing recommended to
better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1770

 Australia Used Collection in a Springback Album, 1913
to 1990, with many Roos (to 5sh) and KGV Head (to 1sh4d
x3) issues an fairly strong to the end (missing 5sh Sydney
Bridge and a few more items), overall fine to very fine with an
owner’s 2018 Scott catalogue value of over $2,000.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,000

1771

/*/** Australia George V Heads Issue Exhibit and
Accumulation, with additional documentation. An unfinished
exhibit of this issue dealing with dies, shades, perforations,
constant flaws and retouches, also multiples and imprint
blocks. Thus contains numerous copies of each basic stamp
with explanations and drawings to show the varieties. Also
includes about 35 covers and cards mailed using these
stamps. We noted the mint basic set Scott #19-37 (c.v. $460)
and also a used 60a (c.v. $125). Other varieties are listed
and quoted in the Brusden White “Australian Commonwealth
Specialist’ catalogue George V “Heads” a photocopy of which
is enclosed. The lot also includes hundreds of George V
Heads sorted in envelopes and a stockbook of mostly British
Commonwealth stamps in alphabetical order to Australia.
Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1772

/*/** Australia Collection Filling a Carton, with 2
binders, 3 stockbooks, 3 Post Office books and more. The
binders contain the main collection, which is mint and used to
the 1930s, then quite complete mint to 1993 with a catalogue
value of $5,295 for the regular issues only. There are many
better stamps including used #s 10-12, 37, 38-42, 54, 100,
126-27, 179, etc. Better mint, with later issues NH include #s
5, 7-9, 19, 31, 72-74, 76, 97, 122, 141-61, 177-79, 218-21,
314-31, 365-79, 394-417, 508, C1-8, CO1, M1-7, etc. Also in
the binders are many mint SPECIMEN overprints, including
on #s 127-29, 219-21, booklet panes, etc., as well as reentries and plate flaws, etc. There are also a few hundred
Australian States, mainly used, both in the binders and in 2 of
the stockbooks. A third stockbook contains mint duplicates.
The three Post Office folders include “Bicentennial”, “Links”
and “Colonial” collections. There is also a small chocolate box
with about a dozen booklets, as well as 8 books on various
aspects of Australian philately, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1773

/*/** Australia and New Zealand Accumulation, with
thousands of mostly used singles, sets and a few souvenir
sheets, loose or in 102 cards, etc., and all in 5 plastic totes
and one shoe box. Also includes a stockbook of Australian
Antarctic Territory stock. Wide range of material with possible
finds, as received. Viewing recommended.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1774

/* Australian States Old Time Mostly Used Collection on
Schaubek Pages, with a good representation of Queensland
(48 stamps, c.v. $1,355), South Australia (120 stamps, c.v.
$2,310), Tasmania (55 stamps), Victoria (42 stamps, c.v.
$1,005) and Western Australia (54 stamps, c.v. $705) for a
total of 320 stamps. Some faults to be expected, but overall
fine and saw several nice postmarks. All pages scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$7,300

1775

/* Australia, New Zealand, South Pacific and Southeast
Asia Collection of Mostly Used, late 1880s to 1980s, in
2 jam-packed binders and a stockbook, with thousands
of stamps from Australia (and some of its states), New
Zealand, Straits Settlements, Thailand, Singapore, Tonga,
North Borneo, Philippines, Afghanistan and Mongolia, among
others. The mint is in black mounts or hinged on various
homemade and printed album pages and black stock sheets
and the stock book is full. This clean collection seems to be
fine overall, with the usual faults found in such accumulations,
and is organized mostly by country. It is ready for continuation
or to be broken down for resale. Our photos provide a glimpse
but this one is best viewed to appreciate the breadth and
quantity of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1776

** Austria Mint Never Hinged Collection and Accumulation
of Blocks of 4 and More from 1914 to about 1965, of
both regular and semi-postal stamps. Most of the stamps in
the collection are represented by one block of 4 with sheet
margins; in some cases, up to 3 blocks are present. The
Regional Costumes set of 1948 (Scott #520-555) is near
complete and mainly represented by margin blocks of 8,
while the Scenic set of 1947 (#500-515) is complete in two
sets of blocks of 4, except for 508 with 7 copies, with a few
extras (c.v. $640). We also noted the Carinthia Plebiscite set
B269-271 (c.v. $400) and quite a few sets cataloguing $100
and more in blocks. In addition a group of single stamps and
strips to about 1970 is also included. Complete sheets of 50
stamps of Sc 489, 569 and B268 (total c.v. $565) also come
with this high value lot. Our 15 scans only show a small part
of this exceptional lot. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1777

*/** Austria Mint Never Hinged Advanced Collection,
1910 to 1975, including most high value sets. We only found
two high value sets to be hinged in this collection being Scott
#128-144 (c.v. as hinged is $472) and #424-7 with tone spots
(not counted), everything else in this stockbook appears mint
never hinged apart from the telegraph stamps. We identified
15 sets cataloguing over $100 each for a total c.v. of $3,200
but that is only a small part of this amazing collection. Quite
fresh and very fine except for the set mentioned above. All
pages are scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1778

*/** Austria Beautiful Lot of Selected Mint Never Hinged
Semi-Postals, 1923 to 1950, including Scott #B112-7 (c.v.
$350), 1933 WIPA Sc B110 (c.v. $260) and 6 more selected
sets. Only the set #B93-8 has two lightly hinged stamps, the
rest all are never hinged, all items are fresh and very fine,
scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,200

1779

/** Austria Mostly Mint Collection on Loose Lighthouse
Pages, 1955-1994, about 90% complete for the period, and
we have only catalogued the mint stamps, which all appear to
be never hinged. Overall fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$685

1780

/*/** Austria Mint and Used Collection in a Binder
and Two Stockbooks, with mint (c.v. $620) and used (c.v.
$1,200) issues to the 1980s. Better used include #s 22-26,
41-46, 62-65, 70-85, 70a-82a, 127, 303-24, 326-39, 49699, 618A-30, B1-7, B274, J75-92, P14a, etc. There are also
some better mint issues, with #s 398-404, 405-23, 516-19,
656-67, 589, 592, B272, B279, C54-57, C59-60, etc. Overall
fine to very fine, see scans for an idea.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,820

1781

/* Austria, Belgium and Germany Collections of Mostly
Used, with well over a thousand stamps in a Minkus album
(Austria), a stockbook (Belgium, Germany, German States
and various occupations) and a 1” pile of loose album, stock
and quadrille pages. There are also a few covers included.
This clean group could use some organization, but should
also reveal some good finds. Best viewed to appreciate the
contents, though our online photos provide a glimpse.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1782

/*/** Austria and Hungary Mint and Used Collection
and Accumulation, in one album and 4 stockbooks. Most
of the mint stamps in this collection are never hinged. The
Austria collection starts about 1922 but is strongest in the
early 1950s with lots of semi-postals, whereas the Hungary
lot spans from the 1930s to the 1970s, including many backof-the-book items. We noted a used set of Austria Bird Airmail
stamps Scott #s C54-8, 60 (c.v. $216) and a mnh set of
B269-271 (c.v. $105) among many interesting and valuable
items. Overall clean and fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

233

1783

*/** Belgium Mint Selected Semi-Postal Stamps and
Souvenir Sheets 1928 to 1952, mostly comprised of never
hinged items. Includes Scott #s B521-2 with attached labels
(c.v. $320), souvenir sheets lightly hinged in margin B169
(c.v. $200), never hinged B178 and B179 (c.v. $450) and the
first Orval set B69-77 where the 5 highest values are never
hinged (c.v. for hinged set is $90). Also included are B120,
never hinged (c.v. for hinged is $85), lightly hinged B118 and
121 (c.v. $185) and B162 with slight gum disturbance (c.v.
$145). Total c.v. is $1,475 not taking into account a never
hinged premium for part sets. Very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,475

1784

/*/** Belgium Mint and Used Collection to 2016, in
6 like-new Davo albums. The collection, including semipostals, parcel post and other back-of-the-book categories,
starts at about 80% completion mainly with used stamps and
progresses gradually both to higher completion rates and to
a larger proportion of mint stamps. From about 1962, most
of the mint stamps are never hinged and completion is well
over 90%. From 2006 to 2016, the collection is complete,
including souvenir sheets and booklets, and is entirely made
of mint never hinged stamps. High face value for the Euro
period. Faults noted on earlier material, otherwise fine to very
fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1785

1786

1787

1788

234

/*/** Belgium and Belgian Congo Mint and Used
Collection and Accumulation in Two Albums and Five
Stockbooks, to about 1990. A large and diversified stock
of Belgian stamps including about 80 mint souvenir sheets,
40 FDCs, 9 maximum cards, a few covers and lots and lots of
mint and used stamps. The bulk of the lot is in the stockbooks.
We noted large quantities of mint never hinged and used Van
Acker 1946 -10% local overprints, at least 20 stamps with
publicity labels attached, Officials, railway, a large range of
precancelled and Belgian Congo issues. Many of the stamps
are identified with Scott numbers and priced according to
obsolete catalogue values. Two like-new Davo albums are
included: one for stamps 1970 to 1989 is empty, the other
for back-of-the-book issues is mostly filled with stamps not
displayed but secured between pages. Overall fine to very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $800
** Bermuda Collection of Mint Never Hinged Queen
Elizabeth II Era Sets, all on 5 black stock sheets, with over
95 complete sets, all fresh and very fine. All pages scanned
online.
..............................................................................Scott U$785
** British Antarctic Territory Mint Never Hinged Collection
in a Hingeless Davo Album, with slipcase, complete up
to, and including 2019. All of the sets, souvenir sheets and
Airmails are present, including the better values such as Scott
#s 1-15, 24, 25-38, etc. Overall fresh and very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,915
/* British Asia Collection in a Scott Specialty Album
with pages to 1974, for M to Z Countries, some better items
include Malaya-Kedah 78-80, 93 mint, Negri Sembilan 55-57
mint, Maldives 20-28, Oman 1-21, 27-39, 42-55, O1-10 mint,
Pakistan with mint #s 9-17, 55-62, O10-13 and used 24-40,
O14-24, O27-31, Bahawalpur 1-12, 15 mint, O1-4, O7-9 and
O14-14 used, Qatar 26-36 mint, Singapore 19-20, 40-42
used, 43-53 mint, etc. Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,190

1789

** British Caribbean Large Group of Imperforate Uncut
Proof Sheets and Progressive Color Proofs Blocks, from
the 1980s, starting with St-Lucia Churches (#867-869)
imperforates in blocks of 20 and progressive colour proofs
also in blocks of 20 or souvenir sheets, Union Island and
Nevis imperforates as well as colour proofs of the 1986 Royal
Wedding issues (about 180 stamps), several hundred Nevis
flower issues in a variety of colour progressive proofs, StVincent proof sheet of the Legend of King Arthur (#980D-G)
specimen issues, (folded in gutter, with about 100 stamps),
also Spanish Armada set (#1100-05) in imperforate proof
sheets including souvenir sheet and specimen issues (about
100 items), more St-Vincent Trains of the U.K. issues in
imperforate proof sheets (hundreds of stamps), Grenadines
of St-Vincent America’s Cup and King and Queens issues in
imperforate plate proof sheets and colour proofs over (500
stamps), and more. Clean lot overall very fine. Photos only
show a small part of the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1790

** Accumulation of British Commonwealth Mint Never
Hinged, 1970s to Late 1980s, consisting of thousands of
stamps in singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, and booklets from
a variety of countries such as Isle of Man, Bermuda, Guernsey,
Dominica, Gibraltar, etc. We noted about 60 booklets from
the 1986 Royal Wedding issues, as well as some more recent
common design representation. The lot is quite disorganized
but further inspection and sorting will more than likely yield
some dividends. Clean lot overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1791

** British Commonwealth Accumulation of About 850
Souvenir Sheets and Sheetlets, most of which are from the
Channel Islands. Duplication in some cases is up to 15 per
sheet. A few sheets were also noted from Singapore, Hong
Kong, and Fiji. Condition is overall very fine, and there is
probably a huge catalogue value and face value, as many of
the sheets are denominated in £. See online pictures for a
general overview of the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1792

** British Commonwealth Accumulation of About 334
Complete Booklets, including 177 from GB, 112 from
Ireland, 32 from New Zealand, with duplication in each
country. Also saw 9 from Australia, 3 from Jersey and a single
booklet from Falkland Islands. Includes some incomplete
booklets not counted in the total. Overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1793

* British Commonwealth Mint Collection in Three Volumes,
one is a printed book containing the QEII Coronation issues,
the second contains same, but in blocks of four, and there are
also complete sets of various KGVI (mostly) and QEII issues in
the third. Nice quality, see scans for an idea of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1794

* British Commonwealth Mint Collection on Quadrille
Pages, consisting of mint hinged complete sets from 29
different countries, mostly the countries’ first Queen Elizabeth
II sets; some also have other additional compete sets up to
the early 1970s. We checked about a dozen of the owner’s
catalogue values (not knowing when they dated from) and
concluded that they are all the same as 2022 prices, or at
least very close. Very fine and quite fresh throughout, scans
show a sampling only.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,355

1795

* British Commonwealth Group of 1935 Silver Jubilee
and 1948 Silver Wedding Sets, with 25 sets of the 1935
Silver Jubilee (c.v. $525), plus another 16 sets of 1948 Silver
Jubilee (c.v. $350), all mint hinged and catalogued by owner.
..............................................................................Scott U$875

1796

/*/** British Commonwealth Collection in 3
Stockbooks, the first one with common used issues and the
other 2 with mainly mint issues including these better mint
never hinged issues: Aden-Seiyun Scott #1-11, Aden-Shihr
1-11, Australia 95a, Bermuda 143/62, Cayman 100-11, GB
249A, 251A, Hong Kong 147-50, India 80/93, 203-05, K.U.T.
46-54, Montserrat 114-26, S. Africa 72-73, Tonga 38/51 (x9)
and more. A nice, clean collection, overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1797

*/** British Commonwealth Group of Omnibus Issues,
mainly on black stock pages, with 3 collections of the 1937
Coronation: one is missing 2 stamps and the other two have
only the common design (CD302) issues. There is also a
nearly complete set of the 1953 Coronation issue. Overall fine
to very fine, scans show a portion only.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1798

1799

/*/** British Commonwealth Mostly Mint Dealer
Remainders, 1890s to 2000s, as received on album pages,
stock sheets, in glassines and 102 cards, featuring well over
a thousand stamps from the classic era to the last fifteen
years or so. We note a large quantity of British Offices Abroad
(Tangier) mint sets (Scott #s 559-578, x125 sets, total c.v.
$4,250) in dealer cards or black stock cards, ready to sell.
Other singles, sets and se-tenant strips are included from
New Zealand (from late 19th century with very good coverage
in the 1970s through the 1990s), Barbados, Bermuda,
Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Malta, Straits Settlements and some
Canada and Newfoundland (we note a full pane and some
plate blocks of the overprinted Memorial University, showing
both the regular and “O over TS” varieties). Ideal for the online
reseller but also helpful for the intrepid collector. Overall fine
or better. Our photos provide an overview, but viewing will
reveal the great resale value of this material.
.................................................................................... Est $300
/*/** British Commonwealth Group of Mint and Used
Collections, 1890s to 1980s, consisting of many thousands
of stamps and souvenir sheets in 7 stockbooks, 3 binders,
two small albums, and a box of many hundreds of items in
glassines, and on- and off-paper. Countries and regional
areas include Great Britain, the West Indies, Ghana / Gold
Coast, Canada, Ceylon and South Africa. For the topical
collector, we noted some Diana, Princess of Wales, and floral
issues among the more modern issues. We also saw other
non-Commonwealth countries scattered here and there
(Japan and Trucial States among them). Condition is fine or
better for this lot which could use some organization.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1800

/*/** British Commonwealth Small Group of Items, with
a mint never hinged Ascension #32 (De La Rue inscription
plate block of four, upper right stamp has a tiny spot at right,
else very fine, c.v. $250), mint hinged Antigua #10 (c.v.
$290), Bahamas #20 used (c.v. $75) and St Vincent used
#1B (c.v. $250). Overall fine to very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$865

1801

*/** British Commonwealth Nice Selection of Mint Never
Hinged Blocks and Souvenir Sheets from a Variety of
Countries, including items such as Barbados Scott #s 245
and 246 in blocks of 4 (c.v. $200), Papua Airmail C5-9 corner
blocks of 4 with 2 hinged and 2 never hinged (c.v. $194),
mint never hinged Hong Kong 639 and 649, 10 copies each,
complete set of 21 souvenir sheets for the 25th anniversary
of Elizabeth II omnibus issue and much more. Very fine.
.............................................................................. Scott U$740

1802

/*/** British Commonwealth Dealer Stock in 3 Full
Red Boxes, one box contains GB offices abroad (Turkish
Empire, Tangier, Morocco, Spanish Zone, China, Eritrea,
Tripolitania, Somalia, E.A.F. etc.) The other two boxes contain
mostly mint and used omnibus singles and sets from many
different countries. One box appears to be sorted by country
alphabetically. A useful lot, as the great majority of the 102
cards have Scott numbers and catalogue values indicated.
Nearly 75% of the cards are priced under $5, the rest appear
to be priced up to $70. We noted a few with faults, but the
great majority are fine to very fine. See online pictures for a
representative sample of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1803

/* British Commonwealth Used Collection of the 1935
George V Silver Jubilee Issue, in mounts and displayed in
a specialized album. Set appears to be complete including
the different designs considered part of the Omnibus set.
The catalogue value is $2,187 which is close to double the
price for the same set in mint condition and not counting
several varieties such as Ceylon 50c “Smoke from Left
Turret”, Montserrat “Bird by Left Turret”, Swaziland 6d “Two
birds above castle” and more. Also included is a partial
mint and used George V Jubilee set housed in a miniature
stamp album. Great opportunity to acquire this sought after
Common Design issue.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,187

1804

/*/** British Commonwealth Potpourri from Penny
Reds to Pitcairn Islands and Beyond, consisting of many
thousands of stamps along with complete booklets, souvenir
sheets, and sets from what appears to be the vast majority
of Commonwealth nations, though no Canada or BNA: Great
Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Africa, the Carribean and
Southeast Asia and India, South Pacific islands, protectorates,
and colonies. This large lot promises countless hours of
sorting and has good potential for resale or trading at the
local club. Our estimate is certainly low and we recommend
viewing to see the treasures within. Our photos provide a
mere overview of some of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1805

/*/** British Commonwealth Filling a Red Box, with
mostly Great Britain, incl. presentation packs, older booklets,
mint Machins, early used QV, also saw a bit of Canada and
other British Commonwealth countries (saw used Burma) in
glassines or 102 cards. See pictures for an overview, better
yet view in person to better appreciate the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1806

/* British Commonwealth Mostly Mint Country
Collections, 1950s to 1990s, in 5 stockbooks of MNH
stamps and souvenir sheets and 11 groups of loose Minkus
album pages with hinged stamps and souvenir sheets and
a few first day covers. There is good level of completion
throughout the period with mostly complete sets and
sometimes there are used examples accompanying the mint.
The owner carefully catalogued the contents by country in
this collection assembled over several decades. Some of the
countries and areas include Turks and Caicos (c.v. $602),
Antigua and Barbuda (c.v. $1,261), British West Indies
countries (Bermuda, Trinidad and Tobago, Nevis and St. Kitts,
c.v. $1,987), St. Vincent and the Grenadines (c.v. $1,073, not
including a specimen), British Virgin Islands (c.v. $1,218), St.
Lucia (c.v. $242) and Falkland Islands and Dependencies (c.v.
$1,254), plus more. Owner’s total 2009 Scott catalogue value
for this very clean and well-organized collection is $11,321.
Our online images show a mere glimpse of the contents, and
in-person viewing would benefit bidders greatly.
........................................................................Scott U$11,321
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1807

/*/** British Commonwealth Old Time Collections in
Two Albums, all mounted on quadrille pages, with a mix of
mint and used from a wide range of countries. We note many
complete sets, many high values (up into the £), shade and
perforation varieties, mint and used blocks, and more. The
first album contains C to F countries, notably Ceylon, Channel
Islands (precursor issues), Cyprus, Dominica, East African
Forces and Falkland Islands. The second contains Great
Britain, New Zealand, Malta, Bahamas and what appears to
be a complete set of mint 1937 Coronation and 1948 Silver
Wedding issues. A nice and clean collection, with vibrant
colours and overall fine to very fine. See online photos for
some of the better pages.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1808

/*/** British Commonwealth Stock Filling 74 Manila
Stock Sheets, with a wide variety of countries and thousands
of mint and used stamps, noting many better, some varieties,
etc. Duplication is routinely in the one to a dozen copies. The
owner counted over $6,800 in Scott value, well worth a close
look despite our photos.
.......................................................................... Scott U$6,800

1809

/*/** British Commonwealth Accumulation of Mint
and Used Material in Two Binders, one binder has a
preponderance of GB but also other countries, consisting
mostly of gutter pairs, souvenir sheets, sheetlets,
presentation packs and year sets. Appears to be mint never
hinged, except for the several used GB gutter pairs and other
Br. Comm. items, and very fine; owner counted Scott at over
$1,000. The second binder is a stock in 20 manila pages with
a good representation of material and countries, mostly used
but does include mint as well.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1810

/*/** British Commonwealth Mint and Used in a Thick
Binder, with a wide variety of countries represented, either
as collections, mint and/or used blocks, souvenir sheets, and
much mint never hinged. Overall fine to very fine, catalogued
by owner (with attached inventory) at $1,509.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,509

1811

/*/** British Commonwealth Group, with odds and ends
from an old time collection, best are two complete 1935
GB Silver Jubilee booklets, 2sh and 3sh (Scott c.v. $180), a
complete MNH set of 1937 Coronation issues in dealer cards,
the stamps are lightly stuck together but are each protected
in small mounts - we have checked a few that were fine and
fresh (c.v. $171). Also 7 various MNH 1935 Silver Jubilee sets
with original invoice from 1936, six Canada #131 (2 singles
and 2 pairs, incl. a paste-up pair, all NH) and Australia #152154 (all three NH). A selection of old time pages with various
countries (such as New Zealand, Malta, Palestine occupation,
and others) round off the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1812

/* British Commonwealth Exhibit Titled “War Tax Stamps
of the British Empire 1915-1920”, a 25 page collection
presented in exhibit form, including mint hinged (and a few
used) stamps from all the War Tax-issuing countries, many
countries are complete for basic stamps (includes shades),
some are missing issues and we note better such as all 13
of the Bahamas issues, two pages of Jamaica, including
“missing stop” varieties (three singles and three pairs) and
more. Also includes extra pages of material, as well as a total
of 15 covers and one postcard, each franked with at least one
War Tax stamp (sometimes many more). Very nice condition,
overall fine to very fine, scans show sample pages only.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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1813

/* British Offices Abroad Collection of Hundreds
Mounted on Pages, with most of the value in mint stamps,
including Eritrea 14-26, Morocco 1-8, 4a, 12-19, 34-44, 4957, 83-94, 201-07, 217-19, 242-43, 249-62, 263-69, 41119, 515-26, 531-45, 550-58, 559-78, Turkey 3, etc. There
are fewer used stamps, but we noted some better including
Eritrea 26, China 21, 24, Morocco 208, Turkey 11, 28, 29, 31,
46-49, 63-64, etc. Overall a neatly arranged collection from a
popular area. Fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,435

1814

/*/** British Pacific Collection in 3 Binders, with
hundreds of mostly mint never hinged issues in black stock
sheets. There are many better mint items, including Aitutaki
28-33, 82-94, 322-31, Christmas Island 1-33, Cook Island
98-100, 131-40, Nauru 17/27 (x9), 31-34 (x3), Niue 47-48,
67-69 (x2), 75 (x2), 214-18 sheets of 5, 538-45, etc. Also
included are Penrhyn and Tuvalu, as well as some British
Antarctic Territory 1-10, 137-52 and Gibraltar 60, 145, 19599, 241-72, etc. Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1815

/*/** British Pacific Collection in Three Volumes,
with mostly NH issues to 1990, neatly mounted in black
mounts on pages. One binder has a collection of Australian
Antarctic Territory (c.v. $120), Christmas Island (c.v. $150),
Cocos Islands (c.v. $105) and Nauru (c.v. $325). A second
binder has a Tokelau collection (c.v. $160), two better mint
sets: British Honduras 167-78 and Solomon Islands 67-79,
plus some varieties. The last binder has a collection of Cook
Islands printing varieties on the 1967 surcharge issues.
Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1816

/*/** Canada, Newfoundland and Worldwide Mint
and Used Collection Remainders, in a stockbook, a sheet
file, some Minkus album pages and a few glassines. This
eclectic group includes a small Canadian collection starting
with a basic set of used Large Queens (missing the 12½c)
and a basic set of used Small Queens, Edwards mint hinged
to the 20c (the latter with toning mark on the front), then a
few used Admirals and other King George V definitive issues.
We noted a set of mint hinged overprinted War Tax issues
(Unitrade #s MR2B, MR2C and MR2D, c.v. $430); a group
of 8 FDCs of #415 Canada Goose plate blocks signed by the
artist, Angus Shortt; and a strip of three 2c Quebec Liquor
Prohibition stamps (hinge reinforced, c.v. $25 each). The
stockbook contains a page of mint hinged Canadian issues
(Arch, Medallion and Pictorial) along with a scattering of
commemorative of the same eras. The rest of the stockbook
contains sets from various countries which seem to focus
on topicals such as birds, transportation, art and animals
on stamps. The mint sheet file contains full sheets and
part sheets from various countries (Canada, Dubai, Guinea,
USA) and some are fully stuck to the interleaving) and an
interesting group of Newfoundland full sheets of #s 175 (4c
rose Prince of Wales, with never hinged stamps, but some
separation of the selvedge and a few staple holes, c.v. $500)
and 188 (4c deep violet Prince of Wales, never hinged stamps
but some gum missing in selvedge, c.v. $300) and 3 panes
of 50 of #228, one showing the spacing variety (total c.v. of
the regular stamps is $105). Lastly, there is one Graf Zeppelin
cover from the British Consulate in Berlin, Germany to a
Kingston, Ontario address. This diverse remainder lot will be
interesting to collectors and dealers alike. Our photos provide
an overview of the contents only; best to view in person to
fully appreciate this one.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1817

** Canada and USA Mint Never Hinged Investment
Portfolio in Two Stockbooks, the Canada section starts with
a selection of the Queen Victoria Leaf issue (1c to 8c) and
continues on with various sets and singles, blocks, coil pairs,
Officials, high values, etc. to the early 1950s. Also includes
United Stated #s 692-701 in singles and 714-715 in blocks
of four. All the stamps in this lot are notable for being quite
fresh, mint never hinged and very fine or better. Scans only
give an example.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,828

1818

/*/** Canada and Worldwide Consignment Remainder,
starting with one partially filled Canada Lighthouse hingeless
album with pages from 1851 to 1977 including back of
the book. Collection starts with used Small Queens (low
denominations), and sparsely populated onwards with mostly
used and some mint low denominations until 1946, then
increasingly populated with mint hinged until the end. Back
of the book has limited representation. Followed by over 100
postal stationery issues ranging from the 1970s to 2011, a
small quantity of modern postage, a small group of first day
covers from the 1980s to the late 1990s, two old empty
World Scott albums dated 1902 and 1938 in great condition
considering their age, some philatelic literature and a U.S.
used stamp collection displayed in a binder partially filled
with issues from 1938 to 1967. Clean lot, overall fine to very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1819

1820

1821

/*/** Canada and Worldwide Mint and Used Collection,
1898-2002, consisting of over a thousand single Canadian
stamps ranging from #s 77 to 1978, some plate blocks and a
few thematic collections and souvenir sheets, mostly stored in
4-pocket sheet protectors and housed in five three-ring photo
albums. We saw a set of the 1990 Petro-Canada Forests
mini-sheets, a field stock sheetlet of 4 of the $8 Grizzly Bear
issue and a few other earlier singles and multiples, with
varying gum condition. The mint has an owner’s calculated
face value of $375. The used is well-sorted by set and we
saw many clear postmarks, some dated. We noted a small
number of Canadian precancels and private perfins as well.
Also includes a smaller number of stamps from worldwide
countries (Great Britain x592 stamps, India x264 stamps,
Cook Islands and Australia), Trucial States and the United
States - among these we note various topicals like Lady Diana
/ Princess of Wales, flowers and animals on stamps, along
with some US town precancels. There are a number of Great
Britain cinderella items including a beautifully engraved set of
1937 “Coronation Souvenirs of the King’s Regalia”, and some
local delivery company stamps. Overall fine or better, with an
overview in our online photos.
.................................................................................... Est $250
/*/** Canada and Worldwide Eclectic Collections
in One Carton, consisting of about a thousand mint and
used stamps, grouped by country in glassines, including
a nice selection of U.S. and Canada, also with strength in
Czechoslovakia, Romania and some topicals interest such
as space, sports paintings and more. We noted a Wanderer
Unitrade album partially filled, a few Canada FDCs, philatelic
supplies such as two empty worldwide albums (Davo,
Unitrade) with supplements and one stockbook, some
mounts and also includes a set of uncirculated Canadian
quarters. Clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $200
/* Cape of Good Hope Old Time Mostly Used Collection
on Three Scott Specialty Pages, includes 14 triangles (two
were not counted) and a good selection of issues up to 1904.
Some issues have two examples, sometimes a mint and a
used, overall fine to very fine, catalogued by owner at $3,600.
All pages scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,600

1822

/*/** Caribbean Countries Accumulation in 18 Boxes,
as received, (each box measuring 9 x 12 inches, some of
these are quite heavy), all sorted by country, with Barbados,
Bahamas, Grenada (x4), St Vincent, St. Lucia, St. Kitts Nevis
and Anguilla (x2), Dominica, Bermuda (x2), Haiti, Turks &
Caicos, Trinidad & Tobago, Antigua and Barbuda, Tristan da
Cunha, Ascension and St. Helena. Also includes a stockbook
of Jamaica. These boxes contain an average of hundreds to
thousands of used, mint (incl. NH) stamps plus sometimes
many souvenir sheets, etc. All either loose, in envelopes or
stock sheets (incl. many black stock sheets). See photos for an
idea, a large sampling by us did not revel any very expensive
stamps, but finds are possible. Viewing recommended to
better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1823

/*/** Central and South America Collections, in 5
binders, each filled with hundreds of mostly mint never
hinged stamps. One binder contains El Salvador with mint
#588 and 1476 souvenir sheets, a second binder has stamps
from Peru, including mint 190-93 in blocks. Next is a binder
of Canal Zone featuring mint #s C12-14, J17, etc as well as
Panama with mint 311-16, C40-42, C47a souvenir sheet,
C92-95, etc. The last two binders contain Ecuador with one
having the unlisted FDR blocks and the second with mint
657-60, 676-79, etc. Overall fine to very fine, see pictures for
an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1824

/* Central Europe Mint and Used Collection in a Scott
Specialty Album to 1970, the countries in this collection are
Austria, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Czechoslovakia, Eastern Silesia,
with some strength in Austria Turkish Offices and LombardyVenetia. Overall fine or better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,940

1825

/*/** Channel Islands Mint and Used Collection on Two
16 Page Stockbooks, the first has 8 full pages of Isle of Man
plus 8 full pages of Jersey, while the second has 12 full pages
of Guernsey. We note many complete sets and souvenir
sheets, as well as back of the book, all in a mix of mint and
used. Overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1826

/*/** Chile Mint and Used Accumulation to About
1940, with emphasis on the Columbus, Presidential and Air
Mail issues. A large accumulation on more than 50 old album
pages from various collections, in a stockbook, a circuit book
and loose stamps and also in 102 cards. The lot also includes
6 Air Mail covers of the 1930s to foreign destinations and
one 1914 cover to Canada. In addition, an 18-page collection
of the Presidential issues of regular and airmail stamps with
detailed illustrations of varieties and copies of a Chilean
catalogue of these varieties together with various articles on
Chilean stamps. In total, thousands of early Chilean stamps.
Some faults noted as normal in such large accumulation;
overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1827

 China (PRC) Group of Used in a Stockbook, with a few
dozen sets and part sets to 1968. Better items include #s
518-22, 600-04, 713-31, 798b, 806-809, 834-41, 842-49,
930-35 (x2).949-50, 952-53, 965-66, 982-87, etc. Overall
fine to very fine and all pages scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,680

1828

*/** China (PRC) Group of Mint Sets, with 7 sets, including
1632-35, 1696-1702, etc. One of the sets (1618-25) is
attached to its original presentation pamphlet. Also includes
(but not counted) an August 1992 Taiwan presentation folder
with 4 stamps. Mix of mint hinged and never hinged, overall
very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$319
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1829

1830

/*/** China and Area Mint and Used Collection
Including PRChina, Republic of China, Hong Kong and
Macau, with strength in the regional issues, a nice group
of mint never hinged sets of PRChina 1979 to 1989, some
with the souvenir sheets, among which Sc1479-83 (CV $141),
1557-72 (CV $130), 1840-4 (CV $195) and the Sc1863 Terra
Cotta Soldiers complete booklet including 2 panes with a
total cv of $167 and much more, including many pages full
of early surcharged and overprinted mint and used definitive
issues. Probably thousands of stamps in all, with several
FDC (especially from Hong Kong), viewing in person would be
beneficial, as our scans cannot do justice to this collection.
.................................................................................... Est $500
/*/** Colombia Mint and Used Collection from 1800s to
1970s, consisting of hundreds of stamps sorted by catalogue
number and year of issue, displayed in 3 stockbooks.
We noted some back of the book populated mostly by an
extensive airmail inventory as well as some Bolivar, Tolima
issues and more. Also included are Mexico mostly used issues
from early 1900s to 1960s on stock pages displayed in one
binder. Clean lot, overall very fine. See scans for a glimpse of
the content.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1831

** Cook Islands Grouping of Mint Never Hinged Sets, etc.
all neatly displayed in 12 black stock sheets, with owner’s
identification and Scott value, we note complete sets,
souvenir sheets and sheetlets, with lots of topical interest
such as insects, royalty, flora and more. Fresh and very fine,
accompanied by owner’s inventory list.
..............................................................................Scott U$613

1832

/*/** Cook Islands Extensive Collection in Two Binders,
to 2014, with all the stamps in black mounts, some of the
early material is either mint hinged or used, but most are mint
never hinged. The few used items include better such as #s
1, 37, etc. The many mint highlights #s 28-29, 36, 48/60,
61-66, 62 (sheet of 60), 67-71, 68, 72-74, 76-77, 78-79,
80-83, 84-90, 91-102,112-14, 116-24, etc. The collection is
then quite complete from 1946 to 1978, with NH sets and
souvenir sheets. From 1978-2014 the issues are scattered
but there are many better including #s 564-86, 767-78, 84957, 1305-22, 1388-89, 1503, O70-O117, etc. A very clean
and overall fine to very fine collection, scans only show some
of the highlights.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,920

1833

/*/** Czechoslovakia Mint and Used Stamps, Souvenir
Sheets and Postal History, consisting of mostly hinged
stamps and many hundreds of souvenir sheets (some in
black mounts) in several boxes and envelopes with much
duplication. There is also a small bundle of philatelic and
commercial covers. Great lot for the reseller. Our photos
provide a very general overview, with viewing likely to reveal
some finds.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1834

** Czech Republic Mint Never Hinged Collection, 19932018, including over 70 souvenir sheets, 115 sheetlets and
7 complete booklets, all neatly displayed in a 32 page UniSafe stockbook. There is duplication of up to 4 of some and
we saw one hinged item, very fine and fresh overall.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,770

1835

/* Danish West Indies Collection on Scott Specialty
Pages, with 43 mint and used stamps, includes mint #s 2,
24, 30, 35-36, 9-11, 18-19, 21-22, 27, 31-34, 43-50, J5-8,
etc. Overall fine to very fine, all pages scanned online.
..............................................................................Scott U$825
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1836

/*/** Denmark Mint and used Collection in 2 Lindner
Hingeless Albums, with slipcases. The first album has a
used collection to 1980 with many better items including
#s 6, 30-34, 65-69, 80, 110, 128-31, 135, 169-75, 18587, 189-91, 210-19, B3-8, etc. Quite often there is a second
stamp for each album spot. The second album has a mint
collection from 1981-1995 plus some older used back of the
book issues. The album also has a collection of Christmas
seals, including the 1904-1958 issues. Overall fine to very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1837

/*/** Denmark Mint and Used Collection in 3 Like-New
Davo Albums to 2006, with mixed mint and used to 1974
and mint never hinged for the periods 1974 to 1976, 1982
to 1988, and 2004 to 2006. About 75% complete overall for
regular and semi-postal stamps with few other back-of-thebook items. Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1838

/*/**
Denmark and Area Large Advanced Used
Collection, with emphasis on the early issues which are
present with varieties such as reversed frame, or watermark
and perforation changes. Later issues are often present in
both regular and fluorescent papers. The early issues are
heavily duplicated for stamps with shades and cancel interest,
even for stamps with catalogue value in excess of $100. We
also noted many neat legible numeral cancels on the very
first issues. Back-of-the-book issues are extensively covered,
including booklet se-tenant strips with and without advertising
labels; so are the Danish West Indies issues. A good coverage
of Greenland and the Faroes complete the lot. The collection
is assembled on blank Lindner pages without any written
indication. Nevertheless, we were able to spot such items as
Sc 10 (CV $650), 15b (CV $1,450), 24 (CV$275), 44d (CV
$425), 185-191 (CV $345), C1-5 (CV $847), O3 (c.v. $300),
DWI Sc 1 (c.v. $275), 20a (c.v. $2,000), 23 (c.v. $900), 27a
(c.v. $425), mint Greenland 1-3 (c.v. $225) among others too
numerous to list. We are certain many more finds are to be
made. A superb lot for the serious student of Danish area.
Our scans only show a part of this wonderful two volume
collection. Very fine quality throughout.
.................................................................................Est $7,500

1839

 Egypt Used Collection of over 200 Interpostal Seals,
identified by Kehr type, together with an autographed copy of
Kehr’s 1962 edition of the catalogue. A large variety of types
and towns as there is very little duplication in this lot. We
noted some Egyptian Post Offices Abroad: Kartoum, Smyrne,
Cavalla, Beyrouth and Lagos, there might be more. Rarely
seen in this quantity and variety. Mostly fine to very fine..
.................................................................................... Est $500

1840

/* Egypt Mint and Used Collection to about 1960 in 2
Albums, with the first album starting with 5 pages of the
second issue Scott #s 8-15 (most are mint no gum) and only
holding a few selected sets to 1930. We also noted Scott O1720 mint hinged (c.v. $112). The second album holds stock
pages of duplicates to 1930 as well as mint and used various
issues to 1960, including the beautiful commemorative and
Airmail issues of the 1920s and 1930s, sometimes with
some low duplication. A few faults noted in the early issues,
otherwise very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1841

Egypt Forgery and Fantasy Collection of the 1867-1906
Sphynx and Pyramid Issues, with over 130 well described
and identified stamps. We noted material from Fournier,
Spiro, Sellschopp and others, including a full pane of 25 of
the 20p blue. A very difficult group to assemble nowadays,
rarely offered as a collection.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1842

1843

/*/** Egypt and Sudan Mint and Used Collection of Over
400 Revenue Stamps, together with Peter R. Feltus’ Catalogue
of Egyptian Revenue Stamps. The collection includes many
different types of revenue fees. We noted 31 large cigarette
fiscals, 13 salt stamps, customs, pension, syndicate fees
for various professions and much more. A rare mint 3-part
Matches stamp and an imperf block of 4 matches stamps are
also included. Among the 30 or so Sudan revenues, we found
5 military Telegraph 2-part mint never hinged stamps to 25
piastres and 1 used. Also included are 4 examples of what
Feltus describes as “oblique perforation proofs”, 2 sheets
of which were prepared for the King Farouk collection. A few
faults noted on earlier material, otherwise very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500
/*/** Europe Worldwide Mainly European Group of
Mostly Mint Never Hinged Stamps, Sets, Blocks, Souvenir
Sheets, and a few complete sheets for the period 1922 to
about 1950 in one album, two stockbooks and one mint file.
We noted Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands, Luxembourg,
France, Croatia and Slovenia as well as a few sets or sheets
each from many other countries. Noteworthy items are
Belgium Scott 171 mint never hinged sheet of 4 (c.v. $400),
Netherlands Indies Scott 102a-123a (c.v. $223) , France
Legion stamps B147-8 unusual block of 12 with 2 albino
labels (c.v. $127), Netherlands Legion sheets B144a-145a
(c.v. $175), Vatican City 122-30, E11-2 (c.v. $137). Germany
is the country with the most stamps and blocks with Belgium
second. Some slight accumulation here and there. A great
group for break-up and resale. Very fine quality throughout.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1844

/*/** Europe Countries Accumulation in 23 Boxes, as
received, (each box measuring 9 x 12 inches), all sorted by
country, with Hungary (x3), Bulgaria (1), Czechoslovakia (x2),
Croatia and Yugoslavia (x1), Poland (x3), Romania (x4), Russia
(x2) and Germany (x7, includes DDR, Berlin, Germany, etc.).
These boxes contain an average of hundreds to thousands of
used, CTO, mint (incl. NH) stamps plus sometimes souvenir
sheets, etc. All either loose, in 102 cards, in envelopes, stock
sheets, or sometimes in small stockbooks. See photos for an
idea, a large sampling by us did not revel any very expensive
stamps, but finds are possible. Viewing recommended to
better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1845

/*/** European Countries Accumulation in 23 Boxes,
as received, (each box measuring 9 x 12 inches), all sorted
by country, with France (x1), Monaco (x1), Spain (x1), Greece
(x1), Vatican City (x1), Malt (x2), Cyprus (x1), Portugal (x1),
Liechtenstein (x1), Ireland (x2), Italy (x2), Turkey (x1), San
Marino (x1), Switzerland (x1), Austria (x2 plus a stockbook),
Netherlands (x3 plus a stockbook) and Israel (x1). These
boxes contain an average of hundreds to thousands of used,
mint (incl. NH) stamps plus sometimes souvenir sheets, etc.
All either loose, in 102 cards, in envelopes, or stock sheets.
See photos for an idea, a large sampling by us did not revel
any very expensive stamps, but finds are possible. Viewing
recommended to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1846

/*/** Europe Group of 10 European Country Mint and
Used Collections to about 1990, Italy, Romania, Poland,
Bulgaria, Albania, Yugoslavia, Sweden, Denmark, Norway
and Finland, either in Minkus albums or on quadrille pages.
Romania and Bulgaria are the most populated with almost
50% completion for the period, including many mint souvenir
sheets, while most stamps are used. Albania only goes to 1976
but has interesting items. Poland is in two Minkus albums
filled with over a thousand stamps and souvenir sheets. Italy
is in a two volume Iboli album where all stamps are illustrated
in colour. A bag of on-paper Germany definitive stamps of the
1940s and glassines of German and Saar stamps from the
1920s to the 1950s complete this lot. Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

1847

/*/** Europe Dealer’s Stock of Miscellaneous Items for
Lombardy-Venetia, Germany, Libia, as well as Belgium and
Serbia under German Occupation. We noted Germany used
Scott C45 (c.v. $190), B119 (c.v. $115), Lombardy-Venetia
used 8, 9, 12 and 12a (c.v. $645) among others. Items are
in 102 cards or dealer window pages and we did not check
accuracy for all. Some faults.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1848

/* Europe Collection of Mostly Used in 4 Jam-Packed
Binders and a Stockbook, 1920s to early 1990s, with
thousands of stamps from Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
Romania, Poland, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania, Andorra,
Belgium, Netherlands, Vatican City, Switzerland and Austria.
Some of the mint contents are in black mounts, though
most other items are hinged on various homemade and
printed album pages and on black stock sheets. The 16-page
stockbook is bulging at the seams and there is also a 1” stack
of loose pages filled with stamps. This clean collection seems
to be fine, with the usual faults found in bulging binders, and
is organized mostly by country. It is ready for continuation or
to be broken down for resale. Our photos provide a glimpse
but this one is best viewed to appreciate the breadth and
quantity of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1849

** Falkland Islands and Dependencies Collection of Mint
Sets, Gutter Pairs and Gutter Sheets, 1937-1983, on 38
double-sided black stock sheets, and appears to be mint
never hinged throughout. We note better sets, including Scott
#s 102-120 (two full sets plus an additional £1 value, c.v.
$445), 128-142 (c.v. $185), along with several gutter pairs
and gutter sheets of #273 (c.v. $250) and #274 (c.v. $900).
Of particular note is an inscription block of four of Scott
B1 with inverted watermark (Heijtz #369, £50 per stamp,
equivalent of CAD$355 at time of lotting). There is also one
used souvenir sheet not included in the catalogue value. Also
includes King George VI sets from Falklands Dependencies
along with Graham Land, South Orkneys and South Shetlands
(total more than $160 c.v.), these all shown in our online
photos. Very clean with fresh colours, the contents would be
useful to upgrade an existing collection or for resellers.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,310

1850

** Finland Stock of Complete Booklets, with 9 different,
each in small quantities, catalogued by owner in an older
Lape catalogue at 1,567 Euros. See all pictured online, very
fine.
.............................................................................. Lape €1,567

1851

** Finland Lot of Mostly Booklets, starts with a group of 35
complete booklets (up to 1996, with some duplication), also
includes 19 FDC (1976-1987) and 6 souvenir sheets from the
1980s. Catalogued by owner at 743 Euros, very fine.
..................................................................................Lape €734

1852

**/* Finland and Aland Collection of Mostly Mint Stamps
and Booklets, on album pages, both in black mounts and
hinged with Finland Scott #s 17 to 1300 and Aland #s 1 to
130 as identified by the owner. Also includes a group of 23
Finland booklets and a number of Aland annual collections,
these two groups with an owner’s catalogue value of $500.
This is a very clean lot generally fine or better overall and
we note many MNH items throughout. A great start to these
two areas or good for quick resale. Our photos provide an
overview, best viewed in person to appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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1853

1854

/*/** Finland to Gilbert Islands Mint and Used
Collection in Scott International Album to 1993, with very
interesting German States, Germany and Finland. We noted
Thurn and Taxis Scott #2 (used, c.v. $250) and 16 (used c.v.
$250) and many more items from Thurn and Taxis as well as
Baden, Prussia, Saxony and other German states. Germany
and Finland are very well populated to 1993 with a mixture of
mint and used where many of the mint are never hinged and
well protected in mounts. We also noted mint French Colonies
#58 (CV$120, no France), interesting early Gibraltar and also
some French colonies and Ghana. Very fine overall, scans give
a small glimpse.
.................................................................................Est $1,000
/* Fiume Group of Overprinted Hungarian Stamps from
1918-19, with Scott #s 3-6, 8-11, 13-19, 22-25 and B1-3
(these mint hinged) plus 12 and 26 (these used). All stamps
have been expertized by Christopher Brainard and have his
handstamp on back. Of note is Scott 23, the 40f Zita which
has a Type 2 machine overprint, described in “Rejeka, Fiume
1918-1924” (Ivan Martinas), as “only 5 sheets of the 40f
Zita were overprinted during the 2nd machine overprint run,
making this pretty rare”. Overall fine or better.
..............................................................................Scott U$434

1855

/*/** Fiume Mint and Used Collection on Quadrille
Pages, 1918-1924, with all 150 stamps mounted in black
mounts, and quite often there is a mint and a used in the
same mount. Overall fine to very fine, all pages are scanned
online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,065

1856

** France Group of Complete Booklets, with a mix of
definitives, commemoratives and Red Cross, we counted 45
complete booklets (1960s to 1990s) plus 2 booklet panes
and another 6 complete booklets from Algeria. Very little
duplication noted and all look very fine, catalogue value
calculated by owner.
..............................................................................Yvert €2,266

1857

 France Classic-Era Used Collection on 9 Hagner Pages,
1849-1900, all neatly laid out in Scott order, owner counted
282 stamps in all (including duplication), and catalogued
them by the 2020 Scott at $4,497. The odd fault as usual, still
overall fine or better, with some postmark and shade interest.
All pages scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,497

1858

 France Collection of Used Commemoratives, 19361991, neatly displayed in black stock pages in a leather
album, there is good coverage to 1972, then sparse to the
end. Mostly with light c.d.s. cancels, there is light duplication
of some. Owner counted a total of 907 stamps and catalogued
the collection at $1,401 by 2020 Scott. Overall fine to very
fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,401

1859

 France Used Collection in a Henri Thiaude Album, 1849
to 1964, a nice album with inter-leaving and spaces for many
varieties. A strong collection with many long runs of complete
sets, with definitives, commemoratives, semi-postals and
back of the book, mostly with clean postmarks. Also includes
a mint United Nations collection at the end, from 1951-1962.
Catalogued by owner by 2018 Scott at $4,200.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,200

1860

/*/** France Mint and Used Collection on Black
Stock Sheets in a Binder, with issues to 1980. There is
considerable strength in the used early issues, especially the
Cérès, Napoléon and Sage issues. Not all in order, but would
be easy to sort. The mint issues are not as abundant, but do
include Semi-Postals, Postage Dues, etc. See our scans for a
good sampling of the contents. Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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1861

/*/** France Mint and Used Collection on Yvert Pages,
1849-1950, owner counted 1,022 stamps, with a mix of mint
and used up to 1900, then mint (hinged and never hinged)
from 1900 to 1950. Good sampling of classics, with shades,
printings, postmarks, followed by a strong holding to the end,
including Semi-Postals but no other back of the book. The
stamps are in black mounts and the owner catalogued the
collection at 10,223 Euros in Yvert & Tellier and $6,969 in a
2018 Scott catalogue. Overall fine or better, see online for a
small sampling only.
.......................................................................... Scott U$6,969

1862

/* France Mint and Used Collection in an Autour du
Monde Album, 1849 to 1956, up to 1900 the collection is
used and from then to the end mint hinged (with a few used).
A nice clean collection with many strong runs of complete
sets, and includes back of the book. Owner counted 1,183
different stamps and catalogued the collection at 10,223
Euros in Yvert & Tellier and $8,453 in the 2018 Scott
catalogue. Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$8,453

1863

/*/** France Mint and Used Collection to 2015 in 7
Like-New Davo Albums, with all stamps placed in neatly
installed mounts. The collection is mostly used to about 1965
and mostly mint never hinged from 1965 to 2015. Completion
increases steadily from about 50% in the classical period to
very near complete in the Euro period from 1999 to 2015
as per spaces provided in the Davo albums with regular and
back-of-the-book stamps, but also including souvenir sheets,
booklets and self-adhesive booklets, with an impressive total
face value. Very fine throughout.
.................................................................................Est $2,500

1864

/*/** France Collection of Sage (Peace and Commerce)
Issues, 1876-1900, with just over 100 mint and used stamps,
plus another 14 covers or stationery cards or wrappers. We
note a good range of issues, with shades, postmarks and
Types. Also includes illustrations, articles and notes on this
issue. Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1865

/*/** France Extensive Exhibit and Accumulation of
Sower Issues, 1903-1938, the exhibit is currently displayed
on 83 pages and is nearly ready to display in competition,
just needs re-arranging and fine tuning here and there. It
goes through the three designs extensively (lined background,
solid background and soil under feet) with all of the values
in each, using mint and used singles, blocks, plate blocks,
gutter pairs to show the different shades, varieties, papers,
printings, various plate layouts and such, with many enlarged
illustrations of the differences and varieties. The exhibit also
contains usages for many of the issues, with destinations,
rates and more, as well as essays, an imperforate 10c
pair, colour trials, specimen overprints, booklet panes (incl.
publicity), some stationery items, postmarks, and the exhibit
ends with precancelled Sowers, the sought-after Semi-Postal
issues plus overprints for use in the Colonies. This lot is
also accompanied by extensive extras, either bought since
the exhibit was prepared or before, and “didn’t make it in”.
This includes a binder with 10 pages of reworked exhibit
pages (saw a Strasbourg Exhibition cut down block), some
stock sheets full of duplicated stock and articles, notes,
illustrations, etc., plus about 60 covers, stationery cards and
picture postcards with rates, frankings, illustrated advertising,
wrappers and last but not least is a stack of numerous 102
cards, stock cards and glassines full of more mint and used
Sower issues. A rare opportunity to acquire such an extensive
collection, our online scans only show a small portion of this
amazing lot (covers in the exhibit are not cut down as may be
seen in the scans, they are simply “windowed”).
.................................................................................Est $2,500

1866

1867

1868

1869

/ France Collection of 1849-1876 Obliterators on
Stamps and Covers, in three binders. The first covers nonParis postmarks on stamps and covers, including 15 pages
of small and large numeral lozenges on stamps and covers,
one page of anchor in lozenge postmarks, a page of circular
datestamps plus lots of notes, articles, illustrations, etc. The
two other binders house a collection of railway postmarks
(TPO, RPO) on stamp and cover (incl. Paris) on 14 exhibitstyle pages, plus numerous articles, maps, route lists, and
other useful information. These three binders include a good
amount stamps and covers, many of which have a decent
catalogue value in themselves. There is also an envelope
containing recent purchases that never made it into the
binders, with 20 Napoléon covers (all with large numeral
lozenge postmarks) plus a dozen stamps with various
interesting cancels. See scans for a general idea.
.................................................................................... Est $400
/*/ France Advanced Collection of 1840 to 1876
Stamps and Covers, all in a deluxe binder with slipcase,
starts with two pre-stamp covers (1808 and 1832), then a
stampless registered 1854 cover, then there are 37 pages
of Céres and Napoléon issues, with used #s 1, 2, 3 (singles
and one on cover), 4 (two, one with a variety), 7, 9, 10, 11
(plus an essay), page of Second Empire essays and stamps
followed by stamps, shades, varieties (usually with nice
enlarged drawings), essays (incl. one from Gaiffe), covers,
etc. of most of the issues up to 1876 (no Bordeaux issues,
but saw a decent 5fr Napoléon). Postmark interest includes
Paris Star cancels, small and large numeral lozenges, town
cancels, and the back of the binder contains a few stock
paged with duplicated stock, plus some articles, illustrations
and information on these issues. We counted 28 covers in all
in this collection and probably a few hundred stamps. All in
all a nice quality collection, with a very high catalogue value,
see scans online for just some of the pages (the covers may
appear trimmed but are simply “windowed”).
.................................................................................Est $1,500
/*/** France Box Containing Stamps and Covers from
About 1876 to 1980s, with a lot of fairly disorganized
material, but does include a nice Uni-Safe binder in a slipcase
containing a collection from 1900 to 1949, mix of mint and
used, including some mint dated corner blocks, with no
Sowers, but saw some “Blanc”, “Merson” and “Rights of
Man” issues, a 1,50fr Normandie issue on matching cover,
a plate strip of 5 of Scott #199, etc. Also noted a 16 page
stockbook full of used issues from the (earlier) Sage (18761900) issues to the 1980s, with some duplication but a good
range of material. Last but not least are about 33 covers
(mostly pre-WWII) and a good stack of 102 cards, glassines
and envelopes full of material from about 1900 to WWII, with
lots of postmark interest, shades, some French Colonies,
and more. Well worth viewing this one in person to better
appreciate the useful material within, as photos are more
difficult when presented like this.
.................................................................................... Est $100
/*/** France and Colonies Mostly Used Collection in
Minkus Album for France and in Stockbook for Colonies, a
sparse collection of France mostly to the 1970s with a total of
about 700 stamps and a stock of about 4,000 stamps from
the colonies and former colonies, where Algeria, Lebanon and
Morocco are the countries with the most stamps. A few mint
stamps are distributed throughout. Faults noted, else overall
fine or better
.................................................................................... Est $150

1870

 France and French Colonies Collection, 1870s to 2004,
with over a thousand mostly used stamps in a binder, a
stockbook and loose Scott album pages (2002-2004 sparsely
filled). The stockbooks contains France beginning with some
early issues (some faults) and has examples of many definitive
and commemorative issues through the 1970s, plus some
back of the book and a few French Antarctic Territory stamps.
Colonies represented include French India, Cameroon, Chad,
French West Africa, Algeria, Mauritania, Somalia, Togo, Mali,
Senegal, and others. This collection is clean, fine overall,
and organized by country - ready for continuation or resale.
Our photos provide a glimpse but we recommend viewing to
better appreciate the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1871

/* French Colonies Collection on Scott Pages to 1947,
with a mix of mint and used, includes Anjouan (29 stamps,
c.v. $404), Guadeloupe (155 stamps, c.v. $245) and Tahiti (7
stamps, c.v. $290). A nice quality collection.
..............................................................................Scott U$940

1872

/* French Colonies in a Small Stockbook, with over 85
stamps, mostly early general issues, but also with Postage
Dues and a few more items. Some have faults, still overall
fine, all pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1873

** French Polynesia Mint Never Hinged Selection, all neatly
displayed (with Scott numbers and current value) on 7 black
stock pages (mostly in 102 cards), with singles, complete
sets and souvenir sheets, ranging from Scott #s 193 to 804
and C31 to C212. All fresh and very fine, accompanied by the
owners detailed inventory list.
.............................................................................. Scott U$617

1874

** French Southern & Antarctic Territory Mint Never
Hinged Collection in 2 Davo Hingeless Albums with
slipcases, complete to 2020. The first album has all of the
regular issues to 2020, while the second has complete
Airmails, souvenir sheets and six booklets. All of the better
issues are present, including better such as #s 16-19, 23-24,
25-28, 30, C6-8, C14, C19-23, etc. Also includes four “Carnet
de voyage” booklets, one containing a selection of colourful
picture postcards, the other three containing colourful
pictures of the area, each by theme. A great opportunity to
purchase the complete country, all mint never hinged and
very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$6,405

1875

/*/** German Area Mint and Used Collection and
Accumulation to 1949, in five Lighthouse albums with
slipcases. The albums holding the German States, Germany
to 1945 and the Saar section have the most stamps and
value. The album for the Russian provinces is empty whereas
the German Colonies, the plebiscite areas other than Saar
and the occupation areas are sparsely populated. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1876

/* German Colonies Mint and Used Collection on Scott
Specialty Pages, with 180 stamps, mostly mint such as
Cameroons #s 20-25, Carolines 1-6, Kiautschou 39-42,
Marshall Islands 13-34, Samoa 51-54, 56, 57-68, Togo 1-6,
and more. Some of the better used values include German
East Africa 6-9, German South West Africa 24, etc. Fine to
very fine overall.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,170

1877

*/** Germany Post Second World War Mint Collection of
Occupations, etc., all on 40 Scott Specialty pages. There are
dozens of NH items including better such as 5NB8b, 6N3038, 6NB3-6, 8N28-37, 8NB5-11, 11N1a-7a, 16N3a, 16N9f,
16NB4a (small black spot), etc. Only a few items are hinged
including 5N41a (c.v. $260), 8NB4a (c.v. $115), etc. Overall
fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,300
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1878

** Germany Group of 18 Complete Rolls of 500 Stamps
Each, Between Scott #142 and 513, in their original
wrapping with start and end strips, one roll without outside
wrapping and another without the end strip. Low inflation,
Hindenburg and Hitler stamps are present. Four of the rolls
are present in two copies. These stamps are usually collected
in strips of 11 as this is the minimum necessary to prove
they are not sheet stamps. We based our catalogue value on
45 times the Michel 2015 catalogue value for strips of 11
stamps and came to the total of 12,375 Euros. An extremely
rare offering as very few rolls up to 100 years old can still be
found intact. Very fine.
........................................................................ Michel €12,375

1879

** Germany and Area Small Group of Better Mint Never
Hinged Items, starts with a US and UK Occupation souvenir
sheet (Scott 664a, $105, Michel block 1a), a 1949 Soviet
Zone Goethe souvenir sheet (Scott 10NB11, c.v. $140),
Germany Berlin 70pf definitive marginal pair Scott 9N110
(c.v. $170, Michel 123) and Germany Scott B327-30 (c.v.
$97, Michel 159-59). All are fresh and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$512

1880

** Germany Collection of 21 Different Yearbooks, complete
from 1979 to 2000, except for a missing 1985. These lovely
yearbooks contain mint never hinged stamps in clear mounts,
very fine and includes the owner’s inventory and Scott values.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,744

1881

** Germany Collection of 32 Mint Never Hinged Complete
Sheets of 50, 1952 to 1963, with items such as Scott #s
692 (c.v. $225), 729-730 (c.v. $462), 732 (c.v. $375), 741
(c.v. $325) and more. A bit of separation in a few sheets,
mainly limited to margins, still very fine.
...........................................................................Scott U$2,575

1882

** Germany Mint Never Hinged Collection in a 55 Page
Stockbook, 1955-2000, with many hundreds of stamps, in
sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, etc., with Semi-Postals and
Airmail issues arranged chronologically, probably close to
complete in period and all fresh and very fine. See photos
online for an idea.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,666

1883

 Germany Collection of Used Stamps in 2 Thick
Stockbooks, consisting of a few German states, but mostly
post-war issues including DDR onwards to the 2010s. Also
included is a small quantity of mint and used loose Asian
stamps (China, Hong Kong, Japan), and 14 reply coupons
(Canada, International) housed in a stockbook. Clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1884

/*/** Germany Mint and Used Collection 1949 to
1992, in Two Albums, first is a nice Lighthouse album, with a
remaindered, mostly used collection of regular stamps with few
back-of-the-book issues. Mounts have been used for most mint
stamps. The collector has added Scott numbers under most
spaces and old catalogue values in the margin. These marks
all are in soft pencil and can easily be erased. Also includes a
thick Minkus album in good condition containing perhaps a few
hundred stamps, noted some complete Bohemia and Moravia
mint sets, etc. Generally fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1885

242

/* Germany Mint and Used Collection to 1945, all
mounted on album and home made pages, starting with
some nice used 1870s issues and probably close to 75%
complete for used after that, usually missing high values, etc.,
with mint seen here and there. We note the following souvenir
sheets: B90 (mint), B102 (one mint and one used taken off
of a registered cover), B103 (mint), B104 (mint), B105 (mint)
and B106 (mint). Near the end of the collection we start to
see complete mint sets. Overall fine or better, catalogued by
owner at $3,440.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,440

1886

/*/** Germany Mint and Used Collection in 2 Hingeless
Albums, covering the former German states and the Reich
period to 1945, plus a stockbook and some loose album
pages with stamps to about 1975. The German states album
is sparsely populated except for Bavaria and Wurttemberg.
Nevertheless, interesting stamps will be found - we noted
Brunswick, Prussia and Thurn and Taxis. The Reich album
is more populated especially up to 1931, still with a few
stamps and sets for the rest of the period. The collector
has thoughtfully inscribed the Michel catalogue number
underneath difficult to identify items. We noted used copies
of Scott #s 14 (c.v. $110) and 28 (c.v. $425). Material in the
stockbook comprises mainly doubles and spares, whereas
the loose album pages hold mainly used copies of German
area stamps to 1975. Faults noted on some early issues,
otherwise very fine. Easily worth more than our conservative
estimate.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1887

/*/** Germany 1906-1924 Stamp Issues and Postal
Rates on Two Sets of Exhibit Pages, with extras. One
exhibit shows the stamps and explains the production of
booklets with the resulting booklet panes, se-tenant and
tête-bêche configurations; coil stamps are also shown. The
second exhibit explains the 25 different postal rate changes
within the 1916 to 1923 period, with over 150 postal items
to various destinations and using various services such as
Pneumatic Post, Special Delivery, Registration, Airmail or
Cash on Delivery. Comes with extras including a “History of
the Inflation”, 14 inflation-era banknotes, 8 complete stamp
sheets and many large blocks, a small stockbook of Germania
issues and even a “German-English Military Dictionary”.
Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1888

/*/ Germany Group of Stamp and Cover Collections,
includes a thick Shaubek album containing many hundreds
of mint and used Germany, Berlin and DDR stamps, with
complete sets, souvenir sheets, back of the book, etc. Also
two stockbooks, the first containing a used stock ranging
from the Scott #4 to 420 definitives, selected for nice c.d.s.
cancels, many socked on the nose, the second with a (mostly)
used stock of Germany, 1900 to 2000s, with strong emphasis
on modern used, with loads of nice c.d.s. postmarks,
complete sets, etc. Two smaller binders contain collections
of Germany, DDR, States, etc. with many hundreds of mint
and used stamps from the 1970s to modern, again with many
nice c.d.s. postmarks. Lastly we note two thick binders full of
(over 300) German first day covers, commemorative covers,
first day cards and commercial covers, etc. Lots of interesting
material in this lot, well worth a close look despite our online
photos.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1889

/*/** Germany (Berlin) Mint and Used Collection 19711990 in Like-New Lindner Hingeless Album. The collection
is over 80% complete for regular and Semi-Postal stamps with
about half MNH stamps and the rest a mixture of mint hinged
and used. Very fine throughout.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1890

** Germany (DDR) Mint Never Hinged Collection in 2 LikeNew Scott Specialty Albums, with slipcases, with 3,470
different 1949-1990 stamps. The collection includes #s 7088, 144a, 146a (both perf and imperf), 226a, 237a, 243a,
264a and two of 10NB11, and more, only needing a few lessexpensive stamps to be complete for the period. A very fine
and clean collection.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1891

1892

1893

1894

1895

/*/** Germany (DDR) Mint and Used Collection in Two
Lighthouse Albums, with mounts installed for the mint
stamps. The collection is sparse to 1957, near complete
1957-1962 and again 1965-1974. The second volume
covering 1975 to 1991 is about 20% complete. The collection
is about half mint and half used, the mint stamps being mostly
never hinged from 1970 on. Note that almost all sets present
are complete. The collector has identified all stamp images,
in a soft, easily erasable, pencil, with their Scott number. The
albums are in almost new condition. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150
/*/** Germany (DDR) 32-Page Stockbook Filled with
Advanced and Specialized Definitives, from the Famous
People sets of Russian Occupation and DDR, the W. Pieck
sets, the Five-Year Plan issues and the 1973-1981 Buildings
sets. The small paper labels over or next to the numerous
varieties refer to the Michel catalogue numbers for these
varieties. Furthermore, almost ALL stamps identified by such
a label have been expertized by a German expert (mostly
Weigelt), even for full rows. We scanned 19 pages where
varieties are identified (also we show the back of a block for
an example of one of the expertized items), some of these
varieties catalogue for hundreds of Euros in Michel and all are
worth more than basic catalogue value for being expertized.
Additional pages are full of other expertized and unexpertized
copies and we also note many corner plate blocks of each.
An exceptional lot worth many times our ridiculously low
estimate. Mostly fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500
/*/** Germany (DDR) Mint and Used Collection
and Accumulation,1948-1990, in 4 volumes. An album
consisting of 72 Vario pages holds a disorganized, mainly
mint never hinged, collection that covers the period and
appears close to complete, but with few souvenir sheets. Two
stockbooks of mainly used stamps, one with up to 5 copies.
Then a Lindner album for years 1980 and 1981, complete
with used stamps. Altogether many thousands of stamps.
Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300
/* German States Extensive and Valuable Collection
on Scott Specialty and Other Album Pages, with Baden
(23 stamps, c.v. $700, 14 used, 17 used, 25 mint), Bavaria
(285 stamps, c.v. $1,645, 7-8 used, 12-14 used, 21-22
used), Bergedorf (2 stamps, c.v. $50, 4-5 mint), Bremen (13
stamps, c.v. $7,590, three certificates for 7 used, 9 used,
15 used), Brunswick (13 stamps, c.v. $700, 7-11 used, 5
mint), Hamburg (19 stamps, c.v. $2,300, 2 used, 9 and 12
mint, 5 used), Hanover (18 stamps, $1,070, 6, 8, 11-12
used), Lubeck (7 stamps, $450, 10-14 mint), Mecklenburg (3
stamps, $370, 2-3 used), Oldenburg (14 stamps, $945, 1-3,
16, 19-20 used, 17, 21-22, 24-25 mint), Prussia (22 stamps,
$760, 1-5 used, 23-26 used, 10 mint), Saxony (17 stamps,
c.v. $355, 2-3, 8-12, 15-20 used), Schleswig-Holstein (13
stamps, c.v. $540, 3-5, 17-18 used, 10 and 12 mint), Thurn
& Taxis (33 stamps, c.v. $1,240, 3-11, 17-18, 50, 53-55
used), Wurttemberg (180 stamps, c.v. $2,200, 1-2, 9-11,
15-17, 19-20, 27, 31-32, 40 used) and North German Postal
District (25 stamps, c.v. $250, 1-7, 9-11, 14-19 used). A very
nice collection, with most of the stamps being fine or better
(obviously faulty ones not counted or catalogued). All pages
plus the three certificates photographed online.
........................................................................Scott U$21,165
/* German States Mostly Used Collection in a Small
Stockbook, with Baden (x4), Bavaria (x84), Brunswick (x1),
Hanover (x1), Oldenburg (x2), Saxony (x1), Thurns & Taxis
(x30), Wurttemberg (x41). Overall fine or better, catalogued
by owner at Scott U$2,570, all pages photographed online.
...........................................................................Scott U$2,570

1896

 Germany (Wurttemburg) Group of 8 Used Singles, with
Scott numbers 2, 9, 18 (x3), 40, O91 and an 18kr rouletted
10 (unlisted in Scott). Most of these stamps have either thins
or tears, but the total catalogue value comes to over $4,700.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1897

/*/** Germany and Area Large Carton of German Area
Material, including collections and accumulations in 10
albums and stockbooks. We noted a Berlin mint and used
collection to 1971 including Scott #9N35-41 (c.v. $187),
various accumulations including over 500 used stamps from
the set of #634-61, one album with a collection to about
1970, a stockbook with an interesting collection of over 500
mint and used vending machine stamps in four different
styles and including Euro values and 10 covers franked with
vending machine stamps. Faults as expected in such a large
lot.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1898

/*/** Germany, DDR, German States and Colonies
Collection, 1880s to 1990s, with well over a thousand
mostly used stamps in a binder, a stockbook and 10
double-sided black stock sheets plus a few items in page
protectors. The DDR is quite extensive and in black mounts
or hinged to Steiner pages, from immediately post WW2
through unification, including some back of the book and
a substantial number of souvenir sheets. The stockbook
contains Germany from empire to unification with a nice
mix of definitives and commemoratives. The balance of the
collection covers German states and colonies from Allenstein
to Saar, Bayern to Wurttemburg, Samoa to German SouthWest Africa. This collection is clean, organized by country and
ready for continuation or resale. Our photos provide a glimpse
but we recommend viewing to better appreciate the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1899

** Great Britain Mint Never Hinged Collection in a Scott
Specialty Album with Slipcase, with pages up to 2000. The
first stamps to appear are #s 188, 189, 210/217 (missing
215), 226-29, 230/34, 235/39, 264-65, 269-79, 313-16,
334-36, 338-40, then with 10 diff. QEII Wilding issues and
from #375 in 1960 to the end in 2000, the collection is quite
complete for regular issues, missing only a few inexpensive
items near the end, plus the phosphorescent commemorative
issues from 1961-65. A high quality and very fine collection,
with a high total face value.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1900

** Great Britain Accumulation of 1,290 London 1980
Exhibition Souvenir Sheets, all in their original black stock
card packaging with the explanation on the back. This was
Great Britain’s first miniature sheet. Each souvenir sheet has
face value of 53½p, for a total of £690. Our photo shows an
overview of the entire contents.
................................................................................. Face £690

1901

** Great Britain Small Horde of Over 200 Presentation
Packs, 1963 to 2010s, with some duplication. In the predecimal era, there are more than 40 items, including some
regional issues. From 1970 to the end of the time range, the
over 200 presentation packs have a wide range of issues
represented, and some duplication but also face value that
we estimate to be over £175, along with quite good catalogue
value. We did not check for better varieties of the presentation
packs, nor phosphor tagging. Our online images provide an
overview of the contents, which would be useful to collectors
or dealers alike.
.................................................................................... Est $200

243

1902

** Great Britain Collection of Complete Booklets, with 88
different pre-decimal and 293 different decimal era, all neatly
displayed in three booklet albums, with all booklets identified
by Stanley Gibbons number. The decimal booklets amount
to £171, with good catalogue value before that, and the
collection consists of only small formats, with no Christmas
or Prestige booklets included. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1903

** Great Britain Collection of Smiler Sheets in Two Large
Binder, 2000-2017, consisting of 104 different sheets, with
duplication of 2 or 3 of some, for a total of 159 mint never
hinged sheets, noting better items such as SG #s LS2a (c.v.
£600 x1), LS3a (c.v. £600 x1), LS5 (c.v. £160 x3), and many
others, not missing much to be complete. A lovely collection
of this very popular collecting area.
.......................................................... Stanley Gibbons £5,830

1904

** Great Britain Group of Prestige Booklets, 1969 to 2015,
Consisting of 56 different booklets, with duplication of up to
14 (of the £3 Wedgewood), but mostly 1 to 2 of each, with
a total catalogue value of £1,413. The early £1 Wedgewood
include 6 copies, three of which were counted at £15 for
trimmed perfs, three at £60 for full perforations. A very fine
group with a face value of £488.
..........................................................Stanley Gibbons £1,413

1905

** Great Britain Extensive Collection of Presentation
Packs, 1968-2007, housed in 6 Royal Mail binders, with 183
different, and quantities of mostly between 1 and 2 of each,
for a total of 272 in all. Owner’s S.G. catalogue value £1,114.
Very Fine.
..........................................................Stanley Gibbons £1,114

1906

** Great Britain Collection of QEII Wilding and Machin
Issue Booklets, 1952-1970, all housed in an overflowing red
box, with each issue in its own glassine with Stanley Gibbons
numbers and catalogue values. The collection includes over
110 different issues with quantities ranging from mostly
one to 5 (some have more) for a total of 280 booklets. We
noted some better such as S.G.#s: N5 (c.v. £50), QP37 (c.v.
£450), F41 (c.v. £45), F46 (c.v. £45), and others. Includes the
following S.G.#s: N, NR, Np, F, Xp, NP, LP, HP, QP, XP. Very fine.
.......................................................... Stanley Gibbons £2,296

1907

** Great Britain Collection of Decimal Stitched Booklets,
1971-1976, all housed in a full red box, with each issue
in its own 102 card with Stanley Gibbons numbers and
catalogue values. The collection includes 90 different issues
with quantities ranging from mostly 2 to 4, for a total of 245
booklets. Includes S.G.#s: DN, DH, DQ, DP, DS, DT, DW. A very
clean group, useful to both collectors and dealers alike. Very
fine.
..............................................................Stanley Gibbons £957

1908

** Great Britain Collection of Modern QEII Machin
Booklets, all neatly displayed and arranged in booklet stock
pages filling a thick binder. Each booklet is also described by
owner per Stanley Gibbons catalogue number. The collection
includes window value booklets, window no value booklets
and Penny Black Anniversary booklets with catalogue
numbers ranging from GA1 to JD3. The collection includes
243 different issues with quantities ranging from mostly 2
to 4 for a total of 555 booklets. A very extensive collection
which includes owners complete inventory showing a total
S.G. catalogue value £4,472. We also counted the face value
of over £1,770. A very clean group, useful to both collectors
and dealers alike. Very fine, the face value was counted using
April 4th, 2022, 1ST and 2ND class values.
.......................................................... Stanley Gibbons £4,472

244

1909

** Great Britain Collection of Modern QEII Booklets, 19782016, all neatly displayed and arranged in booklet stock
pages filling a thick binder. Each booklet is also described by
owner per Stanley Gibbons catalogue number. The collection
includes Greetings booklets, Christmas booklets and Self
Adhesive booklets with catalogue numbers ranging from
KX1 to SA2. The collection includes 244 different issues
with quantities ranging from mostly one to three for a total
of 290 booklets. A very extensive collection which includes
owners complete inventory showing a total S.G. catalogue
value £3,632. A very clean group, useful to both collectors
and dealers alike, with very high face value consisting of
mostly 1st class but also 2d class, Europe and Worldwide
denominations. Very fine.
.......................................................... Stanley Gibbons £3,632

1910

** Great Britain Collection of Decimal Folded Booklets, all
neatly displayed and arranged in booklet stock pages filling
two thick binders. Each booklet is also identified by owner
with the Stanley Gibbons catalogue number, ranging from
FA1 to FX9B. The collection includes 384 different issues
with quantities ranging from mostly one to five for a total
of 884 booklets. A very extensive collection which includes
owners complete inventory showing a total S.G. catalogue
value £3,958. A very clean group, useful to both collectors
and dealers alike, with high face value. Very fine.
.......................................................... Stanley Gibbons £3,985

1911

** Great Britain 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games
Sets, with both sets of sheetlets complete, and neatly
displayed in an 18 ring Lindner album with slipcase. These
sets contain 242 1ST class stamps which we have calculated
the face value of using April 4, 2022, values. Very fine and
sought after sets.
................................................................................. Face £229

1912

 Great Britain Group of 5 Interesting Queen Victoria Used
Issues, with Scott #s 3 (a 3d red imperforate with 4 margins
and a marginal ornament at LR), 4 (4 margins, with Scottish
numeral cancel and square 3 flaw), 43 (plate 14 dated 1873,
with nice colour and two pulled perfs at right), 54 (upper right
corner margin pair with AUG.22.1872 c.d.s. cancels) and 67
(face-free cancel, fine).
..............................................................................Scott U$324

1913

 Great Britain Group of Used Seahorses and QV issues
on Two Pages, there are 29 Seahorse issues, with various
printings and better than average postmarks, mostly all with
full perforations and nicely centered. Owner counted a Scott
value of $1,165 for 179-181, and $710 for 222-224). Also
includes a selection of 2d blue Queen Victoria (Scott 29 and
30), complete for plates 7 to 15 (owner’s Scott is $344), as
well as a group of 11½d Queen Victoria (Scott 58) complete
for plate 2 to 20 except for missing plate 9 (owner’s Scott is
$491). Overall fine or better lot.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,691

1914

 Great Britain Group of Penny Lilacs with Squared Circle
Postmarks, with 213 stamps, each with a squared circle
postmark, most are socked on the nose, some only just
legible. We noted many smaller, better towns, unchecked by
us for better stamp issues, overall fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1915

 Great Britain Group of Used Officials on a Page, includes
I.R., Government Parcels, Army, Board of Education and
Admiralty overprints. Postmarks are a little better than usually
seen, overall fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,693

1916

 Great Britain Used Collection of Queen Victoria in a Half
Red Box, all in 102 cards with S.G. numbers 8/213. About
half of the box contains perforated and imperforate plated
Penny Reds, some with better cancels etc. Other half contains
a variety of plated material, with some better such as: S.G. #s
14e, 27 (plate 5), 37, 45 (plate 12), 55, 57, 60, 77, 87, 97
(plate 6), 97wi (plate 5, inverted watermark), 101 (plate 4),
125 (plate 12), 141 (plate 17), 151 (plate 13), 153 (plate 16),
156. Varying duplication throughout. An ideal lot for collectors
and dealers. An overall nice group, with high catalogue value
in overall fine condition with some faults noted.
........................................................Stanley Gibbons £22,314

1917

 Great Britain Collection of Used Officials, with 38
stamps mounted on pages, including some better such as
O3, O33, O35, O37, O40, O42 (x2), O50, O56, O58, O61 (x2),
O75, O79, etc. There are a few varieties including O54a. The
stamps have a mix of light cancels to the usual heavy smudge
cancels, overall fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,840

1918

*/** Great Britain Mint Collection 1968-1987 in a
Hingeless Schaubek Album, almost complete in period, only
missing 20 stamps or so, mostly Machins. Stamps appear
hinged to 1971 and never hinged thereafter. A few phosphor
varieties added in places, no Postage Dues but includes the
Regional issues. We noted 3 used stamps. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1919

/*/** Great Britain Collection in a Box, with two 3-ring
binders covering 1880-2002 mint and used with complete
sets, one binder with mint and used Machin heads and
one binder with Channel Islands mint and used with some
complete sets. Also one binder with gutter pair strips and
stamps plus picture cards and an envelope with 10 Smilers
sheets with a catalogue value of £345, plus airmail letters.
There are also loads of booklets and some first day covers.
Nice quality but there is a strong smell of tobacco, which
probably only affects the containers (binders, protective
sheets, etc.) and not the stamps or covers.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1920

/*/** Great Britain Wide Variety of Material Filling a
Stockbook, 1840s to 1990s, 32 pages include Victoria
issues from imperforate penny Reds and on, squared circle
postmarks on stamp, George VI high values, reply coupons,
booklets, Elizabeth II graphite line issues, Edward VIII issues,
lots of postmark interest, and much more. Mix of mint and
used, the latter being the majority of the early issues and
decimal era. Also includes 5 stock pages with more material.
Pictures only show a sampling, we recommend viewing this
one to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1921

/*/** Great Britain Mint and Used Collection to 2016,
in 4 like-new Davo albums, with all stamps in neatly installed
mounts. The collection is about 75% complete and mainly
used to 1902. We noted Scott 139-41 (c.v. $900) and Scott
175 (c.v. $425). From 1902 on, the completion increases
to about 95% and becomes mainly mint with the Elizabeth
issues in 1952, and mainly mint never hinged in the late
1960s to the end, though some booklet stamps, back-of-thebook, regional issues and phosphor varieties are often absent
or in used condition. Completion varies from year to year but
from 1967 to 2016 all are generally close to complete with
mint never hinged stamps. We counted £1,424 face value
in the decimal period. Faults noted in some of the earlier
material, otherwise very fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1922

/*/** Great Britain Mint and Used Collection in 6 B.P.O.
Albums with Slipcases, 1855-2016, the first volume is
mostly used and covers the years 1855-1970 on blank pages,
noting numbers 27, 82, 179, 223 and others. The 5 other
volumes are hingeless and cover the years 1971 to 2016 and
all contain very fine mint never hinged stamps, with nearly
complete commemoratives, booklets, souvenir sheets, etc.
ranging from Scott #s 648/3573 and a face value of £1,650
(counted a few years ago, so current 1ST and 2ND values will
be higher). A very nice collection. albums worth £750 alone,
with stamps being overall fine, then becoming routinely very
fine from the 1960s-on.
.................................................................................... Est $800

1923

/*/** Great Britain Mint and Used Collection in a
Lighthouse Album, 1887-1979, starts with a page of 9
mostly used 1887-90 QV issues, then skips to 1934 where
we start to see mostly used complete and incomplete sets to
the end, with some mint here and there, more so in the latter
half of the range. Many years have few or no stamps. Not a
huge catalogue value here, still a nice and clean collection in
a like-new expensive album.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1924

*/** Great Britain Accumulation of Mint Stamps and
Booklets, 1963 to 2007, consisting of mint singles and
part-sheets of stamps (face value over £140) and complete
booklets (face counted as £458). We noted some of the
part-sheets have traffic light gutters and plate numbers.
Also includes 7 different sets of unused PHQ cards without
indicia and a group of pre-decimal mint singles, sheets and
part-sheets, these not counted in the face value but shown in
our photos (we note some of the sheets and part-sheets have
separation and some are stuck together). There are also a
few Channel Islands items not included in any value or count.
The face value items in this clean accumulation are fine or
better and ready for use or resale as postage or to fill gaps in
a collection. Our photos provide an overview of the contents.
................................................................................. Face £598

1925

/* Great Britain Valuable Collection of Queen Victoria
Issues, mostly identified on 13 album pages plus some
black stock pages. There is a great variety of material here,
including different plate numbers, perforations, watermarks
and printings, and we note more than usual amount of high
denominations to the One Pound, including some 5 shillings,
and a higher than usual number of expensive stamps, etc.
There is also a good variety of useful postmarks, including
many dated town cancels, #s 44 and 57 with Panama
postmarks, and much more. Also note the presence of a few
pages on on-piece stamps, a few on cover fronts, a block of
6 of the imperforate Penny Red, and much more. Some of
the stock pages include various extra material up to the KGVI
issues, not counted. We roughly catalogued the collection at
well over $20,000 in Scott, the collection is overall fine or
better and merits a close look, which is why we have scanned
every page online.
.................................................................................Est $2,500

1926

/*/** Great Britain Mostly Mint Collection / Stock in
Six Volumes, where stockbooks 1, 1A, 1B and 2B contain
thousands of mostly mint commemorative issues from 1924
to the late 1980s (with just a few QV issues), with mostly
singles, but also pairs, gutter pairs and blocks and duplication
of up to sometimes six. Stockbook 2A contains mostly mint
definitive singles and multiples, from KGVI through the early
decimal era, including Regionals and phosphor issues.
A Senator springback album contains a mint and used
specialized collection of Queen Elizabeth II definitive issues
to the modern era, with singles, booklet panes, Regionals and
multiples. Overall very fine, online photos show a sampling
only.
.................................................................................... Est $350

245

1927

/* Great Britain Collection of Mostly Used in 10 Albums
or Stockbooks, 1960s to 1990s, with well over a thousand
stamps, some in black mounts, though mostly hinged. There
is an abundance of Machins present, but also many part
sets of commemoratives, some with clear cancels. We also
saw one album filled with presentation packs and a few
first day covers. This clean, organized collection is ready for
continuation or resale.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1928

*/** Great Britain Decimal Currency Mint Collection in 2
Lighthouse Hingeless Albums, 1970-1999, volume 1 19701987 has a face value of £134 (all very lightly hinged) and
volume 2 1987-1999 has a face value of £405 (all are mint
never hinged). Note some better such as Castle sets (x3),
Millennium booklet stamps, souvenir sheets, etc. Albums and
pages are very gently used and all stamps are very fine. We
counted the 1st Class at 85p, 2nd Class at 66p, and E stamps
at £1.35.
................................................................................. Face £539

1929

/*/** Great Britain Stock of Mint and Used Elizabethan
Era Stamps 1952-2002 Filling Three Red Boxes, all neatly
sorted in about 2,000 102 cards with Stanley Gibbons
numbers and older values shown. Duplication ranges from
1 to dozens and we roughly estimate there to be about 1/3
of mint stamps and 2/3 used stamps, noting mint gutter
pairs, tagging varieties, sets, etc. Generally fine to very fine.
Inspection is recommended to better appreciate the wide
range of material and catalogue value.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1930

1931

246

*/** Great Britain Mint Collection in 8 Lindner Hingeless
Albums with Slipcases, 1952-2012, starts off with very few
mint and used stamps up to 1951, then complete (as per
Lindner pages) mint up to 1984, the period 1985 to 2002
missing about only 2 dozen stamps (mostly Machins). The
period of 2003-2012 appears to be about 95% complete. The
great majority of the collection is mint never hinged, as we only
saw a few hinged sets in the early years. We noted singles,
pairs, se-tenant strips and multiples, souvenir sheets, meter
stamps, etc. One album contains a nearly complete mint
never hinged Regional issues collection from 1958-2012,
only missing a dozen stamps. The album also contains a
complete collection of mint Postage Due issues from 1914 to
1994, with a few additional items (usually shades) and about
3 used stamps (these catalogue £2,906 in S.G.). We counted
the decimal face value to a total of £1,767, not counting the
dues. A strong and very fine collection only needing a few
items to be complete in period.
.................................................................................... Est $800
**/ Great Britain Consignment Remainder Group,
includes 41 different booklet panes, with minimal duplication
for a total of 47. Each booklet pane is described by owner
(also includes owner’s inventory) per Stanley Gibbons
catalogue number ranging from HB7/HB20, DX1/DX24. We
noted face value at £109 and a catalogue value at £286, (the
face value was counted using April 4th, 2022, 1st and 2nd
class values). Also includes 71 different FDC stored in two
Lighthouse stockbooks, duplication between one and two for
a total of 82. Each FDC is described by the owner per Stanley
Gibbons catalogue number ranging from 514/1502-1505.
This lot also includes 2011 Olympic and Paralympic Games,
London (2012) sheet of 30, S.G. #MS3204a (£35). Overall
Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1932

/*/** Greece Mint and Used In-depth Study of the First
Issues 1860-1900, an old time collection as received, with
well over 1,000 stamps (including pairs and blocks), with
attention to the different printings, plate flaws, the control
numbers, the various papers and numerous shades. Most
pages in the collection are devoted to showing the variations
to be found in a single Scott catalogue number often with
photographic enlargements. Numerous high catalogue value
stamps are present through the collection such as #s 1 (x2,
c.c. $1,150), 7 (x3, c.v. $1,500), 8, 14, 15e (c.v. $1,000), 20e
(c.v. $1,500), 27a (c.v. $1,450), 29 (x4), 30 (x4), 70, 87 (x2),
and many more, with the quality ranging from very good to
very fine. Pairs, strips and blocks are scattered, there are 1½
stock pages full of duplicates, and 3 covers are also included,
as well as catalogues for large sales by Vlastos (1968) and
Robson Lowe (1980). Quality varies as is frequent for large
collections of imperforate stamps, but generally fine to very
fine and rarely offered. Our scans show only a part of the
collection.
.................................................................................Est $3,500

1933

/* Greece and Area Extensive Used Collection to
1965, with large, partly duplicated sections on the large
(5 crowded pages) and small (7 pages) Hermes Heads as
well as occupation issues. Includes well developed sections
on back-of-the-book issues as well as Crete, Ionian Islands,
Epirus, Thrace and foreign Post Offices in Crete. The collection
is housed in two hingeless blank albums with no written
indications, save on the back of some Large Hermes Heads
which are identified with Scott, Michel and Vlastos numbers.
A seven-page section at the end of volume II includes
mainly Hermes Heads chosen for clear legible cancels. We
should list dozens of valuable stamps and sets found in the
collection. Apart from the very valuable Hermes Heads, we
noted 1896 Olympic Games Scott #s 117-128 (no #127),
c.v. $750 plus extras, same with surcharge Sc 159-163
with extras c.v. $439, 1906 Olympic Games Sc 184-197 c.v.
$325, Greek Youth Org. Sc 427-436 and C38-47 c.v. $529,
same overprinted for North Epirus Sc N219-238 c.v. $242,
Sc N124-5 c.v. $590, N181a $110, Ionian Is. N22a MH c.v.
$400, Ionian Islands Italian Occupation c.v. $830, a complete
run of the Airmails and much more. A group of 21 letters
chosen for unusual frankings complete the collection. Our
scans only show a portion of the collection so inspection is
encouraged and should be rewarding. Very fine, some faults
on the early material.
.................................................................................Est $5,000

1934

/*/** Greenland Collection on Steiner Pages in a
Binder, the first two sets (1-9, 10-18) are mint, then followed
by mint 19-21, 26a, and used 22-23, plus 23a. From 1950
to 2002 the collection is quite complete with mainly used
issues, and then scattered mint and used issues to 2008.
Some stamps are not counted in our catalogue value: the
1935-36 Thule set and 12 different Parcel Post issues which
would need an expert’s evaluation. Overall fine to very fine,
see our many scans online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,250

1935

1936

/*/** Grenada Mostly Mint Collection in Lindner
Stockbook with Slipcase, 1861-1969, contains Victoria
era mint and used including Scott #s: 1 (3 stamps with rough
perforation mint no gum c.v. $55 each); 4 (7 used stamps
counted as least expensive rose shade, c.v. $20 each); 10-12
used (c.v. $87). Also includes #20/47 (includes #30 tÃªtebÃªche pair and tÃªte-bÃªche block of 4 with tab number 1 in
lower right selvedge). From 1902 to the end, we noted that
95% of the stamps are mint, with roughly half being never
hinged (all stamps counted as hinged for catalogue value).
King Edward VII include #48-53, King George V #79/111.
Better mint sets include: 114-123 (c.v. $72); 131-142 (c.v.
$54); 171-183 (c.v. $51); J1-J18 mint and used (J11-14 mint
hinged duplicate set, c.v. $95 total). Collection also includes
roughly 60 stamps post 1969. Condition in the Victorian
stamps is generally fine to very fine (we noted a few faults).
Condition is overall very fine. We note that several stamps
have pencil notations on the back indicating catalogue
numbers or perforations up to Queen Elizabeth era. Online
scans show some of the better pages.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,654
** Guernsey Mint Never Hinged Collection, from 1969 to
1988, displayed in 3 hingeless Lindner specialized albums
with slipcase. We noted some souvenir sheets, as well
as some booklets. Appears to be missing only a handful
of stamps for the period. Also included are 23 Lindner
supplements sealed packs ranging from 1990s to 2000s to
complete these albums. Clean lot, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1937

** Guernsey Mint Never Hinged Collection in a Hingeless
Lighthouse Album with Slipcase, 1941 to 1992, with pages
up to 1999, close to complete up to 1992 (missing a few sets
and souvenir sheets),then with only a few sets until 1990,
then almost empty to the end, and includes empty pages for
Alderney 1983-1987. A fresh and very fine collection.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1938

** Hungary Group of Mint Never Hinged Souvenir Sheets,
1938 to 1946, including 2 sets of Roosevelt souvenir sheets
as noted in Scott under B198D and CB1C (c.v. $500) and 2
perf and 4 imperf sets of miniature sheets B148-150 plus 2
extra sheets and one other perf set damaged in the margin
and counted for stamps only (c.v. $586). Two copies of sheet
CB1D (c.v. $240). More miniature and souvenir sheets bring
the total catalogue value to $1,530. Very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,530

1939

1940

** Hungary Mint Never Hinged Collections of Blocks of
4 to About 1950, filling 16 pages with much overlapping. A
highly unusual collection all in mint never hinged blocks of 4
or more. Many Semi-Postals and other back-of-the-book items
included. We noted Sc 487-91 (c.v. $170) and B80-7 (c.v.
$300) but many more sets should be mentioned. We have
scanned all pages in this stockbook online. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $800
** Hungary Early Mint Never Hinged Collection to 1955,
in two stockbooks filled with items rarely found in MNH
condition. We noted several semi-postal and airmail complete
sets including the Roosevelt stamps and souvenir sheets
#s B198A-D and CB1-CB1C (c.v. $300), sheets of 4 B148a150a both perf and imperf (c.v. $165), C26-34 (c.v. $375),
the Zeppelin stamps C24-5 (c.v. $160), souvenir sheets
CB1D (c.v. $120), CB2 (c.v. $120) and 448 (c.v. $140) and
much more, with many imperf sets from 1952 on. A very fine
collection, remarkable for being all mint never hinged from
the very beginning.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

1941

 Hungary Used Collection to 1954 in Old-time Album,
specially strong in the 1923 to 1950 period, with good
Semi-Postals representation. Holding only choice and very
fine quality copies, this collection will certainly help upgrade
your collection and add some inexpensive but difficult to find
items. Very fine, scans give an example.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1942

/*/** Hungary Mint and Used Collection to 1992, in
two Minkus albums. A collection of a few thousand stamps,
strongest in the early period to about 1960 and with few
stamps after 1980. The collector has identified most images
with Scott catalogue numbers. We noted an imperforate
block of Scott 1202a (c.v. $75). Very fine, a few faults noted
on some early items.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1943

/*/** Hungary Collection in 2 Albums, 1871-1987, with
several thousand stamps in a mix of mint and used. As well as
many sets, there are dozens of souvenir sheets. Better used
items include #s 7-12, 453-56, B69-71, B195-98, C35-44,
C128, C172, CB15-16, etc., while the mint issues feature #s
1202a, 1336, B198A-D, B207-08, C6-11, CB1-1C, 10N22,
10N24, etc. Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,435

1944

/*/** Hungary Mint and Used Collection to 2003 in 3
Minkus Albums, with mounts added for each stamp. This
collection is nearly complete 1960 to 1992, though missing
with few souvenir sheets, and about 50% complete before
and after this period. The collection overall is about 50/50
mint and used with a larger proportion of the used in the early
issues. Mint stamps from 1968 on are mainly never hinged.
While pages to 2016 are present, there are few stamps after
2003. A great basis for completion or for enriching topical
collections. Overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1945

/* Iceland Mint and Used Collection on Minkus Album
Pages, 1882-1980, we counted 330 stamps in all including
better such as used #s 15, 17, 34-41, 104-05, 144-45, and
mint #s 102-05, C1, and more. Overall fine or better, photos
show only a portion of the lot.
..............................................................................Scott U$675

1946

/*/** Iceland Mint and Used Collection in a Lighthouse
Hingeless Album, 1873-1987, a solid collection of 650
different stamps, with only a few mint, and the value resides
mostly in the used, with better such as 3, 12, 14, 29, 3444A, 71-80, 86-95, 99-102, 108-28, 137-38, 149, 176-87,
199-201, 257-68, 274-77, 284-86, 289-96, 378-79, Cc3,
O8, O13-19, O31-37, O40-47, etc. The pre-1900 issues are in
mixed condition but the 1902-1987 issues are mainly fine to
very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,510

1947

/*/** Iceland Collection of Many Hundreds Mounted on
pages in Two Binders, with a mix of mint and used issues,
including many better values in both , up to 2001, then NH for
the 2002-2008 issues. Better mint include 9, 15-16, 18, 30,
43-44B, 86-91, 149, 152-53, 166, 213-16, 229a-231a, 28486, B5, C4-8, C9-11, C16a-17a, C27-29, O4, O11, O28-30,
O52, and more. The used issues include better such as 3, 7,
10-14, 17-25, 27-29, 82-84, 92-97, 118-28, 165-65, 170-75,
C1-2, O5-6, O8, O27, O49, O50, O55-59, etc. Overall fine to
very fine.
........................................................................ Scott U$12,170

247

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

248

/*/** India Used Collection 1860 to 1946 with
Extensive Documentation on East India Philately, starts
with East India Co. issues and includes most issues to 1940,
including service and airmail stamps as well as a small stock
of spares. We noted a few blocks and other multiples. The
documentation includes material such as post office maps
for India, India Offices Abroad, Burma, Tibet and more, lists
of post offices, studies of the early issues and cancels, copies
of various catalogues and sales and a photocopy of the
1972 book “India Used Abroad” by the late Mr Jal Cooper.
Also includes a group of 18 India stamps cancelled in Burma.
Mostly fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250
/*/** India and Convention States Mint and Used
Collection, in one album and a stockbook with high
completion from the very beginning to 1993, with 1964 to
1993 all mint on Minkus pages only missing a very few stamps.
Service stamps are also highly complete. We noted Scott 29
used (c.v. $175), 76 with Rangoon (Burma) Telegraph cancel
(c.v. $300), set 150-167 used (c.v. $133). The Convention
States are very advanced and up to 50% mint. Fine to very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500
/* India and States Revenue Stamps and Stamped
Document Collection, in two stockbooks. One stockbook
holds hundreds of India stamps mostly from the colonial
period for a wide range of revenue purposes: court fees,
foreign bills, special adhesives, insurance and more; some
with states or local overprints. The states stockbook holds
over 200 revenues from about 50 different issuer states.
Many are identified with Koeppel and Manners (KP) catalogue
numbers and quotations. A large document holder holds 27
court documents either on states stamped paper or with
revenue stamps affixed. Even the advanced collector will find
many items to add to his or her collection. Mostly fine to very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500
/* India Feudatory States Collection on Scott Specialty
Pages, we counted about 525 mainly used stamps from 25
different states, Alwar to Wadhwan. A good starter collection,
or to add to an existing one. Scans only show a very small
portion of the generally fine or better collection.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,525
/*/** India Feudatory States Mint and Used Advanced
Collection in 5 Volumes, with detailed design, paper,
perforation and watermark descriptions; most stamps
identified by S.G. number and many pages priced with older
S.G. catalogue values. Most states are represented with
Bhopal, Bussahir, Soruth, Jammu and Kashmir and Bundi
being the most notable. Among many interesting stamps we
noted Bussahir Scott # 8 (c.v. $190), 9-12 (c.v. $217), 14
(c.v. $220), Bamra 3-4 (c.v. $240), Bundi 31 (c.v. $400), O29
(c.v. $275). A great start on this challenging area including
hundreds of stamps from the less often seen smaller states.
Generally fine to very fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,000
/*/** Indonesia and Riau Archipelago 1957 UPU
Congress Presentation Book, in a nicely bound book
with the Indonesian crest in gold on the cover, comprising
a selection of issues from 1951 to 1956, mostly NH (there
is one used stamp in the book, not counted in the c.v. and
some have gum disturbances) and featuring the better set
of overprinted issues from the Riau Archipelago (Scott #122, c.v. $907). Clean and fine overall, this would make a nice
addition to any collection of Indonesia.
..............................................................................Scott U$977

1954

** Ireland Collection of Mint Never Hinged in 3 Thick
Binders, 2001-2020, all neatly displayed in black mounts
on White Ace pages, or in black stock pages, the collection is
quite complete for the Euro issues with sets, souvenir sheets,
booklets, etc. Also present are several mini-sheets of 12 or
16. Total face value comes to 1,720 Euros. Very fine and fresh
throughout.
.............................................................................. Face €1,720

1955

** Ireland Mint Never Hinged Collection in a Thick Binder,
1990-2000, all neatly displayed in black mounts on White
Ace pages or in black stock pages. The collection includes
the basic issues such as #767-94, but also many Europa and
Christmas mini-sheets, Millennium team booklets, etc., all
in the range of #s 763/1278. Very nice and clean, very fine
throughout.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,210

1956

** Ireland Group of 208 Complete Booklets, with a bit of
duplication, as there are 2 to 4 of some. 126 of the booklets
are pre-2001 and have a face value of 405 Irish Pounds,
while 82 booklets are from 2001-2016 and have a face value
of 565 Euros. Clean and very fine throughout.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1957

/*/** Ireland Group of Varied Items, all in a medium box
containing 113 large size first day covers from 2002-2020,
4 large presentation packs including a 1996 year set, and
a binder which holds a variety of material, including some
early mint sets including 142-50, a 1984-1989 never hinged
collection on White Ace pages (c.v. $400), the large Christmas
sheets for 1987, 1989-1996 (c.v. $128) and more. Very fine
overall.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1958

*/** Ireland Mint Collection in a Thick Binder, 19222001, all neatly displayed in black mounts on White Ace
pages and in black stock pages. Nearly all of the issues are
never hinged, present are the commemorative sets from
1929-1959, definitive sets include 250-65, 344-59, 537-56,
638-45, 767-94, etc. The Europa issues are complete from
1960 to 1995 plus the Europa mini sheets for 1989-1996
(c.v. $560). Also saw C1-7, J5-47, the 6 Millennium sheets,
etc. A very clean and fresh collection, overall very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,995

1959

/*/** Ireland Valuable Collection in a White Ace Album,
1922-1983, very close to complete in period, except for
some of the early issues. The first 10 pages alone catalogue
$8,617 and include many better items such as #s 1-11 (NH,
c.v. $188), 12-14 (mint hinged/NH c.v. $490), 38 (mint
hinged, bit toned and one shorter perf, c.v. $1,700), 56-58
(NH, c.v. $850), 56-58 (used, c.v. $720), 77-79 (NH, c.v.
$710), 77b/79, etc. (mint and used page, c.v. $1,725), 93-95
(LH, c.v. $652), 96-98 (H/NH, c.v. $560), all Europa issues,
all Postage Dues, some better booklets and so much more.
A very nice quality collection, with all the stamps in black
mounts, fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$9,327

1960

** Isle of Man Mint Never Hinged Collection in a Hingeless
Lighthouse Album with Slipcase, 1964 to 1997, complete
up to beginning of 1993, then with only two sets until the end,
fresh and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1961

/** Israel Mint and Used Collection to 1980, with one
page of early items, then a mostly mint never hinged collection
1975 to 1980 with much duplication either as blocks of 4 or
strips of 5 with tabs. We noted a mint never hinged sheet of
4 Scott #18 (c.v. $55) and a mint never hinged #27 with tab
(c.v. $80) as well as a used #27 with tab, not catalogued in
Scott. A very fine collection throughout.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1962

/* Italian Colonies Collection on Album Pages, 18901940, with a mix of mint and used from Cyrenica (17 stamps,
c.v. $60), Eritrea (270 stamps, c.v. $1,335), Libya (55 stamps,
c.v. $80), Oltre Guiba (23 stamps, c.v. $435) and Somalia (53
stamps, c.v. $505). Overall fine or better, photos only show a
small portion of the collection.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,415

1963

/** Italy Mint and Used Collections in Two Albums,
often with parallel coverage. The Davo album has mainly mint
issues from 1970 to 1985, then used issues to 1992, while
the Lighthouse album has mint issues from 1962-1981, then
a mix of mint and used to 1985. Some of the better NH issues
include 1408-31, 1590a, 1594-95, 1623a, 1640-41, etc.
Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1964

** Ivory Coast Mint Never Hinged High Value Selection
1971-1978, including Mohammad Ali Jinnah Scott #412A
(c.v. $65), Butterflies 446A-D (c.v. $280) and 447A-D (c.v.
$500). A rarely seen group of 47 stamps, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$923

1965

/*/** Japan Mint and Used Collection to 1999 in 2
Minkus Albums, with pages to 2016. An extensive collection,
very strong in the period 1883 to 1938 and about 90%
complete 1941 to 1999 with a few stamps from 2000 to
2005. A mixture of mint and used stamps with a majority
being used. The mint generally appear to be never hinged
from about 1980. Some souvenir sheets from 1956 to 1991.
Our scans can only show a very small portion of this large and
valuable collection. Some faults noted in the earlier material,
otherwise very fine throughout.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

1966

** Jersey Mint Never Hinged Collection in a Stockbook,
with complete sets dating from 1987 to 1993, followed by
souvenir sheets from 1994 to 2009 and 6 different booklets.
All very fine and fresh.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,100

1967

** Jersey Mint Never Hinged Collection in a Hingeless
Lighthouse Album with Slipcase, 1941 to 1997, with pages
up to 2001, close to complete up to beginning of 1987,
including the 1941 and 1943 sets, then only a few sets until
1990, then empty to the end. A fresh and very fine collection.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1968

1969

/*/** Jordan Occupation of Palestine Mint Never
Hinged Collection, in mounts on Scott Specialty pages, with
lots of extras and varieties: 12 double overprints, 23 inverted
overprints, 3 overprints with errors and 6 used stamps. The
normal stamps catalogue $617 in Scott while the varieties
that are quoted in Stanley Gibbons total £2,248, though 6
are unpriced. An exceptional collection, missing only 2 major
Scott numbers. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $600
/*/** Jordan Small Stock of Mint Never Hinged
Overprint Varieties on Regular and Postage Due Stamps of
the 1950s, we noted almost a page of new “FILS” currency
overprints, including misplaced and reversed overprints on
Scott #255-269 set, inverted and wrong colour “POSTAGE”
overprints on Postal Tax set #286A to G, various overprint
errors on Postage Due #J47-52, including a block of 40 #J47
with over-inking smears on numerous copies. Since Stanley
Gibbons has a much more detailed listing of these stamps
and errors than other main catalogues, the collector has
identified and priced them according to SG. Total SG c.v. is
over £3,800. Very fine and rarely offered (all pages scanned).
.......................................................... Stanley Gibbons £3,800

1970

/*/** Jordan Fabulous Early Mostly Mint Never Hinged
Collection, 1920 to 1953 with Numerous Varieties, on Scott
Specialty pages, including useful supporting documentation.
Includes rare stamps and sets and many overprinted varieties
mentioned but unpriced in catalogues. We noted mint Scott
142a-144a (c.v. $2,150), mint never hinged 1B to 13B
(c.v. $128), used 22 (c.v. $110), mnh 130-144 (c.v. $132),
mnh 158-168 (c.v. $76), mnh 255-269 (c.v. $154), mint
286A-286G (c.v. $506), mnh B1-12 (c.v. $213), mnh J1-11
(c.v. $198) and mnh RA37-46 (c.v. $324), mint hinged SG
88g (double surcharge, with RPSL cert.), SG 78 (with violet
overprint and Trans-Jordan Phil. Exp. cert), SG 23 (double
surcharge with Trans-Jordan Phil. Exp. cert.), among many
other stamps and sets. A rare occasion to acquire such an
extensive high quality collection of this difficult period.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1971

/*/** Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika Collection in a Binder,
with hundreds of stamps, mainly on black stock sheets. Most
of the value is in the mint material, including 85, 111-15,
George V NH blocks with #67 (x4), 72 (x4), 72 (x2 sheets),
etc. There are many NH Kenya sets including better such
as 611-41, 703-16, etc. Also present are Tanganyika O1-12
(x2), O13-28, Tanzania 83-86, 197-208, Eastern Africa and
Uganda 31-34, 36-39, 40-48, etc. Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1972

 Korea (North) Collection in a Small Stockbook, 19611968, with about 336 different stamps, all in CTO complete
sets, except for one sheetlet of four which is mint. Best item
we noted is a se-tenant block of 6 of Scott #608g, (c.v. $400).
Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,215

1973

/*/** Korea (North) Mint and Used Accumulation in
Stockbook, with thousands of stamps including souvenir
sheets, used or CTO sheets and part sheets. Mostly material
from the 1960s with some earlier and later. Also includes
a bit of stray Rep. of Korea including two complete sets of
Sc383-384a. A faulty China Scott #5 (c.v. $375) also found
its way to North Korea. Otherwise fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1974

/*/** Latin America 23 Mint and Used Country
Collections Covering Central and South America Plus
Mexico, Haiti and the Dominican Republic, in Minkus
Albums with stamps to the early 1980s. Coverage varies
for each country; Brazil and Mexico are the most important
collections with Paraguay and the Dominican Republic close
behind. We noted many souvenir sheets in most countries,
some of which are only noted, and sometimes unpriced, in
Scott. Owner catalogue of $21,865 is based on Scott 2019. A
large lot filling 3 bankers boxes. Fine to very fine overall.
........................................................................Scott U$21,865

1975

/*/** Liechtenstein Exceptional Almost Complete Mint
and Used Collection to 1957, starting with mint copies of all
Scott listed varieties of the 1915 set Scott #1-3 (c.v. $1,261)
and going as either mint, or used when it has the highest
catalogue value and mint never hinged from 1944 on. All
stamps on Vario sheets are mnh. Please note that souvenir
sheet Scott #115 is sold separately. An exceptional collection
that includes all high value items of the period always in
attractive high quality copies, too numerous to list here. The
scans show the complete collection. Very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$8,897

1976

/*/** Luxembourg Collection in a Minkus Album, 18521983, with hundreds of stamps, many being early issues,
including used #s 1-2, 5-12, 17-22, 29-31, 33-35, 48-57,
198, 275, NB1-9, O52-57, etc. Some mint are also present,
including better such as 4, 280-85, B66 (NH), B151 souvenir
sheet, B216-21, etc. Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,830

249

1977

/*/** Luxembourg Mint and Used Accumulation, in a
stockbook, in 102 cards and in envelopes. This lot includes a
stockbook with mint stamps from the period 1939 to 1979,
both regular and semi-postals in quantities to 8 copies, a
remaindered used collection to about 1995, about 150
102 cards holding different singles and sets and another
stockbook holding low value definitives is multiple copies.
Then a few envelopes and larger cards holding hundreds of
stamps and a dozen covers and postal stationery cards. We
saw various Officials and German occupation stamps. Also
Germany’s Scott B257-269 on pieces favour cancelled in
Luxembourg in 1944. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1978

/*/** Luxembourg Mint and Used Collection on Steiner
Pages to About 1980, good completion 1882 to 1980 for
both regular and Semi-Postal issues, with the album pages
going to 2004 and with most mint stamps after 1940
appearing to be all mint never hinged. We noted Scott #7 mint
(c.v. $175) and souvenir sheet 217 mint never hinged (c.v.
$100). Very fine, see online scans for an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1979

1980

1981

1982

/* Mexico, South America and Caribbean Collection
of Mostly Used, 1920s to early 1990s, jam-packed into
2 binders, 2 stockbooks and a file folder with mostly black
stock pages. There are thousands of stamps from Mexico,
Nicaragua, Cuba, Paraguay, Columbia, Turks and Caicos,
Bahamas, Costa Rica, Brazil, Peru, Honduras, Barbados
and more. We saw some mint and c.t.o. here and there, all
hinged and usually more recent. This clean collection seems
to be fine overall, with the usual faults found especially on
the earlier material, all of which is well organized by country.
It is ready for continuation or to be broken down for resale.
Our photos provide a glimpse but this one is best viewed to
appreciate the breadth and quantity of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $150
/*/** Monaco Mint and Used Collection to 2015 in 4
Davo Albums, complete 2000 to 2015 and well advanced to
about 65% for the period before that. The collection is mainly
mint with less than 10% used scattered here and there to
about 1991. Mint stamps are never hinged from 1966
onwards, and mostly hinged prior to 1966. Mounts have been
neatly installed for all stamps in the collection. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $750
/*/** Netherlands Comprehensive Collection in a Davo
Album, 1852-1980, with strong runs of mint or used stamps.
The collection is quite complete used from 1852 to 1936,
with #s 1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 17-22, 23-33, 34-37, 40-50, 51-54,
55-82, 90-101 (c.v. $890), 124-34, B9-93, etc. The mint
stamps feature 137-39, and most of the 1937 to 1980 issues
including semi-postals. A desirable collection, overall fine to
very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$5,445
/*/** Netherlands Mint and used Collection Filling a
30 Page Stockbook, up to 2000, with many hundreds (if not
thousands) of singles, complete sets, booklets, many mint
blocks of four, sheetlets, se-tenant multiples, souvenir sheets
and more. Includes back of the book. A very clean collection,
with a mix of mint and used (later issues are predominantly
mint never hinged), overall fine to very fine and catalogued by
owner (only for items cataloguing over 30c) at $2,200. See
online scans for a sampling of this collection.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,200

1983

/*/** Netherlands and Colonies Mint and Used
Collection to 1993, in a stockbook for Netherlands and
in an album for the colonies. The Netherlands collection is
only used to 1940, then a mixture of used and mint hinged
and then mostly mint never hinged from 1982 on. It only is
missing the high value stamps to 1940 and mostly complete
from there on. The Colonies collection is mostly Netherlands
Indies and largely mint hinged. Also included is a second
Netherlands sparse used collection to about 1990 and
some Netherlands and foreign stamps in envelopes and
stockbooks. Generally fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1984

/*
New Caledonia and Réunion Mint and Used
Collections, 1892-1982, in black mounts on Yvert pages,
New Caledonia (c.v. $520) with 210 stamps in all including
back of the book and two booklets (incl. #683a), Réunion (c.v.
$355) has 228 stamps. Overall fine to very fine, scans show
a small portion only.
..............................................................................Scott U$875

1985

/*/** New Guinea, Papua and Area Collection in a
Binder and a Stockbook, the owner’s catalogue values
appear to be accurate, and include the following areas with
their mint values and highlights: New Guinea (c.v. $135, incl.
1-9, 7a-b), Papua (c.v. $275, incl. 50-57, 74-79, 88-91, 94105, 110-13, C10-15, etc.), Papua New Guinea (c.v. $375,
incl. 122-26, 139-46, 153-63, 188-98, 209-20, 265-79,
446-57, etc.). Also 3 pages of North West Pacific Islands (c.v.
$270, with better such as 29-32, 35, 43-45, 47-48, etc.). The
stockbook with hundreds of miscellaneous items is worth
about another $200. Overall fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1986

/* New South Wales Mostly Used Collection on 8 Album
Pages, 1852 to 1907, with 160 stamps, mostly used with
some mint, some faults to be expected still overall fine and all
pages scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,495

1987

** New Zealand Mint Never Hinged Collection of Christmas
Issues, 1960 to 2020, all neatly mounted in an album with
Campbell Paterson numbers, complete in period, sometimes
with singles, sometimes accompanied by souvenir sheets,
self-adhesive singles and multiples, mini-sheets, booklets
etc. Catalogue value does not include some extras such as
a 1960 first day cover for the first New Zealand Christmas
stamp, as well as some varieties listed in Campbell Paterson
such as inverted watermark and printing flaws of some early
issues. Very fine throughout, scans show a sampling.
..............................................................................Scott U$900

1988

 New Zealand Collection of Dated Definitive Stamps,
1881 to 1944, in two stockbooks, starting with the first and
second Sideface issues, followed by the 1891 to 1900 ½d
to 5d Pictorial issues. The second stockbook contains 177
different dated 1d Lake Taupo bi-colour issue (with singles,
pairs, strips and blocks counted as one). Note a good variety
of different town cancels, including squared circles, etc. A
very difficult to assemble lot, with a total of 391 stamps, plus
another half page of Penny Universals that only include a few
dated copies. All pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Just a reminder that this sale is conducted in
Canadian dollars and we charge an industry
low 17% buyer’s fee.
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1989

/*/** New Zealand Extensive and Advanced Old Time
Collection of the 1898-1908 Issues, all neatly displayed
on 21 quadrille pages. A lovely collection which stands out
with its many shades, perforation varieties (compound, etc.),
watermark varieties, (sideways, inverted, types, printed on
back), printings, flaws, re-entries, local printings, postmarks
(noted a few interesting such as three from Fanning Island,
Eketahuna, Greymouth, Temoka, Napier squared circle,
Makuri, Darkaville, Petone, Oamaru on a 5sh and more), as
well as some official overprints, three plate proof pairs (½d,
1d and 2d), three plate proof blocks of four with Scott #84 (in
grey purple), 85 (in violet) and 86 (in dull violet), and much
more including mint blocks. Hundreds of stamps in all, overall
fine or better, all pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $600

1990

/*/** New Zealand Old Time Advanced Collection of
Health Stamps, 1929-1981, all neatly displayed in black
mounts on quadrille pages in a springback album, having
been exhibited in 1982. The collection is complete in period,
and each issue is presented with combinations of singles,
se-tenant, blocks, souvenir sheets or mini-panes and large
multiples. Most of the collection is mint, with a mix of hinged
and never hinged at first, quickly becoming never hinged
only. The rough catalogue value of $1,200 does not include a
value for the 4 covers, including a Postage Due cover mailed
in 1936. A very fine and clean collection, just waiting to be
expanded.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,200

1991

1992

1993

/*/** New Zealand Collection of Mint and used back
of the Book Issues, all displayed on 15 quadrille pages,
plus another 18 stock pages. This collection includes a large
assortment of material, including Postage Dues, Officials,
Airmails, newspaper stamps, pigeon post stamps, health
stamps, life insurance, Special Delivery, postal-fiscals, Ross
Dependencies, and more. A quick glance reveals many better
items, including but not limited to Scott #s AR1 (x2 mint), AR2
(x2 mint), AR3 (mint), AR4 (x2 mint), E1 (mint), C1-5 (mint),
J7, 11 (x2 mint), and many more. Mix of mint and used, with
singles, sets, mint blocks of four or larger, etc. A good quality
lot, overall fine to very fine, all pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $350
/*/** New Zealand Remainder Lot from a Large
Collection, all neatly displayed on quadrille pages in a
springback album, plus in three stockbooks. The collection
on 41 quadrille pages is predominantly mint and runs from
1938 to 1971 and consists of complete sets, plus blocks,
plate blocks, used blocks, an exploded booklet, Christmas
stamps, etc. The first stockbook contains mint and used
issues from the QV era to 1935, noting QV advertising backs,
many watermark, shade and perforation varieties throughout,
mint blocks, perforated colour trials of Scott 184, and a
specialized group of the 1d Commerce issue with varieties,
etc., while the second stockbook contains issues from 1936
to 1969, again with mint and used, blocks and plate blocks,
a NH set of numbered (1 to 19) gutter pairs of Scott 263 (the
8d KGVI issue), etc. The last stockbook contains an extensive
mint collection of Christmas issues 1960 to 1985 and
definitive issues from 1970 to 1987, almost complete and
mostly all in blocks of four or more. Also includes envelopes
with interesting material such as plate blocks, re-entries, etc.
Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500
/* New Zealand Mint and Used Collection on Schaubek
Album Pages, 1862-1948, we counted 165 stamps in all,
including 12 Chalon issues, back of the book, etc. All pages
scanned online, overall fine or better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,290

1994

/*/** New Zealand Extensive and Advanced Collection
of Health Stamps, 1929 to 2016, all neatly displayed on
pages filling two binders, using Campbell Paterson numbers
and descriptions, with every issue in range present, with the
first issues in both mint and used, then quickly becomes mint
only to the end, but includes lots of extra material such as reentries and printing flaws (usually accompanied by an enlarged
colour reproduction of the variety, an sometimes indicating
the plate position), inverted watermarks, appears to have
most of the mini sheetlets and later souvenir sheets (these
accompanied by singles of the issues), and often we see large
blocks, usually to prove the plate position of a variety. We note
two complete sheets of 12 of Scott B28 and B29. Also saw
first day covers with plate varieties on the stamps. We counted
a catalogue value for stamps listed in Scott at $2,190, which
does not include the 42 varieties listed in Campbell Paterson
and valued at NZ$2,144 (equivalent to C$1,830 at time of
writing), for a total of C$4,020. Varieties not listed in C.P. were
catalogued by Scott. Very fine throughout, see pictures for a
small taste of this great collection.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1995

/* New Zealand Collection of Mint and Used Back
of the Book Issues, starts with complete mint Airmails,
complete Express Delivery, including extra material, a ½d
used Railway Newspaper stamp, a nice collection of Life
Insurance issues, including many shade, perforation and
other varieties of the 1891-1947 Lighthouses, complete mint
Lighthouses from 1947 to 1981 including a Government of
New Zealand pamphlet for life insurance with 7 of the 194755 stamps, telling the story of the issue (no 2½d value). Also
3 pages of mostly used Queen Victoria postal fiscal issues
with many varieties and a few postal cancellations, and ends
with two pages of mint and used Arms types, with some
postal cancellations, two inverted watermarks and three 5sh
Officials. An overall nice quality collection, fine to very fine. All
pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1996

/*/** New Zealand Selected Mint and Used in Two
Stockbooks, the first stockbook contains a 16 page collection
of mostly 1970s to 2020 used souvenir sheets, blocks, minisheets, singles, etc. as well as a few MNH definitive plate
blocks. The second stockbook contains a 7-page stock of
used Health stamps, followed by 5 pages of mint Health
stamps, then we see a page full of Penny Universal used
stamps and a few other items.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1997

*/** New Zealand Mint Blocks in Two Stockbooks, one
stockbook has 32 pages filled with mint never hinged mostly
plate blocks (of 4, 6, 8. etc.), followed by coil pairs with gutter
numbers, a few end strips, etc., all from the 1970s to the
1990s. The second stockbook has 47 pages filled with mint
commemorative plate blocks (of 4, 6) from the 1970s to
1990s (some of these have one or two hinged mounting them
on a black backing), followed by mint never hinged singles,
sets, souvenir sheets, and mini sheets of regular issues,
Health issues, Ross Dependencies and Insurance issues.
Overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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1998

1999

2000

/*/** New Zealand Extensive and Advanced Collection
of Definitive Issues, 1909 to 2016, all neatly displayed on
pages in 6 binders, with the stamps identified by Campbell
Paterson numbers and descriptions. Throughout the
collection there are a large quantity of varieties, including
printings, perforations, shades, watermark varieties, formats
(singles, se-tenant, souvenir sheets, booklets and booklet
panes, self-adhesives, blocks, plate blocks, etc.) and also a
good showing of printing varieties including re-entries, plate
flaws, etc. The collection starts with the KEVII set, then shows
an extensive collection of the 1909-1925 1d Universal (about
325 stamps, saw Dickie coil experimental issues, most are
plated by position and printing, and much more on 43 pages),
skips KGV (lotted separately) and continues with KGVI issues
and early QEII Heads, then becomes quite extensive for all
the definitive sets from 1960 to recent years. The stamps are
mixed mint and used at the beginning and quickly become all
mint never hinged to the end. Our many scans only show a
tiny portion of this huge collection, we recommend in person
or video viewing to better appreciate the scope within. Very
fine throughout.
.................................................................................... Est $600
/*/** New Zealand Extensive and Advanced Collection
of Commemorative Issues, 1906 to 2021, all neatly
displayed on pages in 9 binders, with the stamps identified
by Campbell Paterson numbers and descriptions. In the
earlier years there is a good quantity of varieties, including
printing varieties and throughout the collection we see many
formats: singles, se-tenant, souvenir sheets, booklets and
booklet panes, self-adhesives, blocks, plate blocks, etc.) with
the souvenir sheets often also shown with a set of singles.
Stamps are a mix of mint and used at the beginning, then
become almost exclusively mint never hinged from the
1960s to the end. The collection starts with a mint block
of 4 of the 1913 1d Auckland Exhibition overprinted issue
(top are hinged, bottom NH, Scott c.v. $210), followed by
extensive showings of all the commemorative sets from the
1920 Victory to modern issues, and appears to be complete
in period (Christmas and definitive issues lotted separately),
but unchecked in detail by us. There is a very high face value
and huge catalogue value in this collection (the hundreds of
complete sets and souvenir sheets in the last 30 years alone
catalogue in the US$10 to US$25 range each), and our few
scans cannot do it justice, so we recommend in-person or
video viewing to better appreciate the value here.
.................................................................................Est $1,500
/*/** New Zealand Carton Containing Thousands
of Stamps, mainly in over 2,500 sorted 102 cards (about
one quarter of which is used, rest is MNH) with material to
2001, also noted 65 booklets, souvenir sheets, 12 Prestige
booklets, etc. Also includes 4 New Zealand Post collector’s
books including the 2014-1018 WWI booklets which
catalogue $300.Lots of value in this neatly arranged lot.
.................................................................................... Est $400

2001

/*/** Niue Mostly Mint Collection, 1903-1981, the mint
highlights include #s 10-13, 14-16, 18-20, 21-29, 35-40, 4144, 47, 60-69, 77-85, 94-103, 329-34, etc. Some of the few
used stamps include #s 73-75. We also noted a handful of
printing varieties on the early issues, usually accompanied by
enlarged colour reproductions. Very fine throughout.
..............................................................................Scott U$775

2002

*/** Norfolk Island Mint Collection, 1947-1998, with a
range of #s 1/663, mostly NH except for some of the early
issues which are hinged. Better sets include #s 1-12, 1318, 23-24, 26-28, 29-41, 42, 49-60, 71-82, 126-40, 184a
souvenir sheet, 256-70, 323-38, 401-16, 421, 479-90, 55061A, 587-91, etc. Overall fine to very fine, see online for some
of the pages. Also includes a book on the history of Norfolk
Island stamps.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,005
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2003

 Norway Near Complete Used Collection to 1975, with
extensive duplication for selected shades and cancels, where
even high value items are present in more than one copy.
For example, we noted two copies each of Scott #s 1 (c.v.
$165), 2 (c.v. $150) and 6 (c.v. $250) among others. Other
noteworthy items include #s 7 (c.v. $300), 41 (c.v. $400), 5961 with 2 copies of 60 (c.v. $325). The difficult 1907-1918
King Haakon set is complete in all three dies with many extra
copies (c.v. $824). The same completion level extends to all
back-of-the-book issues; thus items such as #s B1-3 (c.v.
$370 with some extras), B24 (c.v. $100) and O44-54 (c.v.
$162) are all present. A remarkable and overall very fine
collection.
.................................................................................Est $2,500

2004

*/** Papua and Papua New Guinea Mint Collection,
almost complete for mint hinged, including #s 1-13, 1830, 31-45, 46-47, 48-51, C1-13, C14-27, C28-43, C44-45,
C46-59, O1-9 (incl second shade for 6d) and O23-35. Also
includes a corner strip of 3 of #C14 (NH), a first day cover
of 48-51 (not counted), plus a page of Papua New Guinea
Officials, with #s O1-10 (mint hinged). A nice fresh collection,
overall fine to very fine, all pages scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,711

2005

*/** Penrhyn Island Mint Collection, 1902-2010, mostly
all NH and quite complete from 1917 to 1981. Better items
include mint #s 5-9, 17-24, 25-30, 31-34, 50-62, 160-72,
etc. We note some SG listed varieties on the early overprinted
issues, and other varieties, also there is some more recent
material, noting #s 223-27, 241-54, 268-86, 480-83, 48586, etc. Overall very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$550

2006

*/** Pitcairn Islands Mint Collection in a Binder to 1998,
complete from #s 1 to 462, the issues that were checked
were all NH, except for a few George VI and early QEII. All of
the better sets are present, including #s 1-8, 11-12, 13-16,
20-30, 35-37, 39-51, 415-26, etc. Also included are a few
recent sets: #s 652-68, 869, etc. Overall very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$940

2007

** Poland Mint Never Hinged Collection 1960 to about
1990, a mint never hinged collection where a few sets are
also present in lightly cancelled condition. All stamps, sets,
sheetlets and souvenir sheets are neatly displayed in mounts
on quadrille pages, not necessarily in order of issue. We did
not attempt to ascertain the level of completion but counted
140 pages, thus somewhat over 1,000 stamps. All very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2008

** Poland Extensive Mint Never Hinged Collection in 10
Volumes, 1955-1996, all neatly mounted in black mounts
on quadrille pages in Unitrade binders with slipcases. There
are over 6,700 stamps which the owner catalogued at over
$4,600. The collection includes many imperfs, sheetlets,
sheets, souvenir sheets, and every possible combination of
label and stamp configuration. A lifetime dedication to this
collector’s home country, which could be expanded using the
4 additional binders and sheets marked Poland prepared for
this. A very fine and clean collection throughout, online scans
only give a small glimpse, but should be seen in person to
better appreciate.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,600

2009

 Poland Used and CTO Collection on Minkus Pages,
1919-2002, with a few thousand stamps, most of the pages
are crammed full of complete sets, lots of topical interest,
includes some back of the book, etc., with the last few years
being more sparse. Overall fine to very fine, online photos only
show a very small sampling.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2017

/*/** Romania Mint and Used Collection to 2000 in 3
Minkus Albums, with mounts added for every stamp. The
collection is nearly complete for the period 1946 to 2000,
mostly with used stamps at the start moving to mostly mint
never hinged starting around 1990. The period prior to 1946
is about 50% complete in a mixture of mint and used. Pages
are present to 2016 but there are only a very few stamps after
2000. Some faults noted in the earlier material, otherwise
very fine. Easily worth our conservative estimate.
.................................................................................... Est $500

2018

** Ross Dependency Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1957
to 2020, complete in period, either shown as singles, or
souvenir sheets, and often both. Many of the singles have
sheet margins, and the collection also includes a #121A
(used King Edward VII Land overprint) and a #131d (mint
Victoria Land overprint). Very fine.
.............................................................................. Scott U$717

2019

 Russia Used Collection in a Binder, with a few thousand
used and CTO issues up to 1969, with a possibility of finds
in the early material. Overall fine to very fine. See our online
scans, better yet inspect in person to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2020

 Russia Collection in Two Binders, all neatly displayed on
48 filled double-sided black stock sheets, with well over 4,500
CTO or used stamps. There is a wide variety of material and
no duplication noted, condition is very fine and also includes
a stack of covers and souvenir sheets in an envelope.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2021

/* Portuguese Colonies Mint and Used Collection in a
Scott Specialty Album to 1968, with mixed mint and used
issues from 13 different Portuguese Colonies, and quite often
there is a mint and a used example of each stamp, especially
for Macao which is by far the strongest colony (c.v. $3,100).
Other colonies include Angola, Angra, Azores (c.v. $1,410),
Cape Verde, Madeira, Mozambique and Company (c.v. $540),
Nyasa, Ponta Delgada, Quelimane, St Thomas and Prince (c.v.
$780) and Zambia (c.v. $455). Overall fine or better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$7,340

/* Russia Mint and Used Collection and Accumulation
to 1995, with high level of completion in all periods and
with many stamps and souvenir sheets present both as
mint and used. The collection is on a combination of album
and homemade pages, with each page inserted in a sheet
protector sleeve, all filing 15 binders. Some low duplication
throughout. Many thousands of stamps, as mint and used
blocks of 4 or more are disseminated in the collection and
most miniature sheets are present from 1991 on. A large
number of covers and postal stationery mostly addressed to
Canada will also be found in most of the binders. Starting in
the 1970s, a number of FDCs are also present. A great basis
for completion. Some faults here and there but mainly a very
fine collection.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

2022

/*/** Russia Collection in a Small Stockbook, to
1959, with a good selection of mostly used but saw some
mint, includes imperforates, back of the book, etc. All pages
scanned online. Catalogued by owner (only items more than
30c in value) at Scott U$1,000.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,000

/*
Portuguese India Mostly Used Collection on
Specialized Album Pages, with 144 stamps in all, overall
fine or better, all pages scanned online.
..............................................................................Scott U$700

2023

/*/** Russia Extensive Mint and Used Collection to
2006 in 4 Minkus Albums, with mounts added for each
stamp. This impressive collection is very nearly complete for
periods totaling over 60 years, namely 1940-1949 is mainly in
used stamps and souvenir sheets, 1953 to 2000 in a mixture
of mint, hinged at first, then never hinged and used, and
again in 2005-2006, this time with only mint never hinged.
Many thousands of stamps here. While pages to 2016 are
present, there are no stamps after 2006. Overall fine to very
fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

2010

/*/** Poland Stock in 6 Stockbooks, 1 Binder and a
Folder, mostly all mint, but did note some used (mostly all in
one of the stockbooks). Nearly all the material is in complete
sets and ready for resale, includes lots of pairs, strips,
souvenir sheets, sheetlets, imperforates, etc. We noted C34
(NH) and many more better items. Overall fine to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$5,500

2011

/* Poland Mint and Used Collection in 4 Binders, 19451970, quite often there is a mint and a parallel used set, eg.
C40-44. Also present is mint #s 770-775. The fourth binder
contains scattered Poland issues, overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

/*/** Poland Mint and Used Collection to 2011 in 5
Hingeless Albums, with very high completion rate 1960 to
1991 with a mixture of mint never hinged and used, and
1994-2007 is almost completely mint never hinged. The
periods before 1960 and years 1992-3 show a completion
rate of about 50%, with mostly used stamps. Hingeless pages
to 2015 are provided but few stamps are present after 2007.
This collection of about 3,000 stamps form a great basis for
continued work. Overall fine to very fine, see photos online for
an idea of some of the better pages.
.................................................................................... Est $750
 Portugal Near Complete Used Collection to 1974, in
a very tightly packed stockbook. We noted Scott #s 1 (c.v.
$850), 5 (c.v. $900), 62 (c.v. $600), the long commemorative
sets of the 1920s such as Camoens 315-345, CastelloBranco 346-376, all three Independence issues and more.
The numerous souvenir sheets of the 1940s all appear to be
included: 1940 World Exhibition (594a, c.v. $110), Rowland
Hill (602a, c.v. $75), both Regional Costume issues (614a
and 682a, c.v. $375) and more. The back-of-the-book section
looks similarly complete from airmail to franchise stamps and
also includes period cinderellas. Some sections, notably the
8 pages of Cérès issues, hold numerous stamps identified for
paper and perforations as per the Afinsa catalogue. Some
apparent duplication in the early issues which could be due
to paper or perf varieties. An extensive, and very fine used
collection.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

/* Romania Collection of Early Issues on Loose Pages,
includes #s 29-31 mint, 33-35 mint, 36 used, 38-42 used,
46-47 used, 50-52 mint, 53-58 used, etc. These two pages
catalogue $1,290 alone, and there are 2 more pages of
duplicates with shades, postmarks, etc. with over $1,500 in
value. Overall fine to very fine, all pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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2024

2025

/* Russia and U.S.S.R. Mostly Used Collections, 1880s
to 1970s, consisting of thousands of stamps and some
souvenir sheets on loose album and homemade pages and in
clear stock sheets. The sheets are in no particular order, but
the predominantly hinged material seems to be fine overall.
This might be a great way to start a collection of this area. Our
photo shows an overview of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $100
/*/** Russia and Area Mint and Used Collection to
2000, on Steiner pages filling 7 albums. The major collection
is that for Russia with very high completion throughout.
Armenia, the Far Eastern Republic and Ukraine are the most
important other countries in the collection. Russia starts with
the very first issue and is almost consistently near complete
throughout with extras such as mint and used copies, perf
and imperf sets, blocks of 4, sheetlets and even a few postal
stationery items, covers and FDCs here and there. We noted
a rare misplaced Scott #237a both in a complete mint never
hinged sheet of 25 and in a block of 9, mint #s 294-301 (c.v.
$149), used 487-8 (c.v. $215), used 1325 (c.v. $300), used
C58-67 (c.v. $126). Airmails, Semi-Postals, Offices in China
and Offices in the Levant are also very advanced. While the
collection is mainly used, mint and MNH are present from the
beginning, becoming more frequent from about 1970 and
being in the majority from about 1984. In the regional issues
we noted Armenia 278a-294a (c.v. $270) and Ukraine B5-8
(c.v. $160). Parts of the collection will need re-housing due
to the condition of binders and of some pages. Also comes
with a Russia 1969 Presentation book and a small box full of
complete and part CTO sheets. Some faults noted in earlier
material, otherwise fine to very fine.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

2026

/*/** Saar Mint and Used Collection, on two black stock
cards and in a glassine, the collection appears to contain
all different issues and sets, with mint (including some NH)
and used (with many very nice postmarks). Owner’s Michel
catalogue value is 550 Euros.
.............................................................................. Michel €550

2027

** Samoa Group of Mint Never Hinged Sets and Souvenir
Sheets, all neatly displayed and described / priced on 7
black stock sheets, includes various sets and singles in the
Scott #s 1142 to 1274 range and also includes C11-14 (c.v.
$114), C14a (c.v. $115) and C15 (c.v. $115). All fresh and
very fine, with owner’s inventory list included with the online
photos.
..............................................................................Scott U$572

2028

/*/** Samoa Mint and Used Collection, 1877-1989,
with many better items including #s 9-19 (both mint and
used), 120-21, 123 used, 136-41 mint, 142-53 mint, 15455a (mint x4), 177 used, 242-47 mint, 265-74B mint, 36978C mint, 725-38 used and more. Overall fine to very fine,
see scans online for some of the better pages.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,625

2029

** Saudi Arabia Collection of 36 Different Complete Sheets
of 50, 1978 to 1995, each sheet is mint never hinged, and
most sets of 2 or more sheets are complete. Includes Scott
#s 771, 783, 867, 1121-25, 1165-66, 1176-76A, 1183-90,
1193-96, 1200-01, 1212-13 (two of each), 1218-21, 122425. All very fine and fresh, presented in a large sheet folder.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,550

2030

** Saudi Arabia Group of 14 Different Souvenir Sheets,
1979 to 1994, all mint never hinged and mostly imperforate.
A very fine and scarce group as these were produced in small
numbers and are rarely offered. All are scanned online.
..............................................................................Scott U$689
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2031

** Saudi Arabia Collection of Mint Never Hinged,1950 to
1992, consisting of about 84 sets, either as singles or many
in blocks of four. Includes a few Postage Dues and Officials. All
mint never hinged and very fine, all stamps scanned online.
..............................................................................Scott U$921

2032

/*/** Saudi Arabia Group of Early Hejaz and Jedda
Issues, all mint (singles are mostly all hinged and multiples
are mostly NH) except where noted, with Scott #s L4-7 (two
sets, mix of mint and used), L8-13 (mix of mint and used),
L24-29 (used), L32-39, L32/39 (used, missing L38), L32 (two
imperforate blocks of 12 of proof status), L35 (imperforate
specimen or proof pair, with “S” backstamp), L42-48, L42
(mint single, pair, block of 4, block of 6 and block of 8), L44
(mint blocks of 3, 5, 6 and 10), L47 (three mint blocks of 6
and a block of 5), L160-168, L169-179, LJ44-47 (two sets).
Couple of small faults, still an interesting and scarce offering,
catalogue value is for the issued stamps only, and does not
include a value for the proofs. All stamps scanned online.
..............................................................................Scott U$833

2033

/*/** Saudi Arabia Collection of Early Mint and Used,
1925-1939, all mint except where noted, with Scott #s 23,
26-29 (type I set), 39 (two pieces, each with two stamps
postmarked MEKKE in 1925), 41 (4 stamps, with different
papers, three are misperforated), 43, 46 (used on piece),
48 (used on piece), 74 (with interesting double-print of the
design, catalogued as regular stamp at $45), 75-80 (two sets,
one mint and one used), 130-131, 159/163 (10 various low
denomination singles, all tied to two ledger pages with “MINA
Mecque” 1939 postmarks), J16-J18 and O1 (used set). Also
includes a MNH block of 18 of Turkey Newspaper stamps
P127 (c.v. $36, though not included in Scott catalogue value).
A lovely and scarcely offered group, all scanned online.
..............................................................................Scott U$958

2034

/* Scandinavian Countries Accumulation in 4 Boxes,
as received, (each box measuring 9 x 12 inches), all sorted
by country, with Norway, Sweden, Finland and Denmark.
These boxes each contain hundreds of used, mint (incl. NH)
stamps, all either loose, in glassines or black stock sheets.
See photo for an idea, a large sampling by us did not revel
any very expensive stamps, but finds are possible. Viewing
recommended to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2035

/* Scandinavia and Baltic States Collection of a Few
Thousands in a Stockbook, mainly used, with mostly issues
from Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. Also present
are issues from Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, etc. Overall fine to
very fine, online scans give a small taste.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2036

/*/** Sierra Leone Stock / Collection in 11 Black Stock
Pages, 1876-1970, with 276 different issues not counting
duplication of up to about 5 of each, overall fine to very fine,
all pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2037

/*/** South Africa Mint Never Hinged Collection of
Corner Blocks, from the 1970s to the late 1980s, displayed
in two stockbooks. We noted duplication up to 9 of each for
some, as well as a small inventory of corner blocks from 3
Bantustan republics (Transkei, Venda, and Bophuthatswana).
Also included is a mostly used South Africa collection in one
binder from 1910 to 2000 with some mint souvenir sheets,
and some Postage Dues. Owner’s catalogue value for the
entire lot is $2,641. Overall very fine. See scans for a glimpse
of the content.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,641

2038

/* South America Group of Three Different Countries, all
on album pages, with Uruguay (640 mint and used stamps
to 1990, good amount of mint from 1962-72 including bird
sets 751-56, etc., c.v. $200), Peru (1,085 mint and used
from 1858 to 1987, quite often a mint and a used value of
stamps, c.v. $970) and Chile (475 mint and used from 1858
to 1993, c.v. $225). Overall fine or better,photos only show a
tiny sampling.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,395

2039

/*/** South America Countries Accumulation in 14
Boxes, as received, (each box measuring 9 x 12 inches), all
sorted by country, with Colombia, Cuba, Guatemala, Argentina,
Nicaragua, Ecuador, Brazil, Mexico, Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay,
Panama, Venezuela and Belize. These boxes contain an
average of hundreds of used, mint (incl. NH) stamps plus
sometimes souvenir sheets, etc. All either loose, in envelopes
or stock sheets. See photos for an idea, a large sampling
by us did not revel any very expensive stamps, but finds are
possible. Viewing recommended to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2040

2041

2042

2043

2044

/* South and Central America Collection in 9 Country
Albums, with most of the stamps issued from the late 1800s
to 1970. Most of the values are used, with some over $100
in value. Some of the countries with strength are Argentina
#s 1-2 used, 611-18 used, Bolivia 15-17 and 20-21 mint,
40-46 used, Brazil 1-2, 7-9, 21-28, 39, 53-60, 61-67 used
plus 466, 496-98a, 612, 985a, 995a, C53 mint, Chile 9-11,
13-14, 16-16 used, 18 mint, Colombia 8, 10, 11 mint, 16, 19
used, Nicaragua 1-2 used, 3-7, 10 mint, Peru 9-10 used, 18
mint, Uruguay 5, 37 mint, Venezuela 8 used, 69, 71, 73 mint.
There are also albums with Costa Rica, Ecuador and Panama.
Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350
/* South Australia Mostly Used Collection on 8 Scott
Specialty Album Pages, 1855 to 1912, with 150 stamps,
mostly used with some mint, some faults to be expected
and probably includes many revenue cancels (only counted
those we thought might be ok), still overall fine and all pages
scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,700
/*/** South Pacific Island Countries Accumulation in
16 Boxes, as received, (each box measuring 9 x 12 inches),
all sorted by country, with Samoa, Ryukyus, Kiribati and Fiji,
Seychelles, Solomon Islands, Penhryn, British Virgin Islands,
Norfolk Islands, Tuvalu, Falkland Islands and South Georgia,
Niue, Maldives, Christmas Island, Cook Islands and Aituki
Island, Cook Islands and Nauru. These boxes contain an
average of hundreds to thousands of used, mint (incl. NH)
stamps plus sometimes souvenir sheets, etc. All either loose,
in envelopes or stock sheets. See photos for an idea, a large
sampling by us did not revel any very expensive stamps,
but finds are possible. Viewing recommended to better
appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $400
 Sweden Used Collection, from 1855 to 1889, consisting
of 49 stamps (#s 2 to 51) all Coat of Arms, Lion and Arms
or Numeral of Value issues, neatly displayed on one Hagner
stock sheet. We noted many interesting postmarks and
shades. Further research may yield some dividends. Owner’s
older catalogue value is $1,645. Clean lot, overall fine to very
fine, all stamps scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,645
 Sweden Used Collection Filling 6½ Manila Stock Pages,
1858-1996, no duplication notes, saw many complete sets,
clean and overall fine to very fine, all pages scanned online.
..............................................................................Scott U$880

2045

/*/** Sweden Mostly Used Collection in a Davo Album,
1855-1969, with most of the value being in the used values,
including #s 2, 10-11, 24, 26-27, 194-96, 201, 248-62, B1214, B22-31, B32-36, J14-18, O1, O8-9, O11, O12-25.O41-55,
Q1-2, etc. There are also some better mint values including
202, 206, 837-41, B1-10, C1-3, O26-27, etc. Overall fine or
better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,215

2046

 Switzerland Used Collection in a Binder, with over 3,000
used stamps mounted on pages, in quantities of 1 to 50 or
more. Some better issues include #s 579 (x12, c.v. $2 each),
721 (x26, c.v. $1.75 each), 799 (x18, c.v. $1.25), 844 (x13,
c.v. $3 each), 888 (x59, c.v. $2 each), 941 (x18, c.v. $1.45
each), 1061 (x9, c.v. $1.75 each), etc. many stamps have
nice c.d.s. cancels, and most are fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2047

*/** Switzerland Mint Collection to about 1980, in three
stockbooks with extensive semi-postals and airmail stamps.
The collection is mixed hinged and never hinged to around
1940 and appears completely never hinged from 1941 on.
Most of the souvenir sheets are never hinged, we noted #s
B130-2 (c.v. $170), B206 (c.v. $275), B178 (x3, c.v. $225),
B116 and 119 (c.v. $180). We also noted a few sets such as
Disarmament Sc 210-5 (c.v. $118), C3-12 (c.v. $87), C27-31
(x2, c.v. $180) and much more. In addition to these catalogue
values, the collection also includes significant face value for
currently valid postage, starting with 2 Evangelists sets Sc
406-9 (Swiss FR. 76). A few sets are duplicated with no more
than 3 copies, while a few more are present in blocks of 4.
Very fine throughout.
.................................................................................... Est $750

2048

/* Switzerland Mint and Used Collection in a Minkus
Album, With Pages to 1970, with most of the value being in
the early used Helvetias. There are over 500 stamps present,
overall fine to very fine. See scans for some of the better
pages.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,980

2049

/*/** Switzerland Mint and Used Collection to 2000 in
4 Davo Albums, with pages to 2016. A mostly used collection
with some generally hinged mint stamps and sets. High
completion rate for the period 1900 to 1995. Faults noted on
the earlier material, otherwise mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

2050

/*/** Switzerland Collection of Mint and Used, with
many hundreds of stamps in a 16-page stockbook and two
bags - one bag of mint never hinged 1990-2001 (owner’s
face value CHF381, we note Scott #1075, the 5 franc silk
stamp, c.v. $16) and one bag of used on piece with a focus
on postmarks. The stockbook is filled with stamps on and off
paper, showing clearly the postal sector. We noted several
postal sector resources (map and sector lists) to assist with
the classification of these interesting postmarks. Clean and
nicely organized, please see the photo for an overview of the
contents.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2051

/*/** Syria Mint and Used Collection to 1924, including
Syria, issues of the Arabian Government, Alexandretta,
Alaouites and Latakia. A rare collection of this difficult area
including gems such as signed mint Scott 30 (c.v. $325),
mint 133-136 (c.v. $120), mint 166-169 (c.v. $116) and
Arabian Government used 40 (c.v. $425) and much more.
Accompanied by the book “Philatelic History of the Arab
Kingdom of Syria” by A. Kaczmarczyk. Very fine, scans only
show a portion of the collection.
.................................................................................... Est $400
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2052

2053

2054

2055

(*) Tibet Mint Collection of the 1934 ½t to 4t Lion,
consisting of 12 complete sheets with ½t yellow (Setting IVb),
2/3t blue (Setting III, private perf), 1t carmine (Setting II, Scott
#16a, accompanied by 2000 Sergio Sismondo certificate),
2t orange (Setting IIa Scott #17 with Flack certificate), 2t
brown orange (Setting IIa Scott#17 with Flack certificate), 2t
orange (Setting IIa, Scott #17a, accompanied by 2000 Sergio
Sismondo certificate) and 4t green (Setting II), ½t yellow
(Setting IVa), 2/3t blue (Setting III), 1t orange (Setting IV),
2t dull red (Setting IIa) and 4t myrtle green (Setting II), with
about 80 pages of scans identifying the distinguishing points
of each Cliché for the ½t, 2t, 2/3 and 4t values. Owner’s
catalogue value is $2,416. Scarce and great opportunity
for the specialist. All sheets are scanned for your viewing
pleasure. Ex Kershaw
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,416
/*/** Tobago Mint and Used Collection, all neatly
displayed on black stock pages, with a good range between
Scott #s 8 and 31a, sometimes with mint and used,
sometimes with one or the other, includes a few mint blocks.
We also note some wide spacing varieties on surcharged
issues. Overall fine and also includes a dozen revenue issues
not counted.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,849
/*/** Tonga Mainly Mint NH Collection to 2013, with
675 stamps and 55 souvenir sheets, all displayed on black
stock sheets. The collection is mainly mint NH but there are
a few early used including 21-22, 24, etc. Some of the better
mint include #s 1-2, 4-5, 12-13, 51, 287-CO57, 650, 102831a, 1178-79, 1190, 1192, 1225, and more. Also present is
a strong showing of the Niuafo’ou issues with #s 24-41, 6673, 129-33, 174-78, 300, etc. Overall fine to very fine, scans
only show a few of the pages.
.................................................................................... Est $300
** Tonga and Niuaf’ou Mint Never Hinged Selection, with
better singles, sets and souvenir sheets, all neatly displayed
in 11 black stock pages, in the range of Scott #s 339 to 1314,
and also includes Tonga Niuafo’ou in the range of #s 234 to
338a. All fresh and very fine, with many colourful topicals,
including birds, butterflies, turtles, etc., accompanied by
owner’s inventory list.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,220

2056

*/ Trinidad Mint and Used Collection on 9 Scott
Specialty Pages, 1851-1909, with 83 stamps, including
early imperforates (4 singles and two pairs), noting a mix of
mint and used (sometimes both) and a little duplication, also
including a page of Postage Dues. All 9 pages are scanned
online, overall fine or better.
..............................................................................Scott U$990

2057

/* Trinidad Mint and Used Collection and Stock, all
displayed in a stockbook, plus a few album pages. The collection
starts off with Trinidad issues, leading with a page of mint and
used imperforate Britannias, including some better provisional
issues (Scott 11-13), followed by several pages of perforated
Britannias, not necessarily in order, and unchecked by us as
per watermarks, perforations, shades, papers, etc. with a mix
of mint and used, and duplication of up to 8 of some. Trinidad
continues with Queen Victoria issues (to the 5sh), Postage
Dues, Officials, revenue usages, etc. We noted many better
postmarks on the used, including dated town postmarks, as
well as varieties, at least 5 SPECIMEN overprints, and more. The
collection ends with an assortment of Trinidad & Tobago issues
including in an envelope. Some sorting will be necessary, but
the knowledgeable collector or dealer should stand to profit in
some finds, as there are many valuable stamps hidden within.
A few faults in the early material (trimmed perfs, etc.), still
overall fine or better. We scanned all the Trinidad pages online,
ask to see more if needed.
.................................................................................Est $1,500
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2058

*/ Turkey Mint and Used Collection and Accumulation,
Plus Advanced Though Unfinished Study of Ottoman Empire
and Turkey Stamps 1865 to 1925, with hundreds of stamps
in two binders with maps, covers and postal stationery. The
collector has noted flaws and has collected shades and
perforation varieties. We noted Scott #s 66 used (c.v. $150),
77 used (c.v. $150), 86 (c.v. $150) and 246 (c.v. $100). More
finds are possible as many stamps have not been described
nor placed in the collection. Inspection is recommended, see
our scans for a small sample only.
.................................................................................... Est $750

2059

/* Turkey Mint and Used Collection on Old Yvert Album
Pages, 1862-1948, with 390 stamps, with over half of the
value being in the first 4 pages, followed by a good showing
to the end. See online for a small sample of this collection,
overall fine or better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,205

2060

/*/** Turkey Mint and Used Collection and Accumulation
to 1932, in a large stockbook, with well developed Turkey
in Asia and with added Postal Tax and definitive stamps on
stock pages. An extensive collection of the difficult Ottoman
and Turkey in Asia issues, all neatly organised. We noted Scott
245-6 used, (c.v. $125); Turkey in Asia #s 24, 26 and 41 (total
c.v. $410) among many other stamps and sets. Duplication
only happens occasionally and is generally limited to 2 or 3
copies. Fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

2061

/*/** Turkey Mint and Used Collection 1933 to 1969,
and other items, such as 4 Ottoman era covers and cards,
Istambul and Baghdad local posts issues and 3 large blocks
of fiscal stamps. Very nearly complete 1948 to 1969 with
some duplication, much never hinged from 1953 on. Fine to
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2062

/*/** Turkey Advanced Mint and Used Collection to
1983, in five albums with unusually high completion of the
Ottoman and early Republic periods, including Turkey in Asia
and back-of-the-book issues, and also of all those issues with
multiple overprints. Issues to 1932 are a mixture of mint and
used and are presented on beautiful hingeless pages with all
stamps identified by both Scott and Isfila numbers. Stamps
from 1932 to 1943 are in mounts on KaBe pages. Issues
1943 to 1983 are very near complete, mostly mint hinged and
are presented in a Scott album. A very high number of notable
items could be listed here, but let us just mention used Scott
P12b x2 (c.v. $1,000 each), used P11b (c.v. $450), used P258 ( $800), mint P37-42 (c.v. $525), mint 73 (c.v. $300), mint
P49-60 (c.v. $350), mint B54-68 (c.v. $432). Also the rare
1923 Izmir Economics Congress noted in Scott below Turkey
in Asia #103, listed in Michel as MiNr 793-8 (c.v. 400€) and
much more. Also includes a like-new Davo Turkey album with
pages up to 1950. Overall fine to very fine, our many online
scans should give a good impression on this great collection.
.................................................................................Est $3,000

2063

** Turks & Caicos Stock of MNH Souvenir Sheets and
Complete Booklets, all in dealer stock cards, priced and
numbered by Scott 2020, mostly with only one of each, but
there is duplication of between 2 and 8 of some. Very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$529

2064

/* Turks Islands Collection on Scott Pages, with 27
mixed mint and used stamps in all, a few have 2 examples,
overall fine or better. All scanned online.
..............................................................................Scott U$655

2065

** Tuvalu Retired Dearler’s Stock of Mint Never Hinged
Stamps and Sheetlets From the 1970s and 1980s, all
displayed on Vario-style pages in a thick binder. We added up
the retail prices posted by the dealer and came to a total of
$3,200. However, these prices are based on older catalogue
value. We estimate current catalogue value to be in the $800
to $1,000 range. Very fine, scans only give a small sampling.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2066

** United Nations Mint Never Hinged Collection in Two
Thick Binders, 1980 to 2018, all neatly mounted in black
mounts on White Ace pages, with the recent material (20032017) in envelopes, booklets, etc. The first binder has 1980
to 1989 issues, including all of the Flag sheets, while the
second has 1990 to 1997 material for all 3 offices and
includes many mini-sheets. The loose material is on sheets
in envelopes, with good value (c.v. $1,150) and includes
Endangered Species (2003-2015), 2010 Oceans, 2007
Space Age, 2011 Forests, 2017 World Environment. Also
there are 18 Prestige booklets including 2010 Oceans and
2018 United Kingdom ($235).
.................................................................................... Est $250

2067

** United Nations Mint Never Hinged Collection in a Scott
Minuteman Album with Slipcase, 1951-1996, with all the
stamps mounted in black mounts. We note offices in New York
complete 1951 to 1996 (includes the 1955 souvenir sheet,
all the flags, a 1995 50th Anniversary booklet, etc.). Offices
in Geneva Switzerland is complete 1969 to 1996. Offices in
Vienna Austria is complete from 1977 to 1996, and the back
of the book section includes all of the Air Mail stamps to 1977
as well as 40 different Flag sheets of 16. All fresh and very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2068

2069

2070

/*/** United Nations Mint and Used Collection and
Accumulation to 2001, with lots of extras such as new
issue cards, plate blocks, postal stationery, all in 23 binders
covering New York, Geneva and Vienna issues. A group of
9 binders hold a collection on White Ace pages with facing
pages holding mint and used copies, close to complete to
1988 and decreasing from that point. An album holds plate
blocks on Stanley Gibbons pages to about 1969 and is also
close to complete. Another group of 6 albums hold a collection
of new issue cards to about 1988 together with the illustrated
stamps. The other eight albums hold postal stationary, some
FDCs and other covers, unsorted or unmounted duplicates
and more. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500
*/** United Nations Mint Never Hinged Collection to 2016
in 5 Davo Albums, w with added mounts for each stamp.
From a large sample, we only found the first New York set to
be hinged. The collection is very near complete to about 1996
with only a few stamps and the first 8 flag sheets missing.
It starts again in 2012 to 2016, again very near complete,
including 8 of the so-called “Personalized” sheets. A very fine
collection with very high face value.
.................................................................................... Est $500
** United States Plate Block Collection 1934 to 1988,
with about 1,800 plate blocks with 4 to 20 stamps, plus a
few complete sheets of 50. Also included in the count are
blocks with other margin inscriptions such as Mr Zip and
various slogans and a few booklet panes with slogans. Many
stamps are represented by more than one block either for
different position or number or for number and slogans. The
collection comes in 7 binders and includes most of the high
value definitives of the period, up to $5. A few used blocks
have not been counted. All the blocks we checked were mnh.
Very fine overall.
.................................................................................... Est $400

2071

** United States Group of 10 Mint Complete Booklets
1981 to 1999, between #s BK104 and BK279. Includes
two BK148 and one BK149 each with three $10.75 stamps
and one extra copy of Scott #1909. Total face is US$144.
Very fine. Face value is US$144.
..............................................................................Scott U$304

2072

** United States Mint Never Hinged Collection in 2 LikeNew Scott Specialized Albums with Slipcases to 2000, a
very neat and clean collection with stamps starting to appear
at #343 with singles, part sets and complete sets here and
there up to about the mid-1930s, where the collection starts
to be very well populated to the end, only missing a handful
of items, such as the recalled Legends of the West sheet, the
better Bugs Bunny sheet and other less-expensive items here
and there. We noted complete sets, souvenir sheets, coil pairs
and singles, se-tenant multiples, sheetlets, etc. Back of the
book is not as strong except perhaps for some modern airmail
and official issues. We catalogued up to the mid-1930s only,
which came to under $2,000, and we assume a very high
face value for the rest. Very fine and fresh throughout, our
online photos only show a very small glimpse, try to view this
one in person to better appreciate it.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

2073

 United States Used Accumulation on Two Double-Sided
Stock Pages, 1850s to 1933, noted better items such as #s
119, 162, 165, 166, 190, 208, 218, 229, E10, etc. Includes
stamps with fancy cancels, duplex cancels and more. Mixed
condition, with some having shorter perfs, some duplication
and many which are only fine centered, still a useful group.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,882

2074

 United States Used Stock in Two Stockbooks, starting
with #11 and going to the 1930s, with up to 10 examples
of each, includes Airmails, Dues, Special Delivery, F1-FA1, Q
stamps to the 25c, JQs, etc. Some faulty were not counted in
the catalogue value, counted by owner with a 2021 Scott. See
pictures for a sampling.
.......................................................................... Scott U$9,000

2075

 United States Used Collection in Two Albums and Three
Stockbooks, the album pages are Canadian Wholesale
Supply and go to 2002 and we note the used stamps ranging
from the 1920s to 2002, with a level of completeness of
about 50% from 1920s to 1990, then about 30-40%. The
three stockbooks contain hundreds of used stamps with
duplication but a good range of issues. Lastly there are about
150 #8 size commercial covers to the same addressee in
Canada, 1981 to 2002. A clean and fine to very fine collection.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2076

*/** United States Impressive Mint Collection in 6 LikeNew Scott Specialty Albums with Slipcases, stamps range
from Scott #497 to the year 2003. The owner counted
14,750 different stamps, all mounted in clear mounts and
mostly never hinged except for a few. The collection includes
a wide variety of extra material including an important
quantity of souvenir sheets, booklets, sheetlets, coil pairs,
and all possible combinations for stamps with printed tabs
/ se-tenant formats. The owner also counted a face value
of over US$3,750 (C$5,400), not counting Officials and
Postage Dues. A very detailed collection with a high level of
completion, which certainly merits to be seen in person to
better appreciate it, despite our many representative scans.
Although the stamps only start at #49, we noted many better
items including # 630 International Exhibition souvenir
sheet, C1-3, C18 plus others. The albums alone would be
very expensive to purchase new, and these are in pristine
condition and includes 6 packages of blank extra pages. Very
fine and fresh throughout.
.................................................................................Est $2,000
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2077

/*/** United States Stock of Mostly Used Stamps
from late 1800s to early 1990s, consisting of thousands of
stamps in 102 cards identified by catalogue number and price
housed in two large red boxes, as well as some in glassines
and envelopes. A cursory check revealed that material is
mostly priced under $1, with some exceptions, however
further inspection may reveal some finds. Also included are
over 80 first day covers mostly in sleeves, from the late 1960s
to early 1970s, as well as about 50 commercially used covers
and postcards. Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2078

*/** United States Mint Collection on 4 Black Stock
Pages, 1869-1946, all catalogued as mint hinged except
#386 which is very fine never hinged and catalogued as
such. Balance does contain some never hinged stamps but
not catalogued as such. Note some better issues including #
113 (hinge remnants) and 209 (part original gum), nine 1917
Christmas seals and a C3 with the “Fast Jenny” variety (hinge
remnant). Some minor duplication, condition varied from very
good to very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,781

2079

/*/** United States Collection of Precancels and
Perfins, 1920s to 1980s, in 3 stockbooks, 17 black stock
pages and a number of home-made pages. There are many
hundreds of city and town precancels and private perfins
here, with duplication of some. We note one stockbook also
contains worldwide private perfins including a number from
Canada (CBC, Sun Life, CNR and OHMS). Also included is a
binder and a Victory album with mostly used US stamps from
the 1960s and 70s. Our photos provide a glimpse only.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2080

/* United States Old Time Mint and Used Collection on
75 Album Pages, 1850s to 1930s, a very well populated
collection which includes singles, sets, blocks, a few plate
blocks, as well as 20 pages of good back of the book, The
owner catalogued (a while back) the following pages from
our scans Page 1 (c.v. $97), black card (c.v. $2,191), Page
2 (c.v. $4,527), Page 3 (c.v. $2,030), Page 4 (c.v. $186) and
estimates the rest of the collection to be over $1,000, for a
total c.v. of over $10,000. Some have faults, else overall fine
or better. Also comes with a stockbook full of hundreds of
used from about the 1950s to the 1980s. See photos for a
glimpse into this interesting collection.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2081

/** United States Mint and Used Collection to 2016
in 5 Davo Albums, with added mounts for each stamp. The
collection shows strength with about 90% completion starting
in 1931 and up to 1997 with about 20% used and the mint
being never hinged from about 1945. Then, from 1998 to
2016, the collection is virtually complete in mint never hinged
stamps. We calculated face value of stamps 20 cents and
more to be US$1,793 (includes many forever stamps). Faults
noted in some earlier material, otherwise very fine.
..............................................................................Face $1,793

2082

(*)/** United States Group of Early Mint Issues, with Scott
#s 73 (regummed), 184 (regummed), and the rest are never
hinged, with 299, 330, 490, 492-97 (all coils in pair except
2c is in a strip of 3) and C18. Overall fine to very fine (C18 is
extremely fine).
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,199

2083

/* United States Large accumulation of Mostly Used
Stamps in Two Cartons, starting with an inventory of many
thousand stamps (some mint), sorted by catalogue number
in hundreds of 102 cards or envelopes (mostly ranging from
#65 to #4020), also with some back of the book, a good
selection of precancelled stamps and a new U.S. Bureau
Precancel album (empty), about 300 covers from the 1940s
(a mixed condition family correspondence from the 1940s),
as well as odds and ends such as annual, thematic and
commemorative collections, catalogues and literature.
Also included are 2 small FDC collections on History of
Communication in Europe and European Landmarks. Clean
lot as received, further inspection may reveal some finds, we
highly recommend viewing this one.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2084

/*/** United States Mint Collection, from 1910s to
1960s, displayed in two Lindner hingeless albums. The
collection is sparsely populated up to the 1920s then
presence is noticeably stronger from the late 1930s onwards
to the end. We noted many plate blocks from the 1960s and
a few coil issues. Also included are two small worldwide old
time albums, partially filled, as well as odds and ends such as
dealer packets, a selection of worldwide stamps in glassines
(including many Expo 67 issues), bundleware, and on an off
paper. Clean lot offered as received. Further inspection may
yield some finds.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2085

/*/** United States Internal Revenue Special Tax
Stamps, 1873 to 1885, consisting of a group of bundles
of large-format engraved documents used for the licensing
of various products or services: Distilled Spirits, Wholesale
Liquor Dealer, Peddler 3rd Class, Malt Liquor, Rectifier of
Distilled Spirits, Brewer of Less Than 500 Bottles Per Year,
Manufacturer of Cigars, Retail Liquor Dealer, Retail Dealer
in Malt Liquors, Dealer in Manufactured Tobacco, Dealer in
Leaf Tobacco, Peddler 2nd Class and Dealer in Leaf Tobacco
of Less Than 25,000 lbs. First we have seen of these which
are bound to have an interesting history; an opportunity to
expand a current revenue collection or to start collecting
these beautifully engraved government documents. Also
includes a part roll of Scott #TD107 test stamp coil with
130 stamps (c.v. $1 each) present including 6 line pairs (c.v.
$12.50 each). Our photos provide only an overview. Best
viewed to appreciate the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2086

/*/** United States Specialized Collection of the 19381954 Prexie Issues, all neatly presented “exhibit style” on
27 pages, starting our with material used to present the
printing methods and plate layouts, then the issue itself,
then coils and booklets, precancels, perfins, and the last part
deals with usages, with 33 covers or cards. There are also 4
stock pages full of extra material (plate blocks, used material,
booklet panes, etc.), either waiting to be mounted-in, or that
hasn’t made it in. A strong start to what could become an
award winning exhibit or extensive collection.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Note:
All Scott Catalogue values are in US
Dollars. We have not converted into
equivalent Canadian dollar values.
Please bid accordingly.
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2087

2088

2089

2090

/*/** United States Mint and Used Collection in 2
Lighthouse Hingeless Albums and a Stockbook, 1870s
to 1980, we note a decent presence of mostly used from
the 1880s to 1909, the 1893 Columbians are complete to
the 10c (mint and used), Trans-Mississippi used to the 8c,
complete used Pan-American set, and mostly mint stamps
resume in 1919, with a mix of complete and incomplete
sets to the 1930s. The 1938-54 set is complete mint, with
the 5 high values being used. Appears about 98% complete
mint never hinged from 1938 to 1980, missing only a few
inexpensive sets / issues. Back of the book includes many
Airmails, parcel delivery and Special Delivery issues. Also
includes a Lighthouse 32-page stockbook well filled with mint
and used material, including 3 pages of mint plate blocks and
a few NH year sets from the 1980s. A nice clean collection in
two expensive albums, see our online photos for just a few of
the better pages we encountered.
.................................................................................... Est $500
/*/** United States Collection of Mint and Used,
1870s to 1980s, consisting of thousands of stamps in two
“Scott’s American” albums (sparsely filled and the albums
themselves in rough shape: loose pages, broken spine, etc.
but the contents are unaffected), one U.S. Congress Stamp
Album (1870 to 1984) that is sparsely filled, a thick binder
with home made pages (Steiner-style) 1984 to 2005 about
25% full of mostly used stamps (but we also saw some more
recent with face value of at least $50), a 32-page Lighthouse
stockbook with mostly 1950s and 1960s mint issues (some
NH) and a shoebox filled with mostly used off paper. We
saw a few part sets of better issues: two mint hinged sets
of Columbian Exposition both to the 10c (one 8c is torn)
and a mint hinged set of the Washington Bicentennial. We
noted a group of small-format binders with many hundreds of
precancels, largely organized by stamp issue, plus a package
of interesting and beautiful “Educards” with larger-thanlife reprints of many early proofs. Also includes a group of
Christmas seals and other cinderellas, including a part sheet
of more than sixty 1936 Green Bay Health Seal stamps. This
would serve as a good beginning to a new collecting area or
as stock for a reseller. Our online photos provide an overview
and a few samples of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $250
/*/** United States Collection of Mint and Used, best
is an old Scott album containing better than usual material,
especially in the early period, including two used Black
Jacks, used 68a, 78a, mint and used Columbians to the 30c
(missing 15c), used Trans-Mississippi to the 8c, complete Pan
American mint set, lots of various Washington / Franklins,
and so on up to 1951. Also includes an old time home made
stockbook with duplicated used issues of the same period,
with precancels, perfins, postmarks and more. Lastly there
are number of stock pages with various mint and used, some
mint blocks and souvenir items. See photos for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $200
/* United States Selection of Early Mint and Used
Material, with Scott #s 1 (unused no gum), 1 (proof on card
with crease), group of 6 early used perforated Washingtons,
68 (x2 used), 73 (used), two used 3c rose Washingtons with
grills, used 112-116, used 118, 230-245 (complete mint set,
with extra 8c and 30c, c.v. $10.721), 285-293 (complete
mint set, c.v. $4,543), 294, 295, 301, 323, 325, 327, 328
(all mint) and mint never hinged Hunting permit stamps,
including 1985, 1987 (x6, plus one signed), 1988, 1989 (x2).
Most of the mint stamps are hinged, but some may not have
gum or may have glazing or disturbances, still many are fine or
better. Also includes a few more not listed, all stamps pictured
online.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

2091

United States Collection of 52 Commemorative Engravings
by the Federal Bureau of Engraving and Printing, as
received by owner, with a little duplication of some. These
were printed depicting various US stamps for shows such
as National Postal Forum 1972, Olympia Philatelie Munchen
1972, Exposition Philatelique Internationale Bruxelles 1972,
Exphilima 71, Ibra 73, International Airmail Exhibition 1973,
Polska 83, Stamp Expo 73 North, and many more. All are in
very fine condition, see pictures online for an example of just
a few of these lovely items.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2092

/*/** United States and United Nations Accumulation,
the United States with thousands of mostly used in boxes,
either loose or in 102 cards, etc. noting a box of back of the
book, and a smaller box containing only Postage Dues, box of
Philippines, envelope of precancelled, etc. The United Nations
has over 100 NH souvenir sheets (high duplication) plus an
assortment of part sheets, and odds and ends including first
day of issue cards. Overall fine, viewing recommended.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2093

*/** Vatican City Mint Collection in 3 Davos Hingeless
Albums, owner counted 1,141 different stamps, the early are
mostly lightly hinged and the later all never hinged. Close to
complete from 1938 to 1990, with many stamps before and
after. The catalogue value quoted does not include stamps
from the Roman States #s 1-9, 12-15 and 19-25 which were
once catalogued at Michel 2,683 Euros, but we cannot attest
to that. Overall fine or better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,759

2094

*/** Vatican City Mostly Mint Never Hinged Collection in
3 Davo Hingeless Albums to 2003, owner counted 1,775
different stamps and souvenir sheets, almost all are mint
never hinged (some hinged items before about 1950) and
we saw some items in both mint and CTO condition. The
collection is quite complete, missing some in 1995-96 and
near the end, and we note many newer items presented with
their tabs and/or in mini-sheet format. Also includes some
Roman States (not included in the c.v.) and two packs of blank
Davo pages. A very fine and clean collection throughout.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,900

2095

/*/** Vatican City Mint and Used Collection in a
Lighthouse Album, which is over 80% complete to 1988.
There are many better early issues, such as mint #s 1-13,
E1-2, 41-46, 55-60, 61-67, 149-53, 155a souvenir sheet
with hinge remnant on surface, 169-72, B1-4, etc. The used
include #s 29-31, 173, C21, C22-23, E11-12, etc., while 4754 is a mix of mint and used. The catalogue value given is
for up to 1955 only. Overall fine to very fine, the album is
functional but the posts are broken.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,250

2096

/*/** Vatican City Near Complete Mint Collection to
2015 in 3 Lighthouse Hingeless Albums, including back-ofthe-book items. Stamps from 1960 on appear never hinged.
This advanced collection is complete with mint stamps from
1934 to 1947, and again with mint never hinged stamps
from 1949 to 1995, then about 90% complete from 1995
to 2015. We noted mint lightly hinged sets Scott #s 19-34
(c.v. $153), 41-46 (c.v. $176), 47-54 (c.v. $102) and C22-23
(c.v. $140). We only saw fewer than 10 used stamps in the
whole collection. Light toning on some low value stamps of
the 1950s and early 1960s, otherwise very fine throughout.
.................................................................................... Est $500

2097

/* Victoria Mostly Used Collection on 4 Black Stock
Pages, wit 129 stamps, mostly used but saw some mint,
overall fine and all scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,305

259

2098

** Worldwide Collection of Unlisted Imperforate Issues,
Die Proofs, Trial Colour Proofs and More, includes Liberia
333-37, C68-69 in imperforate blocks, plus 557-62, 568
and 577-82 in imperforate singles, as well as 549-554 in
individual imperforate souvenir sheets, and C187 imperforate
souvenir sheet. Also Paraguay 565-68 and C269-71 in
imperforate pairs plus colour samples of #s 625, C207 and
C212. Senegal has imperforate pairs of Airmails C27 and C30
(3 of each). Also Mali imperforate pairs of C1-C4 and large die
proofs of C2-C4. Lastly there are colour separation sets of 6
or 7 for Sierra Leone #s 463-66, 470 and 476, all in imperf.
pairs plus imperf. gutter pairs for #s 465 and 473, as well as
colour separation pairs of #s 463 and 473 in gutter pairs,
with one of each. Most, if not all are from Bileski, and are all
very fine mint never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2099

** Worldwide Christmas Thematic Collection in a Deluxe
Lindner Special Album, titled “Weihnachts Briefmarken”
and containing about 60 pages of worldwide Christmas
stamp sets, souvenir sheets, stationery, etc. Very fine, see
photos for a small idea.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2100

** Worldwide Collection of Recent Mint Issues in Three
Binders, all neatly displayed in black stock sheets and
on pages, with most of the material appearing to be from
about 2004 to 2018. Many countries are represented
(alphabetically), and some have a strong showing, including
Austria, Bhutan, India, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Monaco,
Philippines, Romania, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Uzbekistan, etc.
All mint never hinged, fresh and very fine, see pictures for a
good representation of the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2101

** Worldwide Small Box with over 700 Glassines of Mostly
Mint Never Hinged Sets and Singles, from a good range
of different countries, we did not see any CTO or “junky”
material, just good quality. See our photo for an overview.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2102

 Worldwide Dealer Stock of Used Stamps in 10 Red
Boxes, all stamps are in 102 cards, identified by catalogue
number as well as asking price. There is a great variety of
countries represented with strength in Germany, Austria,
Belgium, G.B., and France. A cursory look revealed that
material is priced between 15c and $10 per stamps or set,
with most under $1. Nevertheless, further inspection may
reveal some finds. Overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2103

 Worldwide Large Shoebox Full of Used Bundles,
described by owner (who did all the work) as each bundle
ranging in size from 10 stamps to 50, with an average of 22
stamps per bundle. Total number of stamps is over 35,190,
and at $100 this would make each stamp worth $0.003.
We did not look inside the box, but the top layer appears to
contain many Canadian stamps, as well as large stamps from
Bhutan, Hungary, and who knows what else?
.................................................................................... Est $100

2104

 Worldwide Box of Off-Paper Mostly Used Stamps, with
many thousands of stamps, weighing 2.5 kg (incl. zip-lock
bags but not box) from worldwide (large bag) and medium
to small bags of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Japan, Germany,
Romania, Hungary, Cuba and Great Britain. Also includes a
small envelope of CTO souvenir sheets.
.................................................................................... Est $100

260

2105

/*/** Worldwide Collector’s Duplicates Sorted by
Country and Period, filing a carton. Tens of thousands of
stamps, a majority of which are used, though some countries
are mainly mint. Duplication to be expected. Countries with
larger quantities are Great Britain, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland
and United States, though most countries are represented.
Faults noted but overall fine to very fine scans show a
selection we have found during a quick peek.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2106

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in 16 Albums
to the early 2000s. A mint and used collection on blank pages
mostly concentrated in the period 1920 to 1990 with some
later issues, including more recent annual collections from
various countries. Apart from the expected single stamps,
the collector also included extras, such as mint or used pairs,
blocks and strips, perfins, precancels, interesting cancels,
some fiscals, as well as a few FDCs and commercial covers.
Too many thousands of stamps for us to count or to describe
in detail, but we still noted a selection of 70 stamps from
the 1946 Belgium -10% handstamped issues, Ivory Coast
mint never hinged first butterflies Sc 446A-D (c.v. $280),
apparently complete mint hinged 1937 King George VI and
1952 Elizabeth II Coronation omnibus issues. Canada, France
and China are being sold separately. Faults noted, mostly on
older items, otherwise fine to very fine.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

2107

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Accumulation in 9
Stockbooks, featuring Sweden and Austria but also including
Romania thematic issues of the 1960s, early Israel used,
Canada, British Commonwealth and more. We noted 17 mint
Sweden booklets and more. Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2108

/*/**
Worldwide Remainder Group with British
Commonwealth, Germany, Peru and Ecuador Material, on
Hagner sheets and in envelopes. We noted Falkland Islands
- the three mint never hinged flower sets Scott #s 166-179,
197-209 and 210-222 (c.v. $156) and 6 copies of Sc 91 (4
hinged, 2 mnh, c.v. $180), rarely seen Greenland Sc 10-18
(hinged, c.v. $166), Turks and Caicos Sc 105-117 (mnh, c.v.
$97), Germany Zeppelin letter carried on the 1936 Olympics
flight with complete Olympics set B82-9 (c.v. 225â‚¬ in old
2001 Sieger catalogue) and mnh pairs of 1sh and 2sh6d, the
1897 Prince of Wales Hospital Fund cinderellas together with
original envelope. In addition, the lot includes small old time
Peru and Ecuador collections and accumulations. The scans
only show a part of the Peru and Ecuador stock. Overall fine
to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200



Thousands of scans can
be found online at
StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com

2109

/*/**
Worldwide Mint and Used Collection and
Accumulation in 183 Binders, with tens of thousands
of stamps on a variety of album and homemade pages
and in manilla sheets. Includes a large USA collection and
accumulation to the 2000s with mint and used blocks, mint
booklets and panes and more. We also noted larger collections
of France, Japan, Germany, Poland and Czechoslovakia but no
Canada. Note that the Russia and United Nations collections
are being sold separately. Alongside the stamps, the collector
has added numerous mint and used blocks and strips and
sometimes duplicates, as well as commercial covers and
FDCs. The alphabetical organization of this collection is
based on an idiosyncratic and not always accurate system
based on French language country names. Our estimate is
only based on the stamps we could see on the album pages
and manilla sheets; however at least as many more stamps
are enclosed in various types of envelopes in each album and
we did not open the envelopes to examine their contents.
The collection is housed in two IKEA Billy bookshelves which
can be available free of charge to the buyer if they so wish.
Quality varies as is common with collections this large, and
we did not see anything of significant value, still a wide variety
of countries represented with loads of material. We noted a
slight tobacco smell emanating from the binders themselves.
.................................................................................Est $6,500

2110

/*/** Worldwide Group of Various Country Collections,
with a mint collection of Spain with 1950-78 sets in a Davo
album and on loose pages (c.v. $600), a St. Vincent grouping
in a stockbook has 9 different used values, all heavily
duplicated e.g. #123 (x35, c.v. $7.25 each), 128 (x38, c.v.
$20 each), etc. India, with Convention and Feudatory States
fills 2 stockbooks and has a good run of mint issues from
1961 to 1971, with a total catalogue value of over $2,000.
Lastly there are 3 small stockbooks with used Iran issues,
which if genuine would catalogue $20,000, but have a Scott
warning that “probably most, if not all are forgeries”. Overall
fine or better, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................... Est $350

2111

/* Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in a Old Time
Yvert Album, published circa 1925. The best country is
Canada with used 70-73, 80-83, 89-95 and mint 56, 99103, etc. Barbados features used 63, 130, 146-47, and mint
140, while Italy has 83-85 used and 120 mint. Some other
highlights include Austria B50-56, Belgium 129-34, BosniaHerzegovina 30-45, etc. Overall fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2112

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in 4 Citation
Albums, to about 1990. Though the collection is heavily
remaindered, it still includes many thousands of stamps
and little surprises here and there, such as partial mint
never hinged mint annual collections or sets from a variety
of countries. Countries with larger number of stamps include
PR China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Hungary, Liberia,
Mongolia, Poland and Romania. We noted partial adhesion
of some mint stamps to the pages due to poor storage
conditions. Our low estimate takes into account the album
condition. Faults noted, else generally fine or better.
..............................................................................Scott U$500

2113

/*/** Worldwide Massive Dealer’s Stock Featuring
British Commonwealth and Selected European Countries,
all displayed on thousands of Vario-style sheets inserted in
clear sheet holders filling five heavy boxes. This stock had
been made accessible to customers in 35 Tarifold displays in
the retired dealer’s shop. While some sheet holders are dusty,
the Vario sheets and the stamps inside have all been well
protected. The stock is mainly comprised of mint never hinged
new issues of the 1960s to the 1990s with occasional earlier
items and a few as recent as 2001. The stocks includes many
souvenir sheets, sheetlets and booklets. Some of the earlier
material is mint hinged and we saw only a very few used items.
Most items are priced in the range of $5 to $30 with some
under $1 with only a few items over $100. There is extensive
duplication of the new issues material but generally not
exceeding eight copies. Among the Commonwealth countries,
we noted large stocks of Bahamas, Bermuda, Isle of Man,
Jersey, Papua New Guinea and St Vincent among others.
Well represented European countries include Austria, France,
Norway, Russia and Romania. The dealer’s identification and
pricing label of each item have stayed in place. We noted the
listed prices were based on older catalogue values, and for
some items the listed prices largely exceed current catalogue
values. From a large sample we estimated total listed prices
to be about $90,000 which could be about one and a half
times the current catalogue value. A diversified and clean lot
that will appeal to dealers and resellers as there are loads
of topicals and other useful material. Very fine and fresh
throughout.
.............................................................................. Est $10,000

2114

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in 12 Scott
International Albums to 1975, with strength in the 1840
to 1950 period. The earlier albums are the ones holding the
most stamps as well as the most value. The early pages for
the USA, Brazil, Belgium, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Japan,
Mexico, Peru, Russia and Switzerland all hold interesting
stamps that will fill a lot of holes in just about any collection.
The many thousands of stamps in this collection make it
difficult to identify all items of interest here; nevertheless, we
should mention Italy Scott #s 115-8 mint hinged (c.v. $420)
and Japan #479 in both mint hinged and used conditions
(c.v. $205). The volumes for the period 1941 to 1968 hold
fewer stamps than those for the preceding period, however,
countries such as Brazil, Chile, Greece, Haiti, Italy, Japan,
Portugal and specially Russia are very strong. The volumes for
1969 to 1975 mainly hold mint never hinged issues for Japan
and the Netherlands as well as miscellaneous used items.
Binders and pages of the last three albums are in very good
condition. Faults on some earlier material, otherwise fine to
very fine.
.................................................................................Est $4,000

2115

/*/** Worldwide Old Time Mint and Used Collection
in 4 Master Global Albums to 1971, thousands and
thousands of stamps need to be salvaged from these derelict
albums. Whether from Germany, Brazil, China, Romania or
Czechoslovakia, or any of the other major countries, page
after page are crowded with stamps, with many of the mint
stamps in mounts. With so many stamps, multiple homemade
extra pages were needed to be added to the Minkus pages.
Our many scans try to show a sample of these pages. We
only glanced at some pages but are confident any worldwide
collector will find numerous items to fill holes in his/her
collection. Quality varies but still overall fine or better.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

261

2116

/*/** Worldwide Material in a Box, with Germany
MNH book of Europa 1959-1984 Flowers and 1974-83 plus
1969 U.P.S. Conference (these items catalogue over $200).
Also Switzerland PAX issue, complete set of airmail issues,
U.N. Agency overprints in complete sets and Semi-Postals.
Lebanon and Syria with complete sets in 5 folders plus stock
and worldwide in 5 small stockbooks plus a tin of US on-paper
and a nice large illuminated magnifying glass.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2117

/*/** Worldwide Collections and Stock of Mint and
Used, from the late 1800s to early 1990s, consisting of
thousands of stamps in envelopes, glassines as well as many
others housed in 11 volumes and loose pages, from a variety
of countries including United Nations (102 cards in 4 counter
books), Israel, Germany, Belgium, G.B., and Czechoslovakia
(one old Kabe album from 1945 to 1965, and one stockbook).
Also included is over 40 worldwide first day covers from the
1980 Olympics, housed in a commemorative box, 13 empty
cigarette packs with duty paid Canadian revenue stamps, and
two small souvenir folders from China (1993-94). Overall fine
or better.
.................................................................................... Est $400

2118

2119

2120

2121

262

/* Worldwide Consignment remainder of Mint and Used,
from Early 1900s to 1980s, with many from a variety of
countries, displayed in a partially filled Minkus album and
loose manilla pages. We noted a group of full sheets from
Spain (1960 bullfighter issues), a small commemorative
album for the 1981 Royal wedding with a handful of stamps
etc. Clean lot overall fine to very fine. See photos for a glimpse
of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $100
/* Worldwide Mint and Used in a Heavy and Large Yvert
& Tellier Album With Pages to 1910, there are stamps
from a few hundred areas, with strength in European issues,
especially France with used #s 12-20, 22-28, 37, 3842, etc.
Great Britain has used 1, 26-27, 98-104, 107, 111-22, 12526, 136-38, etc. Italy has mint #s 20 and used 24-39, 5456, 64-75, Q3-5, etc. Other countries with better early issues
include Austria, Baden, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, USA,
and more. Overall fine, with faults to be expected.
.................................................................................... Est $350
/*/** Worldwide Group of Country Collections, all on
various album pages, with Spanish Colonies (55 mainly mint
stamps, cat. $95), Russian Offices in Turkey / Levant (19101920 mostly, 60 mint stamps, c.v. $155), Austrian Offices
in Turkey / Crete (60 mostly used stamps, c.v. $360), G.B.
Offices in Morocco (all 145 stamps are mint hinged, includes
better such as #s 83-88, 93-94, 246-62, 525-26, 576-78, c.v.
$405), Cook Islands (230 stamps, 6 mini or souvenir sheets,
issues to 1982, c.v. $290) and Bechuanaland (70 mint and
used stamps, includes mint 6, 69-71, 180-88, used 120,
c.v. $215). Overall fine to very fine, scans only show a small
portion.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,520
/*/** Worldwide Mostly Used Collection Featuring
Russia and Poland, 1889 to 1970s, in three stockbooks
with many hundreds of stamps, including some multiples
and se-tenant issues and complete sets on the many jampacked pages. Also includes some Austria and a few South
and Central American countries. Overall condition is fine or
better. The online photos provide a sample of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2122

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Country Collections
from a Dealer Stock, 1890s to mid 1980s, consisting of
thousands of stamps in 12 stockbooks, 5 binders, some
black stock sheets and a few albums. Some of the stockbooks
are jammed full, others only have a few pages of stamps.
Countries and regions include Austria, France, Great Britain,
Greece, Hungary, Romania, other eastern Europe, South and
Central America. There is also a large bag of on- and off-paper
stamps. ideal for the collector who loves to sort and organize,
or for the online reseller. Condition is generally fine. Our
photos provide an overview only.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2123

/* Worldwide Old Time Collection of Mint and Used, in
a ledger-style album containing several hundreds mint and
used stamps, sorted by country alphabetically. Nothing of
great value noted, inspect for better finds.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2124

/* Worldwide Old Time Collection in a Printed Album,
with thousands of stamps from a wide variety of countries,
a quick glance revealed this to be a better collection than
usually seen (for this type), with better items, good postmarks,
etc. Overall fine or better, inspect for possible finds.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2125

/*/** Worldwide Selection of Sets and Souvenir Sheets
in a Binder, all displayed in 42 stock pages, with a wide
variety of material, including many NH issues from a good
number of countries, noting some topicals such as Churchill,
Kennedy, cats, flags, birds, paintings, flowers and more. Nice
quality lot, see pictures for an overview only.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2126

/*/** Worldwide Collection As Received, all in 10
regular stockbooks, one smaller stockbook and 4 childhood
stamp albums. This collection contains thousands of stamps,
with duplication of some (mostly in Canadian definitives), with
a good selection of different countries. A quick glance did not
reveal anything valuable, but we invite in-person viewing - you
never know.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2127

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation Filling a Large Box, a
real mish mash of material from all over, in several chocolate
boxes, glassines, bags, envelopes, etc. Noted singles, sets,
souvenir sheets, many souvenir folders (Marilyn Monroe, Elvis
Presley, Lady Diana, etc.), first day covers, and lots more,
just too much to describe but appears to have lots of useful
material for both collectors or resellers. Look at our overview
photos to get an idea, better yet view in person to better
appreciate the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $350

2128

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used A to Z Collection,
from Late 1800s to late 1980s, consisting of several
thousand stamps, in black mounts or mounted on white
pages,displayed in 3 thick binders. While the older issues
are mostly used, we noted many mint never hinged and some
CTOs within the modern era. A great variety of countries are
featured in this collection, but strength appears to be with
British Commonwealth, French colonies, East European
countries and some Trucial States. Clean lot, overall fine to
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2129

/* Worldwide Group of 11 Old Time Albums, consisting
of 5 Strand albums, 3 Victory albums, 2 Improved albums,
and 1 Triumph album, together housing a few thousand
earlier issues, mostly used from a variety of countries such
as Japan, Germany, GB and British Commonwealth, Italy, and
more. Some faults as expected, overall fine to very fine. See
scans for a glimpse of the content.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2130

/*/** Worldwide Remainder of Consignment Lot, with
a little bit of everything, including a stack of about 190 US
first day covers and stationery envelopes (mostly from the
1970s, over half are #10 size). Also 4 various sized boxes with
thousands of worldwide on and off paper (some sorted by
country or issue) and last but not least are 7 stockbooks (some
nearly empty) with worldwide material, both sorted by country
and not. See our overview pictures for an idea of this lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2131

/* Worldwide Collections in 5 Old Time Albums,
consisting of Paragon, Modern, Premier, and Ambassador
albums, as well as a large International Junior album,
together housing a few thousand earlier issues, mostly used
from a variety of countries such as Belgium, France, Japan,
China, Germany, GB and British Commonwealth, Italy, and
more. Some faults as expected, overall fine to very fine. See
scans for a glimpse of the content.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2132

2133

2134

/*/** Worldwide Retired Dealer Remainder Stock of
Mostly Used, with thousands of stamps in glassines mostly
sorted by country (in two shoe boxes), some displayed on
stock pages, and over 10,000 unsorted stamps housed in a
large zip lock bag. A cursory look revealed strength in U.S.,
Central and South America, as well as East Europe including
many complete or part sheets (mint and CTO) from Romania,
Czechoslovakia, Congo, some imperforate souvenir sheets,
and more. Lot is as received therefore further inspection may
lead to some finds. Clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150
/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in a Binder, noting the
majority being souvenir sheets (mint, CTO and used) and
perfins (mostly used), noting France, etc. Also noted hundreds
of stamps sorted by country, including singles and sets.
Should be lots of useful material in here, and should easily be
worth our estimate. See pictures for an overview of just a few
pages.
.................................................................................... Est $100
/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection to 2015
in 15 Citation Albums, with a good quantity of mint never
hinged sets, souvenir sheets and booklets, all rarely seen in
these types of albums. Multiple incomplete sets of pages and
lots of blank pages have been assembled to hold this unusual
collection. The collection is thus somewhat disorganized
with sets being distributed over a number of pages and
chronological sequence not being respected. However, the
Scott catalogue number has been written underneath each
stamp making identification easy. While coverage varies with
each country, the usual pattern is for a good showing of used
issues to 1940 and a mixture of mint sets with used stamps
from 1960 on up to 2015 for some countries. Dozens of
countries are notable for the large number of stamps, among
them Australia, Austria, Brazil, Rep. of China, People’s Rep.
of China, Egypt, Greece, India, Israel, Netherlands, Portugal,
St. Pierre and Miquelon, Spain and Vietnam. Large quantities
of mint stamps and souvenir sheets are enclosed in mounts
and are never hinged. Some countries such as USA, Great
Britain, France, Russia are absent. Our scans can only show
a very small portion of the interesting pages. This collection
will appeal to both the worldwide collector and to resellers.
Quality is generally fine to very fine, though faults noted on
some older material.
.................................................................................Est $6,500

2135

/*/**
Worldwide Mint and Used Collection and
Accumulation in 5 Albums and 5 Stockbooks, filled with
thousands of stamps from a wide variety of countries. Also
includes the 2000 Australia Yearbook with over A$75 face
value and the Australian Gold Medallists Souvenir Sheet only
available in this Yearbook. Overall fine to very fine, see our
many photographs online.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2136

/*/** Worldwide Dealer Book with Mint and Used on 52
Auction Pages, good variety of countries, with singles and
sets, mint and used, etc. Counted by owner at $2,701 with
5 items cataloguing over $100 and most of the rest being
between $25 and $75 per page. See photos for an idea.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,701

2137

/* Worldwide Small Mint and Used Dealer Stock, from
mid 1800s to 1960s, on 102 cards each containing one or
more single stamp or block, from a variety of countries, all
displayed in 3 manilla stock sheets. Stamps are identified
by catalogue number, catalogue value and asking price. We
noted Cape of Good Hope (Scott #2 and #3), U.S. (#78) and
more. Owner’s catalogue value is $5,946 and unchecked
by us for the precision of the descriptions, but did note a
Buenos Aires non-contemporary reprint counted as issued
stamp. Clean lot, overall very fine. All items are scanned and
available on line.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2138

/* Worldwide Collection Remainders, with both mint
hinged and used stamps from a large number of countries in
dealer packets, glassines (some from approval companies),
an album of Disney stamps and an album featuring Diana,
“The People’s Princess”. Ideal for the intrepid organizer,
we noted many topical or thematic possibilities. Our photo
provides an overview of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2139

/*/**
Worldwide Large Accumulation Sorted By
Country, in manila and black stock sheets, all in 120 large
yellow envelopes, appears to be all different countries A to
Z, and some envelopes contain more than one country. The
envelopes contain a large variety of material, including loads
of mint never hinged sets, early mint and used, souvenir
sheets and much more. This lot would be a good one to
view in person, as we have only opened a few envelopes
for a representation. Photos online show some of the open
envelopes.
.................................................................................... Est $750

2140

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in 9 Stockbooks and 2
Boxes, the 2 boxes contain about 100 MNH souvenir sheets
and about 1,000 used stamps from all over. Countries noted
in the stockbooks include Aden, Isle of Man, Guernsey, Zaire
and Zimbabwe, Gibraltar, Great Britain Offices, Fiji, Ajman,
two thick stockbooks full of Belgium (#18 to the year 2000,
with thousands of used stamps), and more. These contain
hundreds of mostly mint singles, sets and souvenir sheets.
Viewing recommended to better appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2141

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation of Mint and CTO
Souvenir Sheets, consisting of over 170 souvenir sheets with
some blocks, from a variety of countries (A to Z), displayed
in two Lindner hingeless albums with slipcase. A cursory
look revealed that most are identified by country, catalogue
number and price. The owner’s catalogue value (Scott 2019)
is $1,332. Also included is a United Nations collection from
1951 to 1976 housed in a Lindner hingeless album. Collection
appears to be mostly mint never hinged and quite complete
for the period. Clean lot, overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $300

263

2142

/*/** Worldwide “C” Countries Collection on Quadrille
Pages, with Cayman Islands, Christmas Island, Cameroon,
Costa Rica and Cambodia, mostly featuring early issues
to about the 1980s, with a mix of mint and used including
complete and incomplete sets, back of the book, etc. A clean
collection and mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2143

/*/** Worldwide Consignment Remnant Lot, with
a wide variety of material, including a small stack of China
and PRC in 102 cards, a like-new Uni-Safe binder with
slipcase containing a United States collection with many
used Washington / Franklins, 1893 Columbians used to the
10c, and more. Also a two page, handwritten 1861 “State
of Service” for a French officer of the Imperial Guard, a rare
7 page handwritten 1861 dossier for the acquisition of a
“Bureau de Tabac” (including a post office), a photocopy of
the book “The Stamps of The Sovereign Order of Malta”, a
binder with stamps of Australia and Canada. an exhibit on
“The White Cross” with 34 pages (some not completed,
most ready to be exhibited), with covers and stamps on that
subject, plus extra material on the subject. And last but not
least, an exhibit on “The Battle of Britain” which has 24
completed pages and is almost ready, containing stamps and
covers, plus a number of extra material on the subject. Our
pictures do not do justice to this lot, please try and view it in
person to better appreciate its contents.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2144

2145

264

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in 13
Stockbooks, first one with Canada, Provinces and a few FDC,
second starts with GB, then follows with British Commonwealth
countries, mostly from KGVI to QEII, but also some QV issues.
Third and fourth contain European countries, while the fifth
has South American countries. Another contains only New
Zealand and Australia (incl. States). The rest of the albums
contain a good range of different countries, mostly all sorted
by country. Mix of mint and used throughout, also noted many
souvenir sheets, mint and used blocks, some plate blocks,
many complete sets and more, and most albums are well
filled. The lot is completed by a box containing glassines
with many hundreds of more stamps, mostly also sorted.
We highly recommend viewing this one in person, despite
our representative photos, as this will enable you to better
appreciate the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $400

2146

**/ Worldwide Group of Over 85 UPU Commemorative
Postal Items, 1979 to 1984, comprising presentation books,
booklets and folders given to a delegate who attended the
1984 Universal Postal Union XIX Congress held in Hamburg,
Germany. There are hundreds of MNH stamps plus FDCs and
other souvenirs from the period. Also included are a number
of items from other conferences, meetings and events held
before and after the official UPU Congress, particularly from
Great Britain, USA and a few other countries large and small.
Canada’s contributions amount to an owner’s face value of
about $95. This clean group would be tough to assemble
now. Also included are 54 Australian presentation packs
comprising numerous commemorative issues with owner’s
Scott catalogue value of $223. Our online images include the
list of items in this lot. Proceeds from the sale of this material
will be used to further the objectives of the Ottawa Philatelic
Society.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2147

/*/** Worldwide Consignment Remainders, including
a wide range of material, notably with a Lighthouse hingeless
album for GB 1980-1998, a Stanley Gibbons album for GB
2003-2010 (both with little stamps), plus a stack of mostly
mint GB, with blocks, stock pages, album pages, souvenir
items, etc. Best in this lot are two binders containing over 55
stock pages of worldwide, featuring British Commonwealth,
with many mint common issues, complete sets, souvenir
sheets, and more. Also note a shoe box crammed full of
miscellaneous singles, sets, envelopes, glassines, and much
more, plus another stack of stock sheets, a box full of sorted
glassines, and a stack of envelopes with worldwide off paper.
See photos for an overview, try to view in person.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2148

/* Worldwide in Two Old Time Lincoln Stamp Albums,
both dating from the turn of the last century, and containing
hundreds (total) of mint and used stamps to about 1920. A
better than average lot for the value of the stamps as well as
for their quality. It must be said that hinges of ole were not
what they are today, so care should be taken if stamps are to
be removed. The albums are “5th Series” and “12th Edition”,
and quite lavish, but also quite worn and falling apart. See
online for just a sampling of some pages we noted.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2149

/*/** Worldwide Consignment Remainders on pages,
Stock Pages, Stockbooks, Etc., includes a stockbook
with Penny Red plating (112 diff. plates) as well as 3 Penny
Blacks and other QV imperforate and perforated issues,
and other useful GB. Another stockbook contains 16 pages
full of Germany mint inflation era material, while a third
contains Belgium and Luzembourg. A binder contains a world
collection mounted on lined pages and there is another
stockbook with France and other countries. A 5 inch high
stack contains many hundreds of stamps, mostly sorted by
country, on pages, stock pages, in folders, etc. Countries of
note include Germany (Berlin), China, Hong Kong, Ceylon, an
Italy collection (1863-1978), an envelope with Europe, Russia
and Scandinavia, Barbados, good Australian States, United
States, France, Bulgaria and more. Also includes a hodgepodge of envelopes full of country material, 3 retired circuit
books with Switzerland, souvenir folders, etc. Well worth
having a close look a this one.
.................................................................................... Est $500

2150

/*/** Worldwide Collection of Mint and Used Stamps
and Booklets, consisting of a box jammed full of stamps,
souvenir sheets, booklets and FDCs, a dozen or more stock
sheets filled with stamps from Germany, USA, Russia, British
Commonwealth countries and others, one large album and
five smaller-format childhood collections (these albums
sparsely filled). This is a clean collection and promises hours
of sorting and mounting fun.
.................................................................................... Est $100

/*/** Worldwide Dealer Remainders, with many
thousands of mint and used stamps from many countries
mostly outside North America, along with souvenir sheets, a
few sheets or part sheets and some covers in a few albums
or bulging stockbooks, on manila and black stock sheets and
loose album pages or homemade pages, in dealer cards and
glassines. Countries we noted include Iran, Iraq, Israel, Korea,
Italy, Portugal, Sweden, Mozambique, Vatican City, Turkey,
Afghanistan and Belgium. Truly an adventure to organize the
overall good to fine material, this one promises many hours
of fun and the potential to find better items. Our photos show
only overhead views of the contents, best viewed in person.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2151

/*/** Worldwide Collection in a Thick Stockbook, with
hundreds of mint and used stamps from France, Monaco
and the United Nations, some sorted by Scott number, with
duplication of some. Should be worth at least our estimate,
see pictures online for a taste.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2152

/*/** Worldwide Selection of Better in 102 Cards, from
a wide variety of countries, cards have a Scott number and
catalogue value, and we note values mostly in the $5 to $25
range. We counted over 150 cards in all, with mint and used
singles, sets, and a few other items. See photos online for an
overview.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2153

/*/** Worldwide Collections and Accumulations, with
thousands of stamps from all over the world in glassines,
stockbooks, zip-lock bags and envelopes, also saw a good
stockbook of New Zealand as well as a collection and
stockbook of GB, with mostly used Machins, blocks, souvenir
sheets, etc. Inspection recommended to better appreciate
the contents, as we have not examined this one closely.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2154

/* Worldwide on Album Pages and in Old Time Albums,
and a 7 inch stack of album pages containing collections,
stock, etc from all over the world, including lots of USA, and
good representation from many other countries. There is also
a stockbook filled with hundreds more, a GB collection on
pages and 4 old time albums, including a “New” a “Traveler”,
a “Modern” and a “Premier”, each with varying amounts
of stamps up to hundreds. Our overview photos cannot do
justice to this lot, try and inspect it in person, as there may be
goodies lurking within.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2155

/* Worldwide Collection Remainders, with many
thousands of mostly used stamps in 2 stockbooks, 10 APS
and 7 RPSC circuit books (mostly well-circulated), loose
album and home made pages and on and off-paper in bags.
We saw a wide assortment of countries and areas including
Great Britain, Africa, Germany and Eastern Europe along with
a number of topicals (birds, art, fish). Also includes a few
packages of black and clear mounts (in yellowed packaging,
mounts are fine). This lot is likely to please the intrepid
organizer, club trader or reseller. Our picture provides a mere
overview of the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2156

/* Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in One Antique
Schaubeks Viktoria Worldwide as well as a More Recent
Transworld Album, together holding over a thousand stamps.
The 1922 Viktoria album mainly holds European issues with
the German Area, Czechoslovakia and Italy as the main
areas. The Transworld album complements this well as it is
stronger in countries such as Japan, Turkey, India, Argentina
and Brazil. Faults noted in earlier material and in the mint
stamps in the older album, otherwise overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $400

2157

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Accumulation on 88
Vario pages, 36 Stockbook pages and 15 Circuit Sale
Pages, of loosely organized stamps from all over. One 16page stockbook is filled with Belgium regular and semi-postals
to the 1970s; otherwise, many pages only hold stamps from
one country or group of countries. We noted most European
countries and much British Commonwealth, as well as Belgian
Congo and Katanga. Most stamps appear to be issued before
the 1970s. Apart from Belgium, duplication appears to be
minimal. Overall fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2158

/* Worldwide and Middle East Selected Old Time
Country Collections in Small Album, to the 1930s. We
noted Egypt with used Scott J1-4 and J6-11 (c.v. $260) also
Sc42a with inverted surcharge (c.v. $62) and many of the
beautiful commemorative and airmail sets of the 1930s.
The French administration of Lebanon and Syria make up
a large part of the collections with many mint stamps for
Syria including 166-9 (c.v. $116). Europe is represented by
France large commemoratives and semi-postals, Switzerland
is represented by a long run semi-postals B1-104 (total c.v.
$1,182) only missing two stamps and the souvenir sheets.
The Vatican City with 19-32 (c.v. $152) and 41-6 (c.v. $154).
A few strays include one page each of Italian and Dutch
colonies and one USA Washington 12c type A38 with an
unidentified grill. Two more pocket size albums with stamps
are included. A real treasure trove. Some faults as expected
in such older lots. Scans show only some pages.
.................................................................................... Est $400

2159

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in 1901 Scott
International Album, with over 1,000 stamps. An old time
collection with some pages added to accommodate stamps
into the 1950s for a few countries. Most of the stamps are
in European and Latin American countries plus China, Japan
and some British Commonwealth countries. Also noted a
Sperati forgery of the France Scott# 6. Great Britain, Germany
and the former German States, Belgium, Switzerland, Spain,
Netherlands and Norway have the largest number of stamps.
In Latin America Mexico, Brazil and Argentina are of note.
Quality varies as expected in these old albums but still many
fine to very fine with bright colours. Scans only show some
of the pages, inspection recommended to better appreciate.
Well worth our estimate.
.................................................................................... Est $500

2160

/* Worldwide Group of Mostly European Countries
Collections and Accumulations, but also including Egypt,
all in 11 albums and stockbooks. We noted 3 Switzerland
presentation books for sets Scott #s 328-339, 779-790 and
9O1-9 (not all stamps present), a small collection of Germany
and DDR stamps about sports, a Belgium collection to about
1980, various album pages, a stockbook of over 1,000 Egypt
stamps to the 1960s and more. Condition varies.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2161

/*/** Worldwide Collection in Several Albums, as
Received, starting with a Liberty Album of United States
containing hundreds of used to the 1970s, quite complete
from 1935 to 1970. A Harris Canada used album and a Scott
Canada mint album each contain a decent representation,
with many complete sets, complete years, etc., two thick
Statesman Deluxe albums contain an A to Z worldwide
collection, with hundreds of stamps from a good range of
countries, including Eastern Europe and Trucial States, etc.
Lastly we note a stack of black mount strips, three packages
of Dennison hinges, a box containing a stock of sorted Canada
mint and used, and other hodge-podgey items. Worth a close
look, especially for the Canada and worldwide collections.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2162

/* Worldwide Collections as Received, best is a Scott
Specialized album of British America with a few hundred mint
and used stamps up to KGVI, with strength in Barbados. Also
a “Modern” stamp album with less than a hundred low value
stamps, an old time home made stockbook contains early
used stock of GB and Canada and three file folders contain
a few hundred pages of mostly early worldwide stamps from
many albums. Lastly are several zip-lock style bags with
envelopes and glassines of material, mostly sorted by country,
and a quick glance revealed these are better than usual. See
some of our scans online, better yet inspect in person.
.................................................................................... Est $200

265

2163

2164

2165

2166

2167

266

/*/** Worldwide Large Collection of Revenue Stamps,
with Japan (2 stock sheets full, retail priced at $75), African
countries (one full stock page, retail priced at $100), Malaya,
Straits Settlements, North Borneo, Sarawak, etc. (one stock
page, retail priced at $105), Malaya, Singapore, Straits
Settlements (two stock pages, retail priced at $35), Canada
(a mint block of 50 of the 4c brown Fourth Bill issue, retail
priced at $55, with faults), as well as a stockbook containing
hundreds from Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong and more.
Also includes a British Commonwealth Revenues Catalogue
(Barefoot and Hall, 4th ed. 1990). All pages of the stamps
scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $350
/* Worldwide Accumulation of Mostly Used, Sorted by
Country, consisting of thousands of stamps in boxes mostly
off paper, but with some on piece and some c.t.o. including
Poland, New Zealand, Japan, the Caribbean, India, Europe,
Great Britain, Australia, Belgium, etc. The contents appear to
be generally fine or better and are offered as received from
the consignor. Perfect for the worldwide enthusiast looking to
fill gaps in their collection, or for resellers. This accumulation
comes in one box weighing a total of 19.6 pounds or 8.9
kg. Our photos show a sampling of the contents and all the
country labels on the individual boxes.
.................................................................................... Est $200
/* Worldwide Collection Remainders, with well over a
thousand mostly used stamps in 5 albums, 7 binders and
several stockbooks of varying sizes, some very sparsely filled
and all as received from the owner. We also noted some mint
hinged stamps among many countries that are represented:
Portugal, Spain, Germany, Canada, USA, United Nations,
Cambodia, Mongolia, Czechoslovakia and more. Also includes
50 black gently-used Vario sheets (mostly 3- and 7-row) and
a few other supplies (open packs of Lighthouse and Dennison
hinges, tongs, magnifying glass, perforation gauge, etc.)
This clean lot will be ideal for the avid organizer who likes
to remount stamps or resell them. Our photos provide only a
glimpse into the contents.
.................................................................................... Est $100
/* Worldwide Collection Remainders of Mostly Used
Stamps, with well over a thousand stamps on album pages,
quadrille pages and home-made pages in 12 older albums
of varying sizes, 2 stockbooks (black, 16-page) two binders
of full Hagnar stock pages and about 60 full glassines with
mostly off-paper stock. Countries include Australia (with
New South Wales, Tasmania, Victoria, Western Australia,
Queensland), Great Britain (including two pages of perforated
Penny Reds), Germany, Austria, France, China, Japan, India,
some South American countries and many others, sometimes
with many countries mixed on a single stockbook page. We
noted some mint, usually with hinge remnants and faults in
the earliest material. The condition is generally fine in this
collection which would benefit from a solid reorganization
by an avid sorter. The online photos provide a glimpse of the
contents, best viewed in advance.
.................................................................................... Est $150
/* Worldwide Accumulation of Mostly Used, consisting
of tens of thousand of mostly unsorted stamps in boxes, bags,
102 cards and glassines and both off and on paper, all as
received by the consignor. Truly a worldwide accumulation, we
saw stamps from every continent except Antarctica and many,
many current and dead countries, occupations, colonies and
dependencies. This lot comes in two boxes (one weighing 20
pounds or 11.4 kg and the other weighing 7.2 pound or 3.2
kg) and from our observation the material is fine and includes
some mint and c.t.o. as well.
.................................................................................... Est $250

Foreign -- Topical Collections
2168

** Extensive Collection of the 1976 Montréal Olympics,
all neatly displayed in a 32 page stockbook, with hundreds
of singles and sets, we counted 50 souvenir sheets (some
imperforate), quite fresh and very fine throughout. Olympics
are a fun topical collecting area.
.................................................................................... Est $350

2169

** Lovely Collection of the 1976 Montréal Olympics in Two
Special KaBe Deluxe Albums, with over 150 pages of mint
never hinged sets, souvenir sheets, imperforate issues, etc,
from a wide variety of countries (Canada is missing). Many
of these pages catalogue in the $10 to $50 range, and many
catalogue up to over $100, with loads of scarce material. Very
fine and desirable collection.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,808

2170

** “Birds of Netherlands” a Netherlands Post Book
Consisting of 75 Sheets of 10 Personalized Stamps Each,
with each sheet showing a different bird species. The basic
stamp is Scott 1385 issued in 2011 (c.v. $1.25 each, thus
total c.v. for 750 stamps is $937) not taking into account
a premium for the magnificent book where each sheetlet is
presented on a double page of text, map and photos related
to the bird featured on the sheetlet. Complete text is in Dutch.
Very fine, photos are representative.
..............................................................................Scott U$937

2171

** Mint Never Hinged Bird Topical Collection, all neatly
displayed and identified 9with current values) on 8 black
stock sheets, with complete sets and souvenir sheets, all
listed on the owner’s detailed inventory list. Very fine and
fresh throughout.
..............................................................................Scott U$798

2172

** Lovely Collection of Recent Mint Bird Issues of the
World, all on black stock sheets and on pages in 4 thick
binders. Most of the collection consists of modern (2000s)
bird stamps in sets, souvenir sheets, etc., from a wide
variety of countries including Andorra (Spanish), Argentina,
Aruba, Bangladesh, Belarus, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cuba, Ecuador,
Estonia, India, Indonesia, Israel, Kazakstan, North and South
Korea, Liberia, Micronesia, Moldova, New Caledonia, Palau,
Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Romania, Surinam, Switzerland,
Uzbekistan and more. All mint never hinged and very fine,
our many photos give a good glimpse into this impressive
collection.
.................................................................................... Est $600

2173

/*/** Huge Worldwide Collection of Birds in 9 Bursting
Thick Binders, mostly covering the period 1960 to 2010.
The vast majority of this collection is mint never hinged,
though a few sets are present both as mint and as used and
we only saw a very few hinged items. This major collection
includes about 25% of items related to other topics, the most
important being orchids and others, mostly flora and fauna,
subjects. Souvenir sheets, sheetlets and complete panes,
as well as booklets, are present throughout. Items with
catalogue value to well over $100 are dispersed throughout.
Though the collection is summarily organized, we noticed
almost no duplication. This huge lot will appeal to dealers and
resellers by the sheer number of different high quality items
and will also be of interest to collectors of bird stamps. Very
fine throughout, have a look at our 40 representative photos
online.
.................................................................................Est $6,000

2174

*/** Selection of High Value Mint Never Hinged Bird
Stamps and Sets, missing from most collections. The long
Angola set Scott #s 333-356 (c.v. $503), Austria C12-31
(c.v. $325) and C54-60 (c.v. $267), Burundi 337-342 and
C132-137 (c.v. $152), Chile the three sheets of 25 stamps
#s 254-5 and C124 (c.v. $90), Cuba C136-146 and C235-7
(c.v. $121) and 3328-3334 (c.v. $95), Oman 279-286 (c.v.
$85), Japan 422 and 479 (c.v. $175) and C9-13 (c.v. $295),
Liechtenstein C9-13 (c.v. $300). Also included is Argentina
C1-19 (c.v. $195) though this set is mint hinged. All pages are
scanned online.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,703

2175

**/ Extensive Collection on the Topic of Braille, a
lovely collection which includes 35 pages in a stockbook with
mostly mint never hinged singles, multiples, plate blocks,
sheetlets and booklets of all sorts of stamps depicting Braille
as a topic, all sorted alphabetically by country and all fairly
modern. There must be a high face value within, mostly in
Euros. The collection also includes over 85 other items such
as covers, first day covers (with duplication), a few sheets,
booklets and other Braille ephemera. Also includes a folder
with all sorts of articles, email exchanges and other Braille
information gathered through the years. A very nice collection
which could be expanded into an exhibit on the topic. Ex Allan
Dean.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2176

** 1969 Christmas Stamps of the World Collection, all
mounted on over 100 specially printed pages, apparently
complete for all countries for the year 1969, and includes
202 stamps, 14 souvenir sheets, 10 FDC and 2 mint postal
stationery. Owner notes better items such as Brazil #1147,
Cuba #1464-1478, Paraguay #1210-1219, Sweden #841a,
Togo #710-7812, C120-C121, C121a and more, including a
Biafra set and souvenir sheet, unlisted in Scott. Overall very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2177

**/ Worldwide Thematic Christmas Collection in a
Big Thick Album, all displayed on specially printed pages,
this collection includes stamps and covers of the world for
the years 1978 and 1979. We note sets, FDC, gutter pairs,
souvenir sheets, stationery items and booklets. Owner
counted 636 stamps, 18 souvenir sheets, 73 covers and 4
booklets. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2178

** Mint Collection of the 2019 Europa National Birds
Issues, with 57 stamp issuing entities represented. Each
country is represented by single stamps and, most often, by
souvenir sheets and booklets, as well as sheetlets of 4 to 10
stamps or sometimes, blocks of various sizes, with a few FDCs
thrown in. Catalogue value of this impressive collection, not
counting the FDCs, is $2,130. Very fine and fresh throughout.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,130

2179

** Mint Never Hinged Collection of Marine Life and Fish,
all neatly displayed on 15 black stock sheets, with owner’s
Scott numbers and current values, includes mostly complete
sets but also souvenir sheets, etc. A very fresh and very fine
collection, accompanied by the owner’s detailed inventory
list.
..............................................................................Scott U$790

2180

** Mint Never Hinged Collection of Flowers and Orchids,
all neatly displayed (with Scott numbers and current value)
on 13 black stock sheets, with complete sets and souvenir
sheets. All fresh and very fine, and includes the owner’s
detailed inventory list.
..............................................................................Scott U$645

2181

/*/ Five Frame Exhibit on “The Franco Prussian War,
1870-1871”, a lovely exhibit which has been in national
competition (won a Vermeil at the 2018 Royale in Canada),
with the main sections being the early war, cause of the war,
siege of Paris, Bordeaux issues, mail not in the war zone,
occupation issues, the German empire, prisoners of war
in Germany, internees in Switzerland, the Paris commune,
German war medals, 1871-73 issues, French war medals,
the Prussian’s farewell to France and ends with a conclusion.
Some of the better or interesting material we note includes
a variety of French, German, Belgian, occupation issues, an
1868 silver 5fr Napoléon coin, an 1871 Prussia “Victory” silver
Thaler coin, some interesting military covers (with postmark,
rate and addressee interest), an August 1870 letter from a
soldier with interesting contents, original engravings of some
of the important people related to the subject, numerous
contemporary picture postcards, a Prussian helmet brass
plate, two German war medals plus a selection of different
ribbons, many Occupation issue stamps chosen for nice town
cancels and on cover, two French war medals, and more. We
counted a total of 44 period-mailed covers and dozens of
stamps. The exhibit, in its present state includes only 68 of
its original 80 pages, and is also missing some items that
were used in the owner’s other exhibits. Still, there is enough
valuable material present to make it worth more than our
conservative estimate. The lot also contains much ephemera
material, including a thick binder ad two thick file folders full
of articles, notes, research, more illustrations and some items
that didn’t make it into the exhibit. Also a book “Almanach
de La Guerre pour 1871”, “The Franco-Prussian War” by
Michael Howard. Despite our many online photos, we highly
recommend viewing this exhibit in person to better appreciate
its contents and value.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

2182

**/ Four Frame Exhibit Titled “Man And Microbes”
which competed at the CANPEX 2019 national level exhibition
and won a large silver. This 64 page exhibit deals with
microbes, useful microbes, religion and superstition, early
pioneers, tools and equipment, Louis Pasteur (et al.), control
of surgical infections, specific diseases, microbes and cancer,
disease and war, pharmacology, and much more, ending with
a conclusion page. Items of note are an 1814 folded letter
which was fumigated (Spain to Scotland), an 1871 cover from
a French P.O.W. in Dresden to Avignon France, an English half
penny stationery Vaccination Certificate from 1991, some
interesting covers and souvenir sheets, and most of the rest
of the exhibit is made up of mint stamps. Also includes a box
containing additional material, such as articles, research,
older iterations of exhibit pages, hundreds of stamps, many
covers, some health certificates (including one from Suez
Canal, etc. Would be a fun topic to expand upon.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2183

**/ Exhibit on “Minerals on Stamps”, all neatly
displayed on 84 pages, each showing a different mineral,
with its chemical composition. The exhibit contains stamps
(mostly singles, a few blocks and imperforates), covers,
souvenir sheets, etc. A very nice and clean collection / exhibit
from which we show only a few sample pages online. Ex Alan
Dean.
.................................................................................... Est $200

267

2184

/*/** Accumulation of Worldwide Music Topicals,
consisting of thousands of stamps plus hundreds more
souvenir sheets, first day covers and commercial covers
(some from music suppliers and instrument dealers)
featuring the subject. The collection is housed in hundreds
of 102 cards as well as glassines, sheet protectors and loose,
as received. An organizer’s dream, this collection will provide
hours of fun to a collector or good resale value for a dealer or
reseller. Clean and filled with interesting subject matter and
containing some unusual items, our photos provide a mere
glimpse; this one best viewed in person to appreciate the
breadth of the accumulation.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2185

** Specialized Collection of Princess Diana’s 21st Birthday,
on just over 100 pages. All the basic British Commonwealth
omnibus issues are present but the collection is enhanced by
many good extras: souvenir sheets, mini-sheets, surcharges,
panes, imperforates, and more. Mint never hinged and very
fine throughout.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2186

/*/** Rotary, Transportation Four Mint and Used
Topical Collections, starting with a mint never hinged Rotary
International 75th Anniversary collection (1980), in mounts
neatly displayed in a Schaubek springback album and
including a great variety of countries, followed by a mint never
hinged Princess Diana collection in mounts on quadrille pages,
housed in one binder, populated by stamps and souvenir
sheets from British Commonwealth countries, including many
common design issues (owner’s c.v. $771), also includes a
mint and used Statue of Liberty and Transportation collection
housed in one binder and one stockbook. Clean lot overall
very fine. See scans for glimpse of the content.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2187

2188

2189
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/*/ Worldwide Group of British Royalty Collections,
1977 to 1982, with thousands of predominantly mint
hinged stamps, souvenir sheets and a few booklets, on
Herrick and White Ace album pages in 7 binders, issued by
Commonwealth countries to commemorate several notable
Royal events: Queen Elizabeth’s Silver Jubilee, the marriage
of Prince Charles and Lady Diana, the birth of Prince William,
the 80th birthday of the Queen Mother and the 65th birthday
of Queen Elizabeth II. We also note at least 20 glassines with
loose stamps, sets and other royal material tucked into the
binders, along with about 30 FDCs and presentation packs.
Lots of fun material for the royalist or topical collector in this
very clean and well-organized group of collections.
.................................................................................... Est $150
** Soccer Thematic Collection in a 50 Page Hingeless
Lindner Album, with a wide variety of material from many
countries, including sets, many souvenir sheets, etc., all mint
never hinged and very fine. See photos for an idea.
..............................................................................Scott U$820
/*/** Large Accumulation of Stamps Featuring Trains,
consisting of singles, sets, souvenir sheets, mostly sorted
by country in 102 cards or dealer cards, housed in 5 small
boxes. We noted a great variety of countries basically from A
to Z, with one box dedicated to Belgium’s Colis Postaux issues
and its postmark interest. The collection is complemented by
several illustrated books on trains (4 volumes). Also includes
a German Train FDC Collection, including Germany and Berlin
first day covers (x85, with duplication), stamps, first day of
issue cards, etc., and a few from Austria, all depicting trains.
Last but not least is a “Handbook 138” of the American
Topical Association book “World Railways Philatelic” (2006,
Norman E. Wright Sr.) listing all the train stamps issued by
country. Clean lot overall very fine. Viewing recommended to
further appreciate.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2190

/*/** Various Worldwide Topicals Accumulation in a
Thick Binder, all neatly displayed on 93 black stock sheets,
separated by topic. We note many complete sets and topics
such as boy scouts, cats, birds, authors, bridges, royalty,
Churchill, butterflies, bridges, Europa, fairs and Expos, ships,
lighthouses, fish and many more. Thousands of stamps in all,
overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2191

** Extensive Collection of Mint Never Hinged World
Wildlife Fund Issues, all contained in 5 bulging and thick
albums plus two envelopes, and the stamps are either
mounted on homemade pages or in black stock sheets and
run from the late 1970s to 2013. All of the early better sets
are present, including Barbuda 857-64, Botswana 182-86,
Burundi 589-601, 681-684 plus surcharge set, Chile 682a,
Comoros C51-54 imperforate pairs, 833E, Gambia 341344a, 391-94, 404-407a, 432-35, 515-18A, Ghana 621-25
imperforate pairs, Georgia 209b (sheet of 20), Indonesia
1380-83, 1381a, 1383a, Ivory Coast 528-33 imperforate
pairs, 764-67, Jamaica 591-94, Lesotho 228-32, Malawi
319-22a, Mauritius 469-72a (x2), 613-16, Niue 651-54 (in
sheets of 9), Seychelles Z. E. S. 106-10, Somalia 607-18,
South Georgia 293a (sheet of 16), Swaziland 405, 519-22,
Yemen 643, Zaire 1466 (sheet of 16), Zambia 654-57a,
1003-1006, and many more. The collection has hundreds of
other issues in the $10 to $40 range and is well worth our
estimate. All fresh and very fine, see scans for an idea.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

2192

 Collection of World Wildlife Fund First Day Covers and
Cards, contained in four special albums with slipcases, with
material running from 1983 to 1992. There are also some
loose pages with covers, such as Gambia #381-84 (4 covers),
Mauritius #469-72 (4 covers). In total there are about 200
First Day covers and 175 First Day cards, all very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Postal Artifacts and Ephemera
2193

Art Deco Solid Brass Post Office Letter Box, measuring 22”
wide x 21” high x 10” deep. This letter box was in use in the
post office located in the Hamilton Dominion Public Building
on John Street (now the John Sopinka courthouse) from 1936
to 1991. This post office was (and still is) quite lavish, with
marble and brass everywhere, 19 (yes, nineteen!) postal
wickets, etc., and its elevators were described as being the
most lavish of the Art Deco style in the Dominion at the time.
A truly remarkable example of old school, built-to-last post
office memorabilia, would look great in any collector’s den or
office.
.................................................................................... Est $500

2194

Group of Three Solid Brass Post Office Signs, each
measuring 2½ inches high, with “MONEY ORDERS” 20
inches wide, “GENERAL DELIVERY” 25½ inches wide and
“REGISTERED LETTERS” 26½ inches wide. These used to
hang in the post office located in the Hamilton Dominion
Public Building on John Street (now the John Sopinka
courthouse) from 1936 to 1991. This post office was (and
still is) quite lavish, with marble and brass everywhere, 19
(yes, nineteen!) postal wickets, etc., and its elevators were
described as being the most lavish of the Art Deco style in
the Dominion at the time. A truly remarkable example of old
school, built-to-last post office memorabilia, would look great
in any collector’s den or office.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2195

Lovely Old Street Letter Box, which would have been
strapped onto a telephone pole or onto a building outside.
This one is a “No. 2” style and was in use from 1966 to 1978.
It is accompanied by 9 pages of Canada Post information
sheets describing all their letter box styles, what keys and
locks they use, when they were used, with illustrations, etc.
This box is in excellent condition, having been professionally
restored in red. It includes its original lock (no key), as well as
a group of 6 other Canada Post box locks, all in solid brass
(one has its key). A nice addition to any stamp den, ephemera
or Canadiana collection.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2196

Group of Canada Post Office New Issue Posters, from the
early 1950s to late 1960s, consisting of over 90 items
mostly featuring commemorative issues. We noted light
duplication and items are all in English. Most posters show
signs of having been displayed at the post office (which is
normal for these), such as toning, pin holes and bends or
creases that do not detract from the overall beautiful designs
and colours commonly used during that period. Great lot for
the postal ephemera collector. See scans for a glimpse of the
content.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2197

1864 Contract for the Conveyance of Her Majesty’s Mails,
a 2 sided page giving details for the delivery of mail between
Campbellford and Stirling Ontario, three times a week, giving
the route that must be used and other details of the contract,
such as times of the day, giving the poor guy only 5 minutes
to load the mail at each stop. All of this “On horseback or in a
horse and buggy in the summer and in a Cutter in the winter”.
An interesting and historic document, bit of separation in two
of the folds, else very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

2198

Collection of 41 Maps of Europe and the Far East and
Pacific, Mostly From World War II, with Japanese occupation
areas, China and other interesting areas during World War
II battle zones, as per owner’s list enclosed. A few have
handwritten notations or colouring on them, denoting routes
taken by the owner, etc. A fascinating group for the military
history enthusiast. Maps have been folded, otherwise very
fine, photos show a random sampling. From the Anderson
family correspondence (see other lots in this sale relating to
the same person, Lt. Walter Anderson).
.................................................................................... Est $200

2201

Group of Interesting Items, including Christmas and
birthday greeting cards; an 1860 mail contract payment for
Fenelon Falls, Ontario; a 1932 Eaton Co. receipt; U.S. stock
transfer certificates (a few with tied revenues); a 1933 British
excise documents; a White Sewing Machine purchase receipt
and other similar goodies for the eclectic collector. Our online
photos provide a glimpse of the contents.
...................................................................................... Est $50

2202

#Coins Group of Canadian Dollar Coins and Other
Numismatic Items, which include “The Canadian Millennium
Silver Dollar Collection” (from Excelsior Collectors Guild)
with 32 coins issued between 1935 and 1999 along with
a stamp from the year of each coin. Also includes several
Royal Canadian Mint products: 1999 and 2000 uncirculated
sets, a 2000 specimen set, and a Queen’s Golden Jubilee
set of quarters, all three in their original packaging. Also
included is a Royal Mint Royal Wedding (Charles and
Diana) Commemorative Crown, a $5 piece from Liberia
commemorating Diana’s death and a souvenir medal of the
Vatican from the late 1950s. All clean and ready for their
new home. Our photos provide a mere glimpse - viewing is
recommended.
.................................................................................... Est $250

Collecting Supplies
2203

Two Cartons Full of Philatelic Supplies, consisting of a
variety of useful items such as two boxes of 1,000 brand
new glassines (#1 and #4), one box of 1,000 brand new 3
hole sheets with clear windows (for counter books), one
box of 500 brand new white envelopes (medium size), one
new Lighthouse Canada album with pages (1851 to 1979),
Lighthouse Canadian Provinces album pages, 5 lightly used
stockbooks, 2 cover albums, one book titled “Canada notes
on the 1911-1925 Series’’ George C. Marler, 1949, Variostyle black stock sheets, sheet protectors, over 20 packs of
Lighthouse mostly black mounts, and more. Clean and overall
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2204

Box of Black Showgard Mounts in Original Packaging,
consisting of over 350 packages of 99 mm x 76 mm mounts,
originally intended for the 1978 CAPEX souvenir sheets,
but useful for many other applications including multiples,
plate blocks and other souvenir sheets. 50 of the packages
contain 25 mounts and 310 packages contain 10 mounts.
Our estimate is surely reflective of a significant discount off
the new cost of similar supplies today.
.................................................................................... Est $250

2205

Group of 9 Gently Used Stockbooks, with a varying number
of black or white pages, rows and page configurations. A
clean group for immediate use by a collector or resale.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2206

Group of 11 Brand New Stock Books, consisting of Unisafe
books still in their shrink wrapping, with W4/32 (x3, retail
$39.95 each) and W4/16 (x8, retail $23.95 each) included.
Useful for collector and dealers alike. A clean group for
immediate use or quick resale.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2207

Group of 13 Gently Used Stockbooks, with black or
white pages, varying numbers of pages, rows and page
configurations. A clean group for immediate use by a collector
or resale.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2208

Group of 9 Gently Used Stockbooks, with black or
white pages, varying numbers of pages, rows and page
configurations. A clean group for immediate use by a collector
or resale online.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Collectibles and Memorabilia
2199

2200

 Two American FDC Signed by Yousuf Karsh and Lester
B.Pearson, both FDC of the Eleanor Roosevelt issue of Oct.
11, 1963. The cachet on the Karsh signed cover was made
from a photograph of her taken by him; Mr. Pearson was a
good friend of the Roosevelts. Both covers are accompanied
by a letter from their assistants thanking a Mr. Connelly for
having requested the signatures.
.................................................................................... Est $100
1908 Queen Alexandra’s Photography Book, “Photographs
from my camera” containing a number of photograph
reproductions glued onto black pages, plus another larger
group printed directly onto pages, each with captions on the
facing inter-leaving, such as “The King, George and his two
sons”, “Victoria and Myself”, “King of Greece”, etc. The first
page has a full-page photograph of the Queen herself, and
most of the photographs were taken during her trips around
the world, or during visits in England by dignitaries. Cover
is heavily stained and there is one photograph missing, still
interesting and a must have for any Monarchy enthusiast.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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2209

Group of 12 Gently Used Stockbooks, with black or
white pages, varying numbers of pages, rows and page
configurations. A clean group for immediate use by a collector
or resale online or at your local club.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2210

Group of 14 Gently Used Stockbooks, with black or
white pages, varying numbers of pages, rows and page
configurations. A clean group for immediate use by a collector
or resale online.
.................................................................................... Est $170

2211

2212

2213

2214

Group of 17 Brand New Stock Books, consisting of Unisafe
books still in their shrink wrapping, with G4/8 (x13, retail
$20.95 each) and W4/16 (x4, retail $23.95 each) included.
Useful for collector and dealers alike. A clean group for
immediate use or quick resale.
.................................................................................... Est $250
Lot of Collector Supplies, Literature, etc. in Three Boxes,
noting some interesting early literature, with a nice Jarrett
1926 catalogue, a Vincent catalogue of Canada and BNA from
1937 and 1940, an 1899 Standard Stamp Co. catalogue,
a 1940 Rosenbaum Price List of Canada and a number of
other similar items from the 1940s, two brand new (still
shrink wrapped) Lighthouse Canada albums with slipcases
(no pages, list price $110. each), as well as 18 stockbooks,
binders, cover albums, etc. a UV light, some new stationery
envelopes, a few black stock sheets, and more, including
three stamp coffee table books. Last but not least a like-new
Marini hingless album (pages only) for Jersey, 1969 to 1999.
.................................................................................... Est $200
Group of Specialized Philately Instruments, with a Asahi
Pentax quality close-up lenticular lens (7 x 21) in its original
box, with paperwork. Also a very high quality Mitutoyo dial
lens meter for measuring paper thicknesses (in its original
box), a Safe brand electric Perftronic perforation measuring
tool, with original paperwork, and a Safe brand Signoscope
watermark detector, either plug-in or battery operated. These
are all in very nice condition, we have not tested the last two
items, but were told by owner that they were in working order.
A very expensive group to buy new.
.................................................................................... Est $150
Group of 15 New Stock Books, consisting of Unisafe books
with all but three still in their shrink wrapping, including G4/8
(x14, retail $20.95 each) and one W4/32 (retail $49.95)
included. Also includes 7 used mint sheet folders. All useful
for collectors and dealers alike.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2215

Group of 9 FDC Albums, plus 18 sets of FDC album refills in
their original packaging. The refills show retail prices of $4.75
or $4.95 for each pack. Clean and ready for use by a collector
or resale by a dealer or online seller.
...................................................................................... Est $50

2216

Selection of New Cover Dealer Supplies, including 6
unopened packs of Uni-safe poly sleeves in a variety of sizes
(retail $6 to $8 each package) and 7 packages of 100 acetate
cover holders, these with a retail price of $48.50 each.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2217

Selection of Dealer Supplies, including 4 large sheet files,
3 boxes of #2 glassines, 1 box each of #1 and #3 glassines,
300 acetate sleeves (4-3/32” x 2¾”), a full box of 500
window envelopes for stamp assortment packs, a full box of
100 two-row black dealer cards and a selection of Dennison
hinges, self-adhesive photo corners, and a perforation gauge.
Our estimate is certainly on the low side for these immediately
useful supplies. See our 5 images for an overview and details.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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2218

Box of 100 or More White 8-Pocket Sheets, with three-hole
punches for use in standard binders. These seem suitable
for booklets, sports cards or other items for display, though
we cannot attest to their suitability for acid-free storage. Sold
as-is.
...................................................................................... Est $50

2219

Box of Black Mounts, Stock Sheets and a Lighthouse
Canada Album, including more than 60 new and opened
packages of black mounts (Scott, Hawid, Showgard) and
24 black stock sheets (various row configurations). The
empty Lighthouse Canada album includes pages to 1977.
The contents are clean and ready for immediate use by a
collector. Our online photo provides a glimpse.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2220

Box of Better Collecting Tools and Supplies, includes two new
Elbe red leatherette albums with slipcases, each containing
quality quadrille gold-edged pages with inter-leaving (would
be great to write-up and display a nice collection). Also saw
a box full of mostly cut-to-size black mounts, box of various
glassines, black stock cards, etc., an as-new Sunrise brand
“Light Scope” 30 power, battery powered lighted magnifier,
two coffee table general stamp books, a box full of Letraset
sheets, a “STAMPLIFT” stamp removal box, and a like-new
Raytech ultraviolet electric lamp with rare matching stand
and original box with paperwork.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2221

Group of Useful Collecting Supplies and Tools, including
a full box of 1,000 new #1 glassines, more than a dozen
packages of black mounts of varying sizes (Hawid, Showgard,
Lighthouse; some open and missing strips), a like-new
stamp drying book, several small mint folders plus a box
with magnifiers, tongs and a small UV lamp (sold as-is).
Also included is a SAFE Signoscope in its original box with
instructions, sold as-is. Overall, the contents are clean and
ready for use by the next owner.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2222

Horde of Black Mounts and Other Useful Supplies, including
63 packages of various sizes of black mounts (we saw 31mm
to 107mm, mostly Unisafe brand, and most are unopened,
these typically retail over $10 per package), what appears to
be a full box of 1,000 unused black 102 cards, one brand
new red box and a small box of blotter pads.
.................................................................................... Est $200

2223

Good Quality Collecting Tools, consisting of a Stanley
Gibbons “Detectamark Spectrum” watermark detector (retail
was $259, still functional), an illuminated magnifying glass
(functional), 2 ultraviolet lamps with spare bulbs (both short
and long wave), a Showgard guillotine for mounts, a Morely
Bright watermark detecting kit (as-is), a Stanley Gibbons
stamp colour key and a White Ace stamp press. Clean and
ready for use by the next owner. Our photo shows all contents.
.................................................................................... Est $150

2224

Three Cartons Full of Useful Philatelic Supplies, with 30
stockbooks in various sizes, and 9 mint sheet files, all in
mixed condition, a Digital Blue QX5 microscope (60x, with
CD), guillotine, magnifying glass, 2020 Unitrade catalogue,
and more. Clean lot, overall fine to very fine. See photo online
for an overview of the content.
.................................................................................... Est $300

2225

Two Sets of Canada Albums, consisting of 2 Lindner
hingeless album with slipcase (1851 to 1976), and 3 Canada
Unisafe albums (1851 to 2009). Useful lot, overall very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

2226

2227

2228

2229

Lot of Philatelic Supplies, consisting of 200 gently used
manilla stock sheets, 2 Devon albums, a Schaubek Europa
stockbook, about 200 glassines, Canada precancelled
catalogues (1989, 2015), magnifying glasses (need batteries
and bulb) and more.
.................................................................................... Est $100
Group of Stamp Mounts and Tools, including more than 35
packages of various sizes of mostly black mounts (we saw
several clear also) with about half of them unopened or with
only a few strips missing. Also included is a Lighthouse miniguillotine and a new Stanley Gibbons colour key. Clean and
immediately useful, retail would be well over our estimate.
Our image shows all contents.
...................................................................................... Est $50
Lot of 17 Cover Albums, all used and of various sizes or
configurations, with many being Uni-Safe brand. See picture
for an overview.
...................................................................................... Est $50
Box of Stamp Albums and Stockbooks, includes 10 gently
used stockbooks, 3 binders with stock pages, a new Stanley
Gibbons Switzerland album (to 1967), a new Scott album
for the 1981 Royal Wedding, a gently used Scott Specialty
album for British America and two gently used Scott Specialty
albums for Germany and Colonies (both similar).
.................................................................................... Est $100

End of Sale, thank you!

Symbols and Abbreviations
**

never hinged with original gum (NH also used)

*

hinged with original gum

(*)
unused without gum either as issued, or having gum fully
removed. This is normally further qualified in the description.
og

original gum


used includes full range of postally used, cancelled-toorder, precancels.
XF
extremely fine applies to stamps with exceptional quality
and margins well in excess of what would typically be found. This
term is used rarely and is not used by us on items usually only
found this way.
VF
very fine a stamp in superior condition which is well-centered and without fault.
F-VF fine-very fine applied to stamps that are somewhat less
well-centered than very fine, while taking into account what may
be considered as typical margins of classic material. The term
has also been applied to multiples with individual stamps with
range of grade or for larger lots/collections.
F
fine stamps having perforations that do not cut into the
design and without damaging faults. Items described as such
may have slight detracting features such as short perforation
tips or natural inclusion. Many better classic material naturally
falls into this category and may be expected to command prices
similar to those ascribed by catalogue values.
VG
very good equivalent to “average”. Typically with poor
centering, heavy cancellation or faults such as minor thins, light
creases, etc.

 cover which here embraces stampless folded letters (SFL),
envelopes, first day covers (FDC’s), stationery envelopes, etc.
PC
post card applies to picture postcards, postal cards, stationery cards, etc.
E/P

essay, proof, die proof

F

forgery

UL
upper left usually used to describe the corner of a sheet,
block or individual stamp. The abbreviations UR, LR and LL are
used similarly.
c.d.s. circular date stamp postmark
l.h.

lightly hinged

v.l.h. very lightly hinged
h.r.

hinge remnant

perf. perforation used in the context of “short perfs” or a perforation measurement, such as “perf. 12.0 x 11.5”
Est. estimate when there is no price guide for the item, this is
our estimate of the final hammer price if there is average competition for the lot.


scan can be found online

– or / used when describing a range of catalogue numbers,
where “-” indicates the range is complete between two numbers,
and “/” indicates missing one or more items.

Literature
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RPSC BOOK ON EXHIBITING
TO BE LAUNCHED AT CAPEX 22

>ã͛Ýd½»ø«®®ã®Ä¦

The RPSC is pleased to announce the
publication of its new book Let’s Talk
Exhibiting by renowned author, exhibitor
and judge David Piercey. The book, based
on his columns of the same name in The
Canadian Philatelist, will be beneficial for
exhibitors, and potential exhibitors, whether
beginning, intermediate, or more advanced.
ĂǀŝĚWŝĞƌĐĞǇ͕&ZW^
Ă
WŚŝůĂƚĞůŝĐ^ŽĐŝĞƚǇŽĨĂŶĂĚ
WƵďůŝĐĂƟŽŶŽĨdŚĞZŽǇĂů

Profusely illustrated with exhibit pages from many different
award-winning exhibits by Canadian exhibitors, the author
discusses getting started in exhibiting, exhibit types, exhibit
evaluation criteria, and the intricacies of creating effective
exhibits and exhibit pages.

“The RPSC has wanted to publish a Canadian book about exhibiting to encourage more collectors to begin
exhibiting. As an incentive, we are offering RPSC members a reduced price of $45 (regular retail $60) at the
show and subsequently. If you are not currently an RPSC member, please consider the purchase of a digital
membership at the special CAPEX price of only $17.50 CAD for the full year. The 15 dollar RPSC discount off the
book will almost entirely offset the cost of your year’s digital membership!” - Ed Kroft, President RPSC
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